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Hawkes Bay Branch member David
Grace suhmitted this 1905 photograph
taken by F Lavcr ofa new Cadillac
(left) and a 1904 Darracq Flying 15.
The vehicles are parked on the front
lawn at 'Strowan' the last great
pioneering homestead built in
Christchurch. 'Strowan' was designed
hy Fredcrick StroUfs and built by.l& W
.Iamieson for George Gatenby Stead
and his family between 1890 and
1901. Stead pictured at right was one
of the most prominent businessmen of
his em. The homestead features skilful
carvings of./Jora and fauna by WS
Smythe.
GeOl-ge Stead had made a fortune as 0

grain and e.rport merchant
specialising in wheat and cocks/cwt.
His benevolence '11'0.1' renown and his
hosting of garden jJartiesfor
charitahle causes were the jill1ctions
of the day. A keen motorist Mr Stead
ojjc'red his guests car rides as ((
novelty. David's Mother Noel Grace
(nee Stead) is sitting (/fop the
Darracq's radiatOl: This photograph
graphically exhibits the difference in
car styles bet"veen two continents. The
Cadill{lc,jitted with three lamps and
vertical calico curtains looks ready to
tackle the dusk dust of Lorarnie. The
windscreen hinged from the top is
jc)lded bock and tied to the roo( The

horse drawn rein-rail legacy remains
on the dashlJOard perhaps as a
reminder there is indeed horsepower
available.
The Darracq in its town carriage
guise with ornate wire luggage-rack,
.tint' leather horizontal curtains and
discreet side lamps seems sufficiently
outjittedfor the night lights of gay
Paris.
The Stead family sold 'Strowan' to St
Andrews College on 27 March 1915. A
similar photograph to this appeared in
the weekly Press on 22 March 1905.

Researched by Bw'!'y Thon1son

The caption accompanying this
photograph reads "The World's Record
Holder C. Stevenson on Mr Bockaert's
14-16hp Darmcq. 1064 Miles in 44
Hours. Michelin tyres." But as to which
actual record is held we are a little
unsure. The picture has been supplied to
..... L. .. D~ __ ~'A IJ"'OA/"I:. ___
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All branches have

received information
and dates of the
pending Management
visits in February and
March when the
Vehicle Identity Cards
will be presented and
assistance given

toward filling in the necessary details. I would
expect that by now all Branch Newsletters will
have advised you of the timing for the visit to
your area and listed the information required
to allow you to complete an application. The
Registrar and Management Committee
members are going to considerable trouble to
introduce this subject so let's support them
with an excellent turnout at your Branch.
Make a point of bringing the requested
information and photographs with you. If you
are in doubt as to what you need, check with
your Branch Secretary.

Over the past few months a small but
dedicated group of co-opted members have
been putting together the Repair and
Restoration Code for the Vintage Car Club. The
code is now in its draft copy and will soon be
forwarded to the LTSA and LVVTA for their
comments. The code committee has completed
a tremendous amount of wurk in the short time
that was given to them. Nicky and I will have
much pleasure in hosting this group and their
partners at a small but appropriate function on
behalf of our membership.

From time to time I have brought to the
members attention the need for us to exercise
courtesy to other road users especially on our
main roads or when travelling in areas of
heavy traffic. Recently when reading Branch
Newsletters I noticed two separate occasions
where incidents had been reported and caused
concem to rally organisers. There are few
Vintage cars not capable of cruising at 45
50mph, therefore I have great difficulty in
accepting that we need to see vintage and post
vintage vehicles dawdling down a main
highway at 35-40mph, holding up large
quenes of road users. Please be aware and
keep our image as a motoring group in a
favourable light.

My goodness doesn't time fly? It only
seems like yesterday when we were at
Addington celebrating our 50th anniversary.
Only twelve months to go now to the big rally
at Hamilton. Entries are coming in and the
organising committee are working hard on the
finer detail. The earlier we receive entries then
the easier it becomes for the committee to
finalise many details. Get your entry in or if you
are still deliberating then be assured this will be
another memorable rally not to be missed.

During the holiday period I have noticed
several members ant and about in their old
vehicles, due no doubt to the wonderful
weather we have been experiencing. Nicky
and I are looking forward to touring the
country in our Vintage car in February/March.
So with a bit of luck we may be able to catch
up with some branches as we pass through.

Happy and safe motoring
Frank Renwick

PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE



Text Dave Duirs Photos Mike Pooley and John Crisp

ikes Meander Rally incorporating
our Annual Dinner and visit from
special guest North Island Club
Captain Makolm Lind. He was

met at Kaitaia airport and driven in a 1926
Overland around the Kaitaia area by
Branch Chairman Vince Mason and secre
tary Peter White. Visits to several restora
tion projects and collections were included
in a busy evening tour. Some of the gems
included a Veteran Saxon, Vintage
Vauxhalls, Chevs, Fords and Dodges and a
classic Lagonda; some completed projects
and others well on the way.

Saturday, 29 August, saw 13 cars and
one motorcycle muster at the Mangonui
Police Station nestled in one of New
Zealand's beauty spots, Doubtless Bay in
the far north of the Nonh Island, for
Mike's Meander.

Our local solo policeman has some old
fashioned assistance for restraining the
stroppy ones, so Branch President Vince
slapped Malcohn into the police station
stocks to feel how justice could be done
should he play up while in our midst!

The run took in some of the Mangonui
watelfront area and it soon became evident

Above: Far North VCC Mike's Meander 
Taupo Bay. Vince Mason's 1926 Overland with
navigotar NZVCC Northern Region Club
Captain Ma/co/m Linc!.
Right: Some of the 14 entrants in Mike's
Meander await instmction at the start from
Mnnonnll; Pn/irp <:lnt;nJ1

that navigators need to be alert very early as
Mike had set the course. Check vehicle
details, pentse the notes before you start,
read every sign and billboard and watch out
for those silent checks which apparently
grow much faster in the far north! How
Leonard managed on hi own on the bike is
a mystery.

Heading south we turned off to Hihi
Beach (great family camping) which could
have meant viewing Doubtless Bay from a

different angle, but we headed inland on the
metal Taemaro Rd which meandered and
climbed into the hilly and beautiful back
blocks of Stoney Creek sheep and cattle
station which offered the organiser some
good opp011unities to test our driving, nav
igation and viewing skills. It was reported
that Malcolm thought he was seeing double
when navigating as silent checks seemed to
repeat themselves. Not at all; it's just that
when Mike Pooley sets a run he seems to
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Sunday saw
some members
gather at the club-
rooms with
Malcolm before
touring the Karikari
Peninsula with its
many beauty spots
and another collec
tion of restorations.

This was a great
weekend of fellow
ship and Vintage
motoring which
enabled many of
our members to get
together for some
part of the
programme.

Top: VCC Northern Region Club Captain
Malcolm Lind slapped in the Mangonui
Police Station stocks. Looking on VCC
President Vince Mason.
Celllre: Mike's Meander Vintage puncture
assisted by classic crew. Navif!,ators
comparing notes in the background!
801l0m: VCC Annual Dinner - May Gibbons
presents a hat rack in memory ofhusband
Gill to Wins/on Matthews and Vince Mason.

with us and we also had some prospective
new members who were assisted with navi
agtion by older members to give them
encouragement. Many thanks to Mike
Pooley for organising the day.

After Mike's Meander we made our way
to the Kaitaia Fire Brigade's social rooms
where about fifty gathered for our annual
dinner and prize-giving. (Malcolm chose a
great time to be amongst us). We had a most
enjoyable meal (with the usual Far' North sea
food trinunings) followed by the prize-giv
ing. We took the opportunity to have
Malcolm address us and field questions.

Trophy winners were:

Points for the year Winston Matthews
Brian Parker Rally Vince &

Naomi Mason
Clubman of the Year Lyn Knight
Mallow Trophy Rally Peter &

Karon White
The club house was presented with a
handsome hat rack in memory of Gill by
May Gibbons.

visiting our branch.
We retired to the clubrooms (a truly

unique building up a quiet road on a local
farm) for a wind down and cup of tea after a
most enjoyable day's rallying. The winners
were Peter and Karon White who seem to be
making a habit of getting ~he most out of the
rally notes -well done.

It was great to have Malcolm ride along

cultural memorabilia. This collection is
becoming a most impressive record of the
history of machinery in the Far North from
early European settlement and is a must if

---~~-~---'----_.

like to dust the cobwebs off all the checks
we have. Apparently there may be some
rules about the number of checks allowed
in a run, but we haven't read them yet!

Back on bitumen
we made our way
down to one of our
true beauty spots,
Taupo Bay, a small
community nestled
under spectacular
high rock formations
on an unspoiled white
beach with views
across to
Stevensons's Island
with the Bay of
Islands as a back
drop. Most of us dal
lied here for some
time to enjoy this spot
which is now becom
ing very popular for
summer holiday mak
ers who want to get
away from it all.

On our way out to the main highway
assistance was offered to one of our num
ber who had a puncture on an older vehicle.
The original screw jack was used and
although the whole operation went smooth
ly, it was a good reminder that just to
change a tyre in the vintage years involved
quite a bit of patience and physica'l effort.
(Having said that, how many of you with
modems known where your jack is, how to
retrieve it, where it's safe to hook in on to
your car and then how to operate it? Do you
know where the spare is? Progress!!) while
we were assisting, the same crew related
how the family dog which had come along
for the lide had disgraced itself in the car
.. it just wasn't their day was it!

Back on the state highway we still had
to contend with the odd clue, but we also
had to show our motoring history knowl
edge, which with the 50/50 chance of
guessing right still didn't have too many
correct; one glaring question "Who is the
Minister of Transport" produced various
names and blanks.

We eventually all made it back to
Winston Matthews' shed where he kindly
rli~nl:lvf'"i hi~ m:lnv tr:l"tnr~ ".:lr~ :lnrl :lOTi-



database entry for the accepted Vehicle is
complete, a Vehicle Identity Card will be
generated from the computer. One supplied
photograph will be laminated to the appro
priate page, and sealed with an embossed
stamp.

The Vintage Car Club of New Zealand
(lnc.)'s Vehicle Identity Card will be
required for all motor vehicles over 29
years old (Historic Motor Vehicles) to
assist the Land Transport Safety Authority's
vehicle certifiers when compliancing
Historic Vehicles,from J March 1999 when

the Vehicle Standards Compliance
Rule 35001 is implemented.
Historic Motor Vehicles that

have a lapsed Licence,
recently imported, or being

registered for the first time
will need a "Historic Motor

Vehicle Date of Manufacture &
Authenticity Statement" (form

VCCR&DI) to assist with com
pliancing the motor vehicle. This

form is provided by the National
Office after a completed applica-

tion form for a Vehicle Identity
Card has been accepted by any Branch of
the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (lnc)
and approved by the National Registrar.
After completion of the compliance exami
nation and issue of the Form MR2A
(Application to Register a Motor Vehicle)
the vehicle can be registered, licensed and
issued with a Warrant of Fitness. A Vintage
Car Club of New Zealand (lnc)'s Vehicle
Identity Car will then be issued to the vehi
cle owner.

The Vintage Car Club of New Zealand
(Inc.) will maintain a database of Historic
Vehicle numbers and their identity in New
Zealand will be internationally consistent
with vehicle interpretation and status.

Card system to support the date of manu
facture and authenticity of all vehicles that
have reached 29 years old and older, during
any vehicle certification examination.

Recently at our 1998 Annual General
Meeting in Hastings, Mr. Peter Waring rep
resenting the Land Transport Safety
Authority, suggested The Vintage Car Club
of New Zealand (Inc.) is one of the safest
motoring groups in New Zealand.

Earlier in the Club's history there was
a system of registering and dating
Club eligible vehicles. All mem
bers were encouraged to have
their vehicles recorded as an indi
cation of the vehicle's authentic
ity. Over tbe years the system
became modified to encompass
the "PV" and later "PWY"
acceptance. These vehicles ",
were required to pass a thor-
ough inspection before
acceptance as Club
vehicles.

The new Vehicle
Identity Card System has been
developed over the last two years and is
now ready for introduction within New
Zealand to our members and the general
motoring public who own Historic Motor
Vehicles.

The Historic Vehicle owner will
describe the motor vehicle within the
recognised categories, as a self - declaration
using a specially designed application form
to identify all areas of the motor vehicle's
specification and the manufacturer's identi
fication numbers. The Branch Committee
in the region where the applicant resides,
can then verify, sign off and forward to The
Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.)
National Office for acceptance, and a
Vehicle Identity Number issued. Once the

Rod Brayshaw
Na/ional Regis/rar

Sponsored by
ROYAl. &]-1 --,.-

~ SUNAl.L1ANCE
Insurance

VlCVI~V
says ~'~_

One of the objects of The Vintage Car
Club of New Zealand (Inc.) is to assist and
encourage it's membership to foster interest
and engage in the preservation and mainte
nance of motor vehicles within the club's
recognised categories from the first
motorised vehicle through to include motor
vehicles that are at least in their thirtieth year
since their date of original construction.

The Vintage Car Club of New Zealand
(Inc.) also fosters road courtesy and safe
driving in every way and co-operates
with Government and Local Authorities to
this end.

A Government directive during 1992
has seen the Land Transport Safety
Authority progressively introduce a new
Road Safety Rule programme that by 2005
will replace the old Traffic Regulations.

The Vintage Car Club of New Zealand
(Inc.) is recognised by the Land Transport
Safety Authority as the Historic Vehicle
Authority of New Zealand. Both organisa
tions have negotiated a position within
these new safety rules for Historic Vehicles
in New Zealand, using our Vehicle Identity

IDENTITY CARD ROAD SHOW
Sponsored by

ROYAl. &
..'lINAI.I..IANCE

Insurance

A travelling road show sponsored by
Royal & SunAlliance Insurance will visit
each branch on an evening devoted to the
ID Card introduction. Members who
attend are encouraged to bring with them
details of their vehicles, as during part of
the evening assistance will be provided
for members to complete an ID Card
application set for their vehicles.
Please spend some time before the adver
tised evening at your Branch, to gather
together your vehicles documents and
bring photo copies of them with you.
Please also provide:
I. Three identical prints of a (R3 9cm x

l3cm) colour photograph of the vehi
cle in its present form are required to
complete an application. If a car or
commercial vehicle the photograph
should show a three-quarter front
view of the complete vehicle. If a
motorcycle a side view from either
side is required.

2. Copy of the NZ Certificate of
Registration (ownership papers.)

3. Vehicle makers data and numbers.
4. Factory build sheets (if available)

Production Record Trace Certificate
(if available).

6. Copy of any Overseas Registration
document.

7. The Vintage Car Club of NZ (Inc.)
original dating number if known.

8. Pen.
9. Paper clip. Or a large envelope.
Those members who wish to obtain a
VCC ID Card for their vehicle before the
travelling road show can request an
application set (6 pages) from their
Branch Committee or the National
Office.
The VCCNZ(lnc.) is committed to pro
tecting our member's freedom to main
tain, use and enjoy their vehicles on New
Zealand roads whenever we choose.
BRANCH DATES TIME
Ashburton 18 Feb 8pm
Auckland 11 Feb 7JOpm
Banks Peninsula 11 Feb 7JOpm
Bay of Plenty 19 March 8pm
Canterbury 4 Feb 7pm
Central Otago 10 Feb 8pm
Eastern Bay of Plenty 20 March 7JOpm
Far North 20 Feb 8pm

Gore
Hawkes Bay
King Country
Manawatu
Marlborough
Nelson
North Otago

North Shore
Otago
Rotorua
South Canterbury
Southland
South Otago
Taranaki
Taupo
South Waikato
Waikato
Wairarapa
Wanganui
Wellington
Northland
Horowhenua
Waimate

Wellsford
West Coast
Waitemata

9 Feb 8pm
10 March 8pm
19 Feb 7.30pm
20 Jan 7JOpm
12 Feb 7JOpm
11 Feb 7.30pm
4 March 8pm

(Combined with Waimate)
17 Feb 8pm
22 Feb 7JOpm
20 March lpm
15 Feb 7.30pm
25 Feb 8pm
23 Feb 7JOpm
18 Feb 8pm
22 Feb 7.30pm
21 March 1pm
10 March 8pm
1 March 8pm
3 Feb 8pm
24 Feb 7JOpm
19 Feb 7.35pm
3 March 7.30pm
4 March 8pm

(Combined with North Otago)
25 Feb 8pm
8 Feb 7JOpm
4 Feb_8pm



Vintage Car Club of NZ Inc.
PO Box 2546. Christchurch

Phone (03 366-4461.
Fax (03) 366-0273

Short Term Registration
It is now possible to register any vehicle

for any period of time during the year ego
one day, one week or one year. The fees are
calculated by the number of days registered
over 365, times the annual fee, plus an
adminstration fee of $7.30. So don't forget
to ask about this option, if you do not intend
using your vehicle often, when obtaining
your registration.
Subscriptions

Please note that renewal notices for the I
April 1999 to 31 March 2000 should be
an'iving very soon. Please don'l hesitate to
contact either your secretary or the National
Office if you do not receive one. Prompt
payers can deduct $11.25 if paid prior to 31
March 1999. This will also greally help the

National office in processing. "Green"
membership cards will be forwarded early
in April.
Executive Meeting

The March 1999 Executive Meeting will
be held at the Canterbury Branch Club
Rooms on Saturday 6 March. Should any
member have an item they wish to be dis
cussed by the Executive, please advise your
branch chairman or delegate.
Branch Newsletter/NZ Federation of
Motoring Newsletters

Each Branch is forwarded a copy of
every branches newsletter as well as the NZ
Federation of Motoring club's Newsletters.
Don't hesitate to ask to read them as there
can be some very useful tips, comments
and information obtained.

VCC Membership List
An update as at 18 December 1998, has

been forwarded to each Branch should you
be interested in obtaining a copy.

VCC Vehicle Identity Card Road Show
Over the next two months, each branch

will be visited by a Management
Committee member to introduce the Club's
Vehicle Identity Card and assist members
with the application forms. Please contact
your Branch Secretary if you are unaware
of the date your branch will be visited, or
refer to the article on the opposite page.

Rallies and Swap Meets
Bay of Plenty Anniversary Weekend Rally 30-1 Jan/February Auckland Commercial Camp Out 5-7 March
Eastern Bay Taupo Taupo Rally 5-7 March
ofPlenly East Coast Rally 6 Febmary Canterbury Boot Fair 6 March
Wellington Club Captain's Safari 6-7 February Southland Commercial Rally 6 March
Banks Peninsula Annual Veteran Rally 7 February Southland Veteran Rally 6 March
Northland Blackberry Run 7 February Horowhenua Ted Green Motorcycle Rally 7 March
Canterbury Annual Rally 13-14 February South Canterbury Mid Island Rally 7 March
Auckland Veteran Rally 13 February Wairarapa Rex Porter Memorial Rally 12-13 March
Otago Dunedin Brighton Veteran Rally 13 February Otago National Motorcycle Rally 12-14 March
Southland Southland Rally 13 February Banks Peninsula Craigiebulll Ceilidh 13-14 March
Waimate Wallaby run 13 February Northlnnd Birthday Run 14 March
Manawatll Ruahine Rnmble 14 Februnry Wairarapa Coastal Run 14 March
Hawkes Bay Art Deco Rally 20 February Ashburton Club C<'Ptain's Night Trial 18 Mnrch
Gore Festival Rnlly 20 February Gore Frank Robson Memorial Rally 18 March
Waikato Ladies Rally 20 February West Coast Scenicland Rally 20 March
Canterbury Jim Toohey Run 20-21 February South Otngo 25th Motorcycle RaUy 20 March
South Canlerbury All American Day 21 Febl1lary South Canterbury Mystery Run 21 March
CanterbUlY Junior Drivers Rally 21 February Club Captain's Tour 1999 NOlth Island
Ashburton Lady Drivers Run 21 February Club Captains Tour 23-1 March/April
Rotorua 30th Birthday Celebrations 21 February
Auckland Swap Meet 27-28 February
Northland Posh Picnic 28 February

Lost wax bronze casting Silicon rubber mould making

reproductions of any complicated form.

Fine detailed

185 stratton Street

Maungaraki, WELLINGTON

est:
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Phone
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Text Bill Cross Photos Various South Otago Branch Members

_~. lub Captain John Cook is to be
complimented on arranging a very
good 27th Clutha Rally catering
for sixty-three entrants on

Saturday 14 November 1998 in spite of a
family bereavement.

After the welcome by Chairman Stuart
Milne the first car was away at 10.45am in
glorious South Otago weather, leaving the
Balclutha Primary School grounds under
the Branch's new tlag, mounted on a tlag
pole with a three faoed clock, made and
designed by Barry Delaney. The material
and clock sponsored by Calder Stewart of

Above: The motorcyclists take it easy for lunch
at the Waitahuna Reserve.

Right: Somewhere in the back ofbeyond. Wilma
& lan McDonald, 1955 Zephyr, help two
commercials through the check point. Bryan
McConachie. 1920 Model T and DOll Jellks,

Milton. A most interesting journey lay
ahead which after crossing the Balclutha
Traffic Bridge, a route through North
Balclutha took the entrants through Benhar,
once the home of the McSkimming Pipe
and Pottery works and then on to Stirling
past the Otago Cheese Factory to
Kaitangata. The drive around Lake
Tuakitoto was delightful. On joining
State Highway I at Crichton it was not long
before taking the gravel road over Crichton
and into the Manuka Gorge. Once through
the gorge it was tum right onto the Manuka
Hill Road. Although a gravel surface it was

in good order for Vintage motoring.
From the top of Manuka Hill Road it
was then onto the Waitahuna Gully
Road, and from the heights of this
road, the other cars could be seen for
miles below by the trails of dust. Some

Top: Branch SecretGlY Peter Umfi'eville was
delighted when the offer ofa 1964 Vauxhall
Velox came availahle. This former traffic
department car had its first outing at the Clutha
Rally. (photo Vivenne Pa/erson courtesy Otago
Daily Times.)

of the older cars made a slow ascent, but
this left plenty of time to view the country
for miles around. What goes up must come
down as the saying goes, and this was in
some cases as much [ow gear as going up,
and a test for the brakes!

A pleasant lunch stop was held on the
banks of the Waitahuna River. A "walk
about" questionnaire was handed out at the
lunch check point, and it was a lovely stroll



around the village filling in the appropriate
questions. Some of the answers received,
were well appreciated by the gathering dur
ing the prize-giving, but probably not for
the editor!

After lunch steep hills were again on the
agenda as the convoy of vehicles and
motorcycles left for Greenfield over

Waitahuna West. A farmer on the top of the
Waitahuna West Road tells me that they are
as high above sea level as Queenstown.

Down into Greenfield to the Community
Centre for a welcome cuppa provided by the
parents of the Clutha VaUey Scout Troop. It
was time to relax out of the hot sun, get
one's breath back and have a yarn, before

setting off down the road to Balclutha to the
evening meal prepared by the South Otago
ladies and the prize-giving.

Stuart Milne, John Cook and Neville
King presented the following trophies

Clutha Rally Results
Overall Winner Post 60 Concours de Elegance

Elaine Skeggs 1951 Austin MO Sports Peter Umfreville 1964 Vauxhall Veteran
2nd Overall 2 Warren King 1967 Volkswagon Rex McDonald 1916 Dodge

Angus Katon 1929 De Soto Doctor's Commercials Vintage
Coupe (on it's first run)

Jack Davidson 1938 Ford
Neil McVicar 1924 Morris

Veteran 2 Alex McLellan &
Post Vintage

Colin & Shaun Ryan 1928 Ford
Diane & Rob Ross 1936 Chrysler
Chris Whelan 1939 Chevrolet

Joan Pearce 1911 Sunbeam Motorcycles Post War
2 Rex MacDonald 1916 Dodge

Neville King 1954 Sunbeam Dennis Axe 1957 Austin Healey
Vintage 2 Alland Budge 1951 BSA Post 60

Angus Katon 1929 De Soto Doctor's Distance Trophy Peter Umfreville 1964 Vauxhall
Coupe

Diane & Rob Ross 1936 Chrysler,
Commercial

2 Doug Hayman 1928 Plymouth Alex McLellan 1928 Ford

Post Vintage
of Ashburton Motorcycles

Donald Bradley 1934 Chevrolet
Hard Luck trophy Robin Benington 1941 Indian

2 Tom McDonald 1936 BSA Saloon Graeme Steel 1939 Chevrolet with a The Good Samaritan Trophy
broken axle after one mile. For helping a motorist on the rally - NevillePost War

Elaine Skeggs 1951 Austin MO Sports
Ladies Trophy King and Alland Budge.

2 Dennis Axe 1957 Austin Healey Noeline Milne for outstanding help to the Interesting to note that our local Branch had
Branch. 29 entries.

Contact PETER WOODEND
Ph 07 576 8802 • Fax 07 576 8803

PO Box 2245 Tauran a

DUNLOP wire wheels, splines, knock-on caps, spokes and rims for
HEALEY, JAGUAR, MG, MORGAN, RILEY, TRIUMPH, ETe.

Specials to order.

Cassic Tyres
for your Veteran Vintage & Classic Car 1888-1970

Leading brands from UK & USA

DUNLOP, LUCAS, LESTER, DEN MAN, UNIVERSAL, INSA, PUMA,
FIRESTONE, WAYMASTER, etc also AVON &; DUNLOP racing tyres.
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THE WAY WE WERE
Compiled by Jolm Pahner

From the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) Archive

MOTOR REGISTRATION
Until tbe Motor Registration Act 1905, NZ vehicle owners

were not required to register their motor vehicles. The McLean
Motor Car Act of 1898 had legally allowed motorised vehicles
onto public roads. Like the McLean Act, the 1905 Act was
introduced to parliament as a Private Member's Bill. The Act
decreed that all vehicles propelled by mechanical power under
three tons weights and including motorcycles were to be
registered at a fee of ten shillings for four wheel vehicles and
five shiUings for motorcycles by the registering authority. If a
motor vehicle was used on a public road without being registered
or the mark (number) was not fixed or obscured, then the person
driving the car committed an offence.

Letters indicating the various provinces were allocated:
Auckland (A), Taranaki (T), Hawkes Bay (H), Wellington (W),
Marlborough (M), Nelson (N), Westland (Z), Canterbury (C),
Otago (0), Southland (S). Local bodies (City, Borough & County
Councils) were authorised to issue registrations.

Mr C Lewis, MP for Courtenay introduced the bill to the house
and said only one local body opposed the registration of motor
vehicles. He said "it was necessary to compel the registration of
motors as they constituted a great danger to public safety in as
much as horses were not accustomed to them, and therefore they
were a menace to that portion of the travelling public that used
horses. Another reason was that the motor proceeded at such a
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made to Registering Authorities under the Motor Regulation Act
1908 with additional registration letters.

A radical change in vehicle registration took place under the
Motor Vehicles Act 1924. This set up a central register of motor
vehicles. The Registrar was required to keep a register of all
motors registered in the Dominion. Deputy Registrars, members
of the Post & Telegraph Department, were authorised to issue
annual registrations from 1 January 1925. Under the previous
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pace that it was very difficult to overtake it when any occupant of
the motor misbehaved himself."

He went on to make other critical observations abollt erring
motorists of the day and added" ... then these 1l10tOlists had a ten
dency to disguise themselves with caps, coats, masks, goggles and
so on, which rendered identification difficult. Motoring had
attracted a small minority of adherents whose idea of sport had led
them to acts, which excited the resentment of the public. In con
nection with the kindred SPOlt of bicycling they had what was
known as the 'bent-backed bounder who buckets along on a bike'
quite regardless of anything except his own desire to exhibit his
pedalling capacity".
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THE DIMENSIONS CIVEN HEREON (PLATE·"!

SHALL APPLY THROUQiOUT THIS SERIES.

NUll1ber Plate Drawing: NZ Post & Telegraph drawing s/iJr /lumber
plates /93/. Prefix D=Dealer; E=Exempt. Govt= Govemmel1./ Dept;
A=Private Vehicle.
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local body management no accurate estimates were available.
The March 1925 issue of Radiator, the journal of the NZ Motor

Trade Association reported that "Until the present Act came into
force the number of motor vehicles varied from 40,000 to about
double that number. Up to February 4th, 86,310 registrations have
been made including cars, commercials and motorcycles". The
1925 register exceeded 133,000, which equated to one motor vehi
de to 10.5 people.

The number plates, made of steel were issued annually until
1941. Thereafter they were issued every fi ve years for the next
twenty years. Windscreen licence labels sufficed for the interven
ing periods. The colour of the numbers and the plate background
cbanged with each issue.

Aluminium permanent plates were introduced in 1962 when
registrations reached 958,000 with the last steel plates being
phased out on commercial vehicles in 1966. Reflectorised plates
began in 1985, and personal ised ones became available in 1987.•Acknowledgement: Douglas Wood fOl' literature concerning the plates
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Mail
Bag

The editorial committee reserve the right to
publish, edit or refuse publication of any item
submitted as comment.
The views expressed herein are those of the authors
and do not necessarily express the policy or views
of the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) or
the publishers.

Dear Sir,
Is there someone out there who would be

prepared to put pen to paper and explain our
motor industry "overseas (non remittance)
funds" scheme. I would be interested to
know why it existed, how it worked, the
loop holes and how dealers used it to their
advantage. In fact, the whole scheme seems
to be poorly understood today and 1 feel it
should be recorded now while there are still
a few around who worked with it.

I bought a new Riley Elf in 1966 and
they were one of the very first cars available
new in Southland without overseas funds.
Why then when you needed overseas funds
for a Mini?

I anxiously await the response.
Yours etc.,
Alasdair Brass.

Dear Sir,
Re- Beaded Wheels No. 235, letter from

Ross Haynes.
So Eoin Young's tongue in cheek

comment has disturbed a defender of the
faithful Austin 7. Surely if Mr Haynes is a
student of motor car history he would have
seen that denigrating the Bugatti in order to
raise the status of an Austin 7 leaves him
open to criticism and the need for re
education. I hope that Mr Haynes will allow
me to clarify a few points.

In the first place these motoring icons
were poles apart in terms of their eras,
market strategy, production volume and
price. When Sir Herbert, the wealthy
industrialist, launched his first Sevens in
1923, Bugatti's small sporting car had been
on the road since 1910, fulfilling its design
goal ie. a small efficient machine that could
match the performance of any car likely to
confront it on road or track. By 1914 the
sport/racing Brescia gave 45bhp adequate
for the car's winning performances 6 years
later and with ample strength in reserve for
any future development, the aim of every
designer worth his salt (eg Ford 105E).
Villiers was very grateful for that when by
lQ?4 hp W~< PYlr'"rl;ncr ROhhn 1nl hQOO

using factory crankshafts still without force
fed crankpins. Remember the Mays'
Bugattis were sprint cars using very high
CRs and alcohol fuel necessary to compete
with the supercharged competition of all
sizes.

Having had the opportunity to dismantle
and re-assemble a Type 22 Bugatti, I have
discovered this can be done under the time
it takes to do the same work on a modern
16v Japanese engine. Complicated?
Categorically NO.

The Type 40 with its 3 valve engine is
not everyone's cup of tea and many regret
that Bugatti, having pioneered the small
16v engine so common these days, did not
persevere with that development.

Mr Haynes neglects to mention the fail
ure of the factory A7s in 1923 at Gordon
England modified Sevens which dominated
the newly introduced 750cc class where
there was little or no opposition until the
MG Midgets arrived.

With respect, Mr Haynes, the semi float
ing axle has always been the most preferred
solution for lighter cars and to write off
Bugatti's engineering skill on that basis
conveniently ignores the circumstances sur
rounding the unfortunate event. Had the A7
been exposed to such power increases with
out running gear re-design, 1 suggest the
results would have been disastrous.

Yours etc.,
Bill Shields

Dear Sir,
In reply to Lindsay McKenzie's letter in

Beaded Wheels October/November regard
ing my tunnel vision.

The cars owned and driven by the
original membership were Vintage and
Veteran. The fact that they were or were not
30 years old is completely irrelevant. They
were cars built in a different style with
different methods and a totally different
feel and if knowing what a Vintage car is
means I've got tunnel vision then so be it. I
don't think 1 have my head in the sand
though. I can see the way the Vintage Car
Club is moving. You don't keep a strongly
focused club by opening up the criteria for
membership so that it is easier and/or
cheaper to become a member. A bigger
club is not necessarily a stronger club if the
new membership would be better served by
joining a one make register.

The rolling 30 year rule means the
inevitable swamping of the Vintage
Membership, it will take some time but it
will happen. There are plenty of old Hi
Aces and 120Ys out there and somewhere
there is probably a VCC member eyeing up
his 1990 Mitsubishi Galant and thinking
"I'll tuck that away". It will just do me for
the 75th Anniversary of the "Vintage" Car
Club of New Zealand.

Yours etc.,
Jim Riley

Dear Sir,
I'm completing the restoration of my

1927 Lea-Francis M Type and would like
to put out an appeal for anybody particular
ly in the South Canterbury!North Otago
area who may be able to cast any light on its
____1~_ 1_:_ .. _

It left the Lea-Francis works in
Conventry on 28 April 1927 for Newnham
Motors of London. I have back tracked its
owners to 1937 when it was traded in to
Hutchinson Motors in Christchurch. Don
Ransley who handled the transaction at the
time remembered the owner coming from

around or beyond Ashburton.
This may also tie in with an obscure note

in the Lea-Francis records of a Mr
McCarson or McCameron of New Zealand
followed by a Mr Robins of Timaru?

As 1know all the other owners from 1937
on, these gentlemen obviously predate that.
They may of course have been mechanics
enquiring on behalf of the owner.

However the car even in its day would
have been rare and distinctive and given
cause to being noticed or remembered. It
was orginally upholstered in light blue
leather with polished aluminium bodywork
and knock on Rudge wirewheels.

I'm hoping although there is unlikely to
be anybody still living with direct knowl
edge, that someone has family memories of
it's being around and about. I've enclosed
an illustration of what the car looked like at
that time. Look forward to hearing from
anyone who can help chase this one down,
particularly if photos are available.

Yours etc.,
I. Goldingham
7 Bulwer St
Auckland 1309.

Dear Sir,
The 1925 Fiat 50lc owned by Mr Jellie

mentioned in Tom Clements article Beaded
Wheels No. 233. This car is still in the
hands of its' second owner. I purchased the
Fiat from the Jellie eSlate in 1965. I drove it
for 13 years before I had to restore the
engine, which had been overhauled 20
years before. It has had a gearbox overhaul
and at present is waiting to have the diff
repaired as it has a broken axle. The Fiat
was purchased from the Farmers Garage in
1926 with 1,000 miles on the speedo, as it
had been a demonstration car. He would not
take delivery until front and rear bumpers
had been fitted as well as a rear carrier.
These period accessory items are still on
the car and as far as 1 know it is the only
501 c in New Zealand with all these items.
The hood was as new as it had not been
used, and fortunately had a cover over it.
The back seat, also like new, was up in the
rafters of the garage at 321 Russley Road
where the car lived. This car had a body by
Stevens and Sons identical to the one on
page 17, BW 233 and the chassis number
only 100 numbers different.

Yours etc.,
Russell Bamard



Dear Sir,
Just thought you might like a photo for

the magazine in the 'blast from the past'
section. This is not the past but currently
tucked away in a quiet little spot in the

Wairarapa. A collection of Vintage and
Veteran all early American bikes. They
might or might not be of some interest?

Love the mag. Keep up the good work.
Yours etc.,
Kevin Leydon.

Dear Sir,
McLean Motor Car Act Centennial Rally

Diane and I would like to express our
sincere congratulation, on an extremely
well run event over six days of activities.

Knowing how much time and effort
goes into an event of this magnitude we
have nothing but praise for the organising
committee.

It was good to see members from ttuee
branches working together to achieve this
end result, which was started, I believe, two
and a half years ago.

A most relaxing, enjoyable and fun time,
getting together with fellow Veteran own
ers, ninety-nine vehicles in all, coming
from as far as Invercargill to Wbangarei.

For the organisers to bring Wellington
city, let alone Parliament to a stand still,
while we trundled our vehicles around the
streets with Police escort must have taken a
great deal of effort. It's a pity, the television
and local newspaper didn't fully cover the
activities in Parliament, where we met the
Prime Minister Jenny Shipley. After all,
this Act 100 years ago, effects every New
Zealander who owns or rides in a vehicle
today.

Yours etc.,
Diane and Geoff QualTie.

Dear Sir,
II' only. ..
How many in this Vintage car interest

have looked back and reflected on those
occasions when something should have
been done. Some action to save another
vehicle for posterity. How often - if only!

My earliest if only came about in early
1940. World War n was well on the way
and petrol rationing well established. Cars
were being laid up, not used, but being reg
istered for their coupon value. For some
months a 1930 Ford Model A tourer sat on
the grass verge in ElIerslie. This enterpris
ing apprentice mechanic was looking for
his first car. A series of visits to the owners,
then the exchange of a fifty pound note and
a deal was done.

The problem was that this car had been
rather cannibalised. Fabric roof and side
curtains had been replaced with plywood,

but the hood bows still existed. Nineteen
inch wheels had been replaced with 16"
Dunlop Balloon. There must have been the
early glimmer of a vintagent in this appren
tice as over the next few months this car
was restored to its original standard and for
the next couple of years stood him in good
stead. His if only comes in when he consid
ers that he had received an offer he could
not refuse. II' only he had refused ...

In Great South Road, Greenlane, (the
site now occupied by Foodtown) a man
named Irwin had become established in the
car wrecking business. Cars of every
description were jammed in over every
square yard of his home property. For some
months just off the footpath rested the
remains of a Rickenbacher Limousine. So
unique it caused much interest and com
ment. For all that, it slowly disappeared,
piece by piece. (Irwin described the win
dow glass as being bullet proof. It was
notable for the tJlin wires which ran tlu'ough
it and added to the cars mystique.) - I won
der and if only . ..

In a street off Market Road, by a house,
they said it was a 1912 Hupmobile. Brass
radiator, leather straps from hood to mud
guards. "No! It was not for sale!" AJter all
the brass headlights and radiator were
worth a lot of money as scrap. The car
slowly disappeared bit by bit if only...

In Owens Road Epsom, under a large
house, rested a 1912 Rolls-Royce and a
Mercedes sports car of similar vintage.
Complete cars on blocks. "No! Not for
sale!" Until Len Southward came along.
Common sense prevailed and there was no
need for an if only. ..

There was that Chrysler, the only model
of this example ever brought to New
Zealand, owned by Mrs Bertha Wilson of
Remuera (of Wilson & Horton), and that
beautiful white Cadillac which went into
the harbour off the Birkenbead wharf. The
list goes on. No doubt there are many more
if only stories out there. Maybe tbis will
prompt some reactions.

Yours etc
HW Stone
Auckland.

Dear Sir,
I am currently searching for a 1920s

hearse to restore or to purchase restored. I
have located several throughout the country
but none are for sale. A search through
the internet and overseas sources has
located more, but the exchange rate and
shipping costs have made their purchase
impracticable.

We are now considering building our
own. What we are desperately seeking is
picnlres or plans of various hearses from
the twenties. If anyone has such or knows
of a hearse that is available can they please
contact me.

Yours etc.,
PhiJip Macey
200 South Road
New Plymouth
Ph/Fax (06) 751-0409
Email: philip.macey@xtra.co.nz

Dear Sir,
r am restoring a 1908 Daimler car, and I

am hoping that readers might be able to
help with tracing its early history. I can
trace it's history back to 1923. It seems
very likely it was imported new into the
Ashburton area in 1908 by Thomas
Mawson who farmed at Westerfield.
Thomas Mawson ordered a tourer body
with a detachable rear seat so it could be
used as a truck. Around 1915 the family
moved to Hawkes Bay and farmed at
Argyll near Waipawa for seven years, they
then moved to Omakere on the other side of
Waipawa. The Daimler was originally a
maroon colour but was painted a light
colour because it showed the dust too
much. At about this time the Daimler was
sold to someone in Napier? Maybe
McGlashans the auctioneers?

The Lemmon family of Poraiti, Napier
bough the car about 1923 from Hawkes
Bay Fanners Garage without any body
work. Eric Lemmon built a tourer body on
the car and they used it for 5-6 years before
it was involved in an accident with a cart
horse which bent tJle chassis, front ax.le,
broke a stub ax.le, radiator side and fan, it
was then stored away in bits until I pur
chased it 16 years ago.

The chassis has been restored and body
work is well underway. No photos of the
Mawson car have come to hand as yet, as
the family photos have been destroyed. Do
you know of any, or have any photos of
early DairnJers, which may provide the
missing link?

Yours etc.,
Patricia Bren.

m.s. e~~td.
PRECISION & AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS

ESTABLISHED 1950

PISTONS FOR VETERAN VINTAGE
AND CLASSIC ENGINES

We can supply new Piston Sets for most Makes
and Models.

All Piston Sets come complete with Rings and
Gudgeons.

We have over 700 listings at competitive prices.

Phone: (03) 366-7463
Fax (03) 366-7462

344 St Asaph Street, Christchurch.

Errata
Apologies for the error in the

caption for the Saxon on page 28 of
the last issue of Beaded Wheels.

The correct caption should read:
The 1914 Saxon motored by

Bob and Sandra Hart. This vehicle
has since been purchased by

Trevor Birchall.



Over the last few issues of Beaded Wheels

mailbag column has included photos and

comment on the Veteran Mercedes which was

well known during the late 1950s and early

1960s. This has rekindled my memories of one of

the greatest extroverts this Vintage Car Club has

even seen: Darcy Nicholson.



in Australia. I seem to remember that the
well known Morrison family of Geraldine
played some part in the history of the
Mercedes.

The Mercedes was originally fitted with
a 7 litre Daimler Knight sleeve valve
engine and a white painted fabric body of
unknown parentage with cycle type mud
guards and the spare slung on the left hand
side. It has a very low raking windscreen,
and of course the magnificent 'V' wdiator.
Nicholson used the car in this guise for
some time including the second Mount
Cook Rally in 1956.

Unfortunately the block cracked or was

The Mercedes is showll ill its original state.. ~.....

"...he was inspired by Count Louis

Zborowski, a wealthy socialite in England

who was well known for creating the

"Chitty Chitty Bang Bang" cars he.

with his family lived in a flat at the fire sta
tion in Latter Street, Timaru. We arrived in
BatTY'S 1925 New Beauty Ford Tudor, and
parked nose first into the kerb beside the
Cadillac which was where it was usually sta
tioned. In an open carpOll was the Mercedes
with the body under construction.

My memory is that in the mid 1950s the
Mercedes was in the hands of Roger Mahan
of Geraldine and Darcy wanted that car real
bad. Mahan was prepared to part with the
Mercedes for a Vintage Bentley. Nicholson
found a 3 litre car in Marlborougb fitted
with, I kid you not, a Vintage T Ford body.
The swap took place! Oh yes! This Bentley
surfaced many years later in the hands of
Alastair Jones, broke his heart and his wal-

ID
arcy was a foundation memberI of the South Canterbury Branch
and one of its most enthusiastic
members.

He owned a variety of old cars including
a 1907 single cylinder CadiUac, 1904 single
cylinder Darracq, a magnificent seven
seater Berliet tourer, a highly original
Morris Isis saloon, and examples of
Chevrolet and Nash.

However it was probably for his owner
ship of the Mercedes that he is best remem
bered. Stories abound regarding the
exploits of what was known at the time as
'Darcy's Monster'.

When my brother Ban")1 and 1joined the
VCC in January 1960, we were signed up
L_ ~.,. . __ .L_ ~ ...... L __ : .~-. _ .J-': .1



The MoulIl Cook Ra/I.\'. /957. Darry'.I' Ml'rcedes is alllle f{lr /eji end

•Dare)' and the 1907 Cadillac _

find yourself a 7 litre Daimler Knight
engine that I am sure today's technology
would have no trouble restoring.

The fame of the 'Monster' spread and in
the October 1962 edition of Motor Sport
the following article appeared.

"An aero-engined Mercedes is running
on the road in Timaru, New Zealand.
Apparently it dates from circa 1914 and has
a 24-litre 6-cylinder engine and 4-seater
open touring bodywork, according to the
excellent Beaded -Wheels, journal of the
Vintage Car Clubs of NZ. It would be inter
esting to know who originally built this
hybrid and whether it was done in NZ or
imported. Feature issues of Beaded Wheels

will include a history of motor
racing at Muri Wai (sic) Beach
from 1921-1928, the era of the
"heavy metal."

When he wished Darcy could
just let the car waffle along, and
in fact won the time trial at the
first Mid Island Veteran Rally.

Eventually he sold the car to
Evan Moorhouse of Nelson who
did not keep it very long and
passed it onto Len Southward
where it still is today.

The other cars Darcy owned
that I mentioned earlier are in the
main still around. John
McLachlan of Leeston has owned
the Cadillac for many years. Dale
Conlon of Nelson has the
Darracq, and Kelvin Love of
Timaru has the Berliet.

Oh yes, something else. In
a corner of my garage sits a
large white handbrake lever that]

have had for over 30 years. Yes it is the
original lever from the original car. If only
it could talk!

concerned to have about 15 feet of rubber
thrashing around his right ear. I rode in the
car several times and Willis Brown was
permitted to drive it once. He used a little
too much power, clouted a clay bank and
moved the front axle back quite some dis
tance. This was greeted with great hilarity
by Darcy who slapped the crestfallen
Brown on the back exclaiming 'Zborowski
could not have done better'.

The original engine lay discarded on a
section that Don Oddie owned beside the
Saltwater Creek bridge on the southern out
skirts of Timaru. The old white body also
lay there before being retrieved by brother
Barry who had thoughts of using some of
the metal brackets when constructing the
body for his 3 litre Bentley.

So if anyone wants a project, get your-

close. I was invited to assist one day in
removing the exhaust system. Darcy had
attempted to start the engine without a half
compression assistant,
the engine backfired and opened the huge
baffle or collector box as though with a
tin opener.

I do not feel that the top speed was ever
realised as from about 85mph the car pro
ceeded in a snaking fashion. Top gear was
the only forward gear needed.

My brother Barry was one of few people
permitted to drive the Monster, and was at
the wheel driving from Dunedin to Timaru
late at night when a rear wheel threw a
tread. BalTY insists that he was not at all

Dare)' Nieholsol1 alld his 1923 /5-20hp 7 seater Berliet torpedo IOl/rer
ill MeKenzie Pass.

always cracked and in those days consid
ered unrepairable! A replacement was
needed. Now Darcy, who was originally a
Wellingtonian, remembered that Dick
Moult of Paraparaumu had a 24 litre
Mercedes engine designed for use in a
Zeppelin air ship, still with the propeller
boss in place. Rumour has it that ii was
going to be fitted into a speed boat designed
to give Len Southward and his boat, Miss
Redhead, a damn good hurry up but I am
unsure if it ever was so fitted.

Darcy did procure the engine and
brought it back to Timaru, at times in suit
cases using the Wellington-Lyttleton ferry
and the Christchurch to Timaru Express.
An early South Canterbury
newsletter reported the case of a
railway porter with strained back
muscles after having helped Mr
Nicholson with his luggage.

He stripped the white car,
lengthened the chassis in a big
way, from memory about 2'6"
inches, and built the body which
is still on the car.

In doing all this he was
inspired by Count Louis
Zborowski, a wealthy socialite in
England who was well known for
creating the "Chitty Chitty Bang
Bang" cars he used for events at
the famous Brooklands Track,
speed trials at Southsea, as well as
fast touring on the Continent. I
well remember the comment
Darcy often made, that sitting in
the drivers seat he was 13' 6" from
the point of the accident. At it's
best on the road the 'Monster'
used fuel at 4'/2 miles per gallon, and oil at
6 miles per gallon.

It was about this time that I suffered a
nasty accident which laid me 'on the side
line' for some months. To fill in the time I
would join Darcy as he worked on the car,
handing spanners and generally trying to
make myself useful.

"Right'o Goodman" he would say, "lets
start the engine and take it for a test run.
You take hold of that lever on top of the
engine pull it back, and when the engine
fires, let it go."

I soon found out this was the half com
pression lever, I aiso found that when the
engine fired sheer fright made you let it go.
My Lord, what a noise! A virtual straight
through exhaust, tremendous popping and
banging and a few backfires, there was no



DISTRIBUTOR: PALMERSTON NORTH: Permanent Painted Coatings Ltd, 1Tiki Place. Ph 0800 42 82
821i! outside local calling areal. Ph 06 355 1180 tax 06 355 1545, email ppc@manawatu.gen.nz

UTHORISED AGENTS: WHANGAREI: CPM Holdings, 2 Grey St, Whangarei, 09 438 8019,
AUCKLAND - GLENFIELD: Car Colours 226 Archers Rd, 09 443 1960, HENDERSON: Autopaint
Marketing, 18 Catherine St, 09 837 5836, MT EDEN: Dominion Road Paint Centre, 227 Dominion Rd,
09 638 7597, OTAHUHU: Colourworks, 225 Gt Sth Rd, 09 276 5032, Panelbeating Supplies, 534
Ellerslie Panmure Highway, Panmure, 09 570 6561, WAIHEKE ISLAND: Gulf Motorcycles, 35 Crescent
Rd West, Palm Beach, 09 372 6665, HAMILTON: Link Up Paint Supplies, 21 West St, 06 847 0933,
TAURANGA: Link Up Paint Supplies, 10 Barberry St, 07 571 8921, ROTORUA: Kiwi Polishers, 50
Poruru Street, Rotorua, 073479728, NEW PLYMOUTH:Total Paint Supplies, 11 Rawinia St, Moturoa,
06 751 2355, NAPIER: Auto Refinishing Supplies, 23 Ford Road, 06 843 1199, GREVTOWN: Athol A
Ross Ltd, 1 Main St, 06 304 9898, WELLINGTON: Auto Refinishing Supplies, 65-69 Rugby St, 04 382
9688, NELSON: Paint Co, 36A Vickerrnan St, Port Nelson, 03 546 6660, GREYMOUTH: Westland
Engineering, 52 Preston Road, 03 768 5720, CHRISTCHURCH: Colour Services, 66 Magdella Place, 03
366 0493, TIMARU: Cycle and Motorwork Ltd, Unit 4B Heaton St, Timaru, 03 688 6464, DUNEDIN:
James Wren & Co, 402 Princess St, 03 477 9384, MOSGIEL: James Wren & Co, 15 Factory Rd, 03 489
5356, INVERCARGILL: James Wren & Co, 152 Spray St, 03 2144079.



Fred Singleton
2 FenmlY Avenue
Northam
Western Australia

Cyril Hancock
Fairacre

Bellingdon
Chesham Bucks
HP5 2XU England
(Fiat preferred)

Ronalei Deering
Ballycastle House
20 Mountsiewarei Rei
Newtownards
County Down
NOIthern Ireland

John Wien-Smith
2 Brier Avenue
Medinde
SA 5018
Australia
(Veteran or vint~lge

if possible)

Roger &
Maureen Keane

5 East Bueileigh Road
Budleigh Salterton
Devon EX9 61 HF
England
(prefer PW or PV Vehicle)

Rides Requested
George & Wanda Slagle
3221 Stagg Hill Road
Manhatren
Kansas 66502 USA

Requests to borrow carS

Tour to the Rally from Southland
There is a tOur being organised from
Southland to Hamilton for the Royal
SunAlliance Rally 2000. If you wish [0

join this, please contact
Mr L Allison, PO Box 44, Waikaia

We haw' received the ji)/Iowillg rei/lwsts
ji'om overseas visitors, if' YO/l are ahle to
help please Uil/tact these peopre direel.

Jim & Val Neal Roger Page
PO Box 120 43 Elwin Street
Mittagong 2527 Peakhurst
Australia NSW 2210

Australia

Rally Route Choices. Each entrant will
travel to all 6 destinations, each rally has 3
routes

Short Approx 50 miles
Medium Approx 70 mi.les
Long Approx 80 miles

You may choose whichever length suits
your vehicle's requirements.
Please /lote: The distance above is the
Rally distance, the non Rally distance
either to or from the Rally destination
depending on whether you have a morning
or Mternoon Start is considerably less if you
choose to travel the most direct route.
Example. The long rally route from Mystery
Creek (Rally HQ) to Cambridge is approx
80 miles. The direct route from Cambridge
to Mystery Creek is approx 7-8 miles.

Fragile Veterans
For fragile Veterans only it has been

requested that shorter runs be available. If
you have already registered please contact
the Rally Secretary if you would like to
take this option. If you have yet to register
plelise write "Fragile Veteran" next to the
box marked "Short" in the area headed up
Rally Route Choice.

Accommodation
There is still plenty of accoll1moclation

available, however with other events being
planned for this time, it would be advisable
to make these arrangements now if you
have not already done so.

Branch Flags
The interest in this has been amazing

with nearly all branches ensuring they have
a flag to fly during the Rally.

These will be flown along the main
entrance leading down to the Rally
Headquarters at Mystery Creek and will
make a very colourful display.

Souvenir Concession
The Rally Commit1ee have accepted a

tender for the above from Lionel and .ludy
Priest. This entitles them to sole rights to
use the Rally Logo on souvenir items for
and during the course of the Royal
SunAlIiance Rally 2000.

The Rally Committee is delighted to
have Lionel and Judy handling this
franchise and we are sure that the items
on offer will be of a high standard and
valtre for money.

Greg Terrill

With approximately 12 months until
the Royal SunAlliance Rally 2000 the
planning is slotting into place well
with events, venues, entertainment, and
promotional activities now being
confirmed and finalised.

ROYAL SUNALLIANCE
RALLY 2000

Rally Maps
Howard and Dianne Porteous, our Chief

Route Controllers have been busy compil·
ing a map specifically for this Rally, show
ing all Rally roads used throughout the
Waikato as weil as individual maps of
towns you will visit including Hamilton
City and routes to and from Mystery Creek.

Sounds simple but Howard and Dianne
can verify that even the best of maps available
do not include all roads and or townships.

Traffic Density
We have heard some concerns about

heavy traffic volumes in and around the
Waikato. We can assure you allthal this is
not the problem that some are suggesting.
The highway system in and out of
Hamilton is designed for large flows of
traffic such as the Annual Fieldays which is
very much larger than this event is.

In conjunction with the Rally Plann.ing,
the Rally Committee have been in regular
contact with the local Transport Section of
the Police to ensure that minimal inconve
nience if any is created. Wherever possible
secondary roads are being used.

Registration Forms
Registrations for the Royal SunAlliance

Rally 2000 are rolling in both from within
New Zealand and from Overseas. Please
read the Rally Invitation in conjunction
with and when filling out your Registration
Form. Jan our Rally Secretary reports that a
high percentage of Registration Forms have
been sent incomplete, particularly address
es and payment methods. Please ensure all
details are clearly completed and that you
retain the yellow copy jiJr your relerence.

Registration Fees
The charges as shown on the

Registration Form and as described under
Registration Fees in the invitation of
$100.00 per extra adult or supporter and
$30.00 per 5 - IS year old entitles that per
son to take part in all Rally Activities other
than that of driving or being the official
navigator of an entered vehicle.
Their entitlements are:

• Rally newspaper
• One ticket to the final dinner and party
• Entertainment etc provided for the

Rally (food, beverages, and Beer Fest
exempted)

• Entry to the Members only Picnic day
• Entry to the Public Open Day, Opening

and Closing Ceremony.
There is no charge for friends, families,

relatives etc who want to ride in or on vehi
cles on the designated Rally Days.
Note: To attend any official Rally function,
you must he registered

Rally Routes

Various groups are working on specific
tasks such as the Members Only Picnic Day,
Public Display Day, Expel1s Rally and soon
a group will start on the Speed Event.

Regular meetings are being held with
the Rally Route Controllers who have been
busy re checking Rally Routes and are now
working on listing and compiling informa
tion on places of interest to visit during the
course of the rallies.



What a great response.

Thanks to all the entries, the

16th National Motorcycle Rally

is gearing up to be a huge

success.

16th National
12-14 MARCH 1999

Motorcycle Rally

For those sceptics about Dunedin's
weather, we reckon we've got it right. In
March we have more sunshine hours and
less rain than AuckJand and the average
temperature is above 15°c (if it does rain,
then we can blame it on all those Northern
entrants bringing it with them).

Rally Notes
It is important that as many entrants as

possible support the Friday night Bike
Show. A major part of our funding is rely
ing on it being successful. We suggest as
you arrive in Dunedin your first stop should
be the Dunedin Stadium in Victoria Road.
This is Rally Headquarters and the venue
for the Show. There will bc people busy
setting up the show and directing entrants
whcre to park bikes.

At HQ you will register and be given
your rally pack. Please make sure that all
the options you have requested are

included. (Meal tickets etc) - Tea and
coffee will be available.

After registration, we will be providing
transport to accommodation, for those who
want it - ask about this when registering.
Before the event, we will be sending out a
final newsletter with any updates or addi
tions. This will be posted to all entrants.

I can advise that the Rally routes have
not been planned to either trap or confuse. I
can guarantee no mountain riding and we
have kept bill work and gravel to a mini
mum. For those people who wish to either
have family or partners follow the Rally or
Tour by four wheels, please let me know
before 15 February. If there are more than
existing transport will allow, then a coach
on a user pays basis may have to be
arranged, we will advise.

It has been pleasing to see that partners
and families are taking the opportunity to
attend, well done. So far we have 28

different makes represented along with
entrants from as far away as the UK and
Holland attending.

For those who are still keen to own a
Motorcycle Hydraulic Workbench, an
information sheet on hints and tips for
building your own has been prepared by
our construction crew. $10 will purchase a
copy by contacting "The Rally Secretary".
As stated in the last Beaded Wheels, dis
counts are available on "Interislander" for
North Island entrants (Sorry folks not the
Lynx). To be eligible, ring 0800 878 898
and identify yourself as an entrant in the
16th National Motorcycle Rally. As
always, if there are any concerns or
inquiries write to me.
The Rally Secretary
16th Nationa! Motorcycle Rally
PO Box 2108
South Dunedin
or phone/fax (03) 454-4569.

Ph/Fax 03 384 4484 anytime
Cell 025 352 373
41 Wickham Street, Christchurch

New wheel sales
• Rebuilding & Respoking of all Wire Wheels

• NZ Agent for stainless steel polished spokes

• NEW! Well-based rolled edge rims

• COMING SOON: Splined hubs and alloy rims

• Motorcycle Respoking
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Results
Overall Winner Post 1960 Class

Rodger Oakley 1912 Regal 1 Shirley George 1967 MGB-GT

Veteran Class 2 John Cook 1962 Morris Oxford

1 Rodger Oakley 1912 Regal
3 John Noble 1966 Ford Mustang

2 Julian Smith Ford Model T Motorcycles

3 Rex McDonald 1916 Dodge 1 Ron Gilbert 1955 BMW

Vintage 2 lan Pairman 1951 Sunbeam

1 Ivan Bennett 1922 Lorraine-
3 Andrew Roxburgh 1955 Ariel

Dietrich Time Trial
2 Travis Michelle, 1930 Ford Model A Veteran Rodger Oakley
3 Jim Mclntosh 1926 Chevrolet Vintage Ivan Bennett
Post Vintage Post Vintage Oily Laytham

1 Richard Glaister 1935 Chevrolet Post War Kevin Fowler

2 Oily Laytham 1939 Morris 12 Post 1960 Shirley George

3 Peter Daniell 1937 Buick Motorcycle lan Pairman

Post War Class Concours d'Elegance

1 Ron Gilbert 1955 BMW motorcyde Chris & Mary Whelan 1939 Chevrolet

2 Kevin Fowler 1950 Jowett Javelin
3 George Martin 1950 Riley

••
OTAGO BRANCH

ga
T

he annual Taieri Tour, the
Branch's main trophy event for the
year was held on Saturday, 7
November. As its title suggests, the

route encompasses the Taieri Plain and each
year exercises the ingenuity of the organis
er to provide a different and challenging set
of instructions for entrants to follow. This
year's event was no exception.

Rallyists were warned before the start
that there were "silent checks" to be
observed along the route and they proved
very elusive, too! They consisted of large
letters placed on gates, power poles, fences
or buildings, but not conspicuously so.

Some gravel sections on back roads did
raise dust for the following vehicles to pass
through, but also contributed to the enjoy
ment of the drive. The lunch destination
was the Sindair Wetlands where the man
ager gave an interesting talk afterwards
illustrated by a video. One half of the field
lunched while the rest were at t.he talk and
then changed places.

The homeward journey ended at the
Birchleigh Retirement Village where
entrants were treated to afternoon tea while
residents nostalgically examined the vehi
cles and reminisced about them before
being offered short rides around the village.

Over forty cars plus three motorcycles
took part, covering all the recognised
Vintage Car Club classes.

Hameo
Industries

Niotorcycle &Car Wire
Wheel Repairs &Restorations

We Specialise In

• Custom Made Spokes • Speedway Wheels
Rim and Frame Lining • Wheel Building & Truing

• Complete Wheel Restoration

Vintage - Classic - Modern
Craig & Debbie Hambling
Phone (06) lSS -921S
Day or Night - Palmerston NOlih

RESTORED CARS
Magazine Australia

Was first published in 1973.
All back issues are
available excepl No. 10.
All vehicles featured are
restored or in original
condition. Events, How
To's and Australian molor
ing History are a specialty.

6 ISSUES (ONE YEAR)
Aust $47.00 Sea Mail
Aust $50.00 Air Mail

NEW ZEALAND SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Bankcard - Visa - MasterCard available

EDDIE FORD PUBLICATIONS P/L
29 LYONS ST, NEWSTEAD VIC 3462 AUSTRALIA.

Ph 61 354762212 Fax 61 354762592

PISTONS &
VALVES

VINTAGE & CLASSIC
ENGINE PARTS

GEORGE CALDER LIMITED
307 HOON HAY ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH

PH (03) 3385372 FAX (03) 338-5482

BRITISH BIKE PARTS!
~ "SA

* NEW ZEALAND'S LARGEST STOCKIST
* FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE - VISA AND BANKCARD
* PRICE LISTS FOR PRE-UNIT BSA AND TRIUMPH MODELS
* ALSO SOME POST-WAR AMC SPARES

Lucas
BRITISH MOTORCYCLES & SPARES LTD.



Biddy illfroll! OfSllowdoll HOlllestead. Mid
CalJlerhllry

Barry alld Nik 'I vitlz GlIaralJlee

•

refreshments to us all.
Barry was then asked for
to step forward ancl was
presented with the
original Bentley Motors
guarantee for Biddy.

In our opinion the
50th Anniversary Rally
was a wonderful event in
so many ways, but we
were so overcome to
receive something so
special, (how many
members have their car's
guarantees?).

The guarantee was
framed the day we arrived home from the
rally and now hangs on our lounge wall.

Incidentally Barry first met Miss Wills
on a Bentley Rally c 1963,
when she owned Biddy
and the 4'j,. When asked
which Bentley she
preferred to drive she
answered, "the 4';',
because the vibrations
tell you when to change
gear.~'

Whilst we envy Tony
and Nikki for the 4'f" we
are extremely grateful for
them giving us Biddy's
guarantee, and we thank
Nikki's parents and Miss
Wills for bringing Biddy
to New Zealand and for
the pleasure she is giving us 45 years later,
motoring in the company of all our friends
in the VCc.

A
fter we had entered our 1929
Austin 7 Fabric Saloon in the 50
Year Rally, we were lucky
enough to purchase from Brian

Conroy his 1951 Mark VI Bentley Saloon,
so we changed our entry.

Our Bentley had been purchased new in
1951 by Mr Jo Le Cren and his wife
Marjorie with Miss Lucy Wills of Snowdon
Station, and they gave her the name of
Biddy by which she is still known. They
sold her in 1966 and after six owners she
passed to Brian Conroy in Timaru in
September 1975. Shortly after this we
developed an association with Brian and
Biddy (and several other Bentleys) until we
brought her in May 1995 when she had
motored some 218,241 miles. Biddy has no
rust, had had a repaint and we did some
work on the upholstery and king pins, etc.
The motor had been attended to by Brian,
so we had a very motorable car to rally.

To our delight the one make run for
Bentleys on the Sun Alliance 50th
Anniversary Rally was to Tony and Nikki
Tripp's Snowdon Station, North
Canterbury, where Biddy arrived brand
new following the 1950 wool boom, when
wool sold for one pound sterling per pound
weight for a short time.

On arrival at Snowdon Station in the
company of Edgar and Helen Ridgen with
their 1924 3L and 1965 S1II, we parked in
front of the Homestead for some nostalgic
photos. Tony brought out the ex Lucy Wills
4';' for some more photos of the two cars
together again, and Nikki relived her
wedding day as Biddy was her bridal car.

When all the rally Bentleys ancl several
Rolls-Royces arrived, Tony and Nikki
spoke ancl made all present more than
welcome, and offerecl afternoon tea and

BIDDY - Back Blocks Bentley
Text & Photo Barry & Jenny Goodman

FN~
SUPPLIER OF MODEL' A' AND MODEL 'T' PARTS FOR ALL YOUR

RESTORATION NEEDS.
We Restore Model 'A's and 'T's in our large restoration workshop. Vehicles on

di play for inspection. Phone for an appointment.
Specials, all frei2ht free, fot the months of February/March.
Model'A' front springs; Exhaust systems (mild and stainless steel); Repro.
horns; Leakless waterpumps; Reconditioned pressure plates; Running
board fuel can holders; Complete engine gasket sets; Piston sets; Wheel
weDs (19" + 21") Headlight glasses; 1930 running board stays; Rebuilt
distributor; Hub caps; Wiring looms (right hand drive) Red steering wheel;
Flying quails; Front floor boards; Complete rebuilt gearbox; Temp. gauge.
Second Hand: 2, 7 tooth steering boxes; 2, 1930 chassis @ $20.00 each.
Parts~: Call free on 0508 388-1316. Enquiries to (03) 388-1316
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Leith Newel!
Leith &
C1aire Newell

THE

Text

Photos

RIDING THE!~~r;

Day One, waitingj(}/·the key at the second locked gate near Pencorrow Head.

helpful and busy for hours.
The high road or the low road - Craig

Pidgeon up on the high road pointed in the
direction of the low road where Claire was
checking. This was misinterpreted by
Bruce who charged onto the beach shingle

to be really stuck. In actual
fact Craig was warning
Claire of a seal approach
ing her through the rocks.
This excursion also
required much manpower
and the help of a 4WD
after they had dealt with a
dead cow. Meanwhile, we
surveyed the steep, rough
and sandy surfaced cutting
on foot, then backed otf as
fm' as possible, "fed it the
far" just making the top,
and heaved a sigh of relief.
This cuuing needed assis
ranee with tows and pushes
for most and the last car
left the area at 4.00pm.
Nearby, Murray Smith had
also had a derangement in
the sand but had the right

spare parts to get the Plymouth going again.
(See centrespread Beaded Wheels No. 233)

These two sections were really the most
difficult of the whole trip. By now the time
frame for the day was totally wrecked,
which meant a late arrival by even the most
direct route - cars were scarrered in a1l
directions and only about five vehicles cov
ered the whole route.

We lunched beyond Lake Wairarapa.
Shortly, the Beardsley Alvis decided the
indignity of a cardboard lunch box on it's

formed road which was the original route
by which in 1844 sheep were driven round
to Lake Wairarapa skil1ing the edge of the
Rimutaka Range. The sun glittered on the
sea as we waited on the roughest, coarsest
shingle scree I have ever been on in a car,
which came our of a steep gully. "What's
the hold up?" A deep gully in ihe scree
where most cars needed pulIing through.
Geoffs Bentley made it but being higher
geared we didn't quite, had to back down
and eventually accept a tow. The local fish-
_ .: __ L i:_. __ ~_.L __ l ....l __ :_._~ •• ~.+

an artichoke flowerhead. The road followed
the sea edge past Pencarrow light and the
sewage outlet, and rhen onto the
Orongorongo Starion private road. After
dropping down into the Wainuiomata val
ley, we were soon onto another roughly

Jim Rile)' supervised Ihe Iow (JIBelcha's TaliJol-Darl'Ucq alllie lOp of'tliefirst
gully.

W
e were told that the route would be
just as challenging as the AAAE
in the South Island and there must
have been quite some effort to

find such fascinating and little known
roads. We traversed ranges and forests only
remembered from geography
lessons long ago, MImes like
Rimutaka, Ruahine, Orongorongo,
Mangaweka and Uruwera.

The Mainland contingent made
their various ways to Picton. For
Alistair and Austen the first excite
ment was a fire in the Alvis just out
of Dunedin which required repairs
to melted solder in the radiator.
Spotted an unknown green Fiat 50 I
nearing Picton.

Those on the first sailing were
away very early and we were
grateful to be on the second 
stitched tal1an ribbon on our hats
and buttons on my skirt on the way
over. After disembarking were
were welcomed by the pipes, a wee
dram and finally Mike an islander
in ful1 tartan dress gave the Maori
welcome!

Orders were to dress for dinner and the
full regalia was quite amazing especially
the variety of sporrans, but the five person
clan bagpipe was certainly the highlight of
the evening.

Day I - Away 7.45am - told it would be
a long day, little did we know how long. At
the Wellington City Council gate the
Wellington Branch Border Patrol had
arranged a Customs and Agricultural
check, for the Mainlanders. Allan and Ruth
were fumigated for introducing a noxious
~_. __ ..J ~1. ~ L ... __ I!('I~~ .. _L "T'L: .... l_1! _1: __



AbOve: 011 Ihe Crickll'w(!od Road, Ihe Newell 30·98 Vauxhall.
111.1'1'1: Day 0111': Firsl hold up 011 Ihe Shillgle scree.

food etc all along the road. Amazingly the
thermos was unbroken.

Carried on amongst the Taipo' the
Ducksback diverted as it was running low
on fuel - sensible idea, and we continued on
to Otahome Station. Once more on a bumpy
farm track skirting the east coast - slow
going - down to cross a creek on the beach
sand and up again along the cliffs with a
tremendous view of the 'Castle' at
Castlepoint just as Captain Cook would
have viewed it sailing up the coast from the
south. Claire was having plenty of second
gear driving in the Wensum on this section.

Finally reached the Castlepoint village,
petrol rUl1l1ing low, gelling late, now
7.00pm but they said there'd be petrol at
Tinui twenty miles down the road. Too late
to view the lighthouse, but if we'd turned to
see it, there was a petrol pump just round
the corner!

At Tinui to our horror, discovered the
garage owner had gone to Castlepoint for
the fishing contest. Had a quick bite and a
coffee while we regrouped and shared out
the spare fuel between the four cars,
Robson's 14/40 Vauxhall, Midgely's Model
A, Riley's Chev and our 30-98 Vauxhall.
The nearest fuel was at Masterton 30 miles
away - no fuel at Akitio the overnight stop,
and instructions said to fuel up today. The
organisers had no idea cars would be so late
reaching Tinui. From here the route went
over another farm track and through Mara
to Akitio Community Centre. We headed
back to Masterton, refuelled, had fish and
chips to keep us going, now about 9.00pm,
for the final 60 miles back to Akitio. Had
rung clan headquarters to advise late arrival
- yuppy phones have their uses - said they'd

road and poor vintage lights slowed us
down, had to stay together, waiting for
Bruce whose eyes were affected by the
dust, Jim's boiling or rather the Chev was,
we went on with Bruce and Ollie stayed
with Jim. 1.05am spoiled the 509 Fiat
parked on the road to show uS the turnoff.
Our John was travelling with Paul Kendrick
in the 509.

Too tired for food, found mattresses
and took them into dining area so as not
to disturb the sleeper, Lady Nicola
Buchanan found the shower for the
handicapped and had a good soak. What
a day, especially for Jack who had had a
'retime' only the week before - good that
Claire could share the driving.

Day 2 arrived far too soon but a shower
made me feel more human. Heard that the
Fiat 501 of Wayne Henderson of Dunedin
(the green one) had rear axle problems and
had been towed to Masterton never to be
seen again. Pity they didn't catch us up.
Jack had lent Spud Jackson a puller at the
Hutt camp as the clutch on the 23/60
Vauxhall had seized. Dion and Robert and
the 23/60 were still AWOL. Jim's Chev
with suspected blown headgasket was
being worked on.

Listened very carefully to instructions
this morning. Another early start and a long
climb up through the mist on a farm track
on Akitio Station, ghostly trees appeared
and finally the ridge climbed above the mist
- pity we missed the views of the seacoast
north of Akitio. Those who didn't remem·
bel' the morning instruction to keep the
haybarn on their left found an even more
challenging road which they had to climb
back up before solving the puzzle of how to

Rising Sun Road sounded interesting the
more so for having a limestone quarry
either side in one place - a winding traverse
and then a descent into Dannevirke where
we spoiled the 23/60, clutch now working
smoothly. Lunched on the village green in
Woodville, and continued over Saddle
Road to drive along Ridge Road for many
miles with extensive views of the Ruahine
Range and finally a lovely road through tall
poplars to reach the Kawhatau Outdoor
Centre. There was time today to locate beds
for the aids, pitch a tent for the young and
fit, and swim in the river nearby. Jim's
Chev had a broken crankshaft and had been
left somewhere, the 14/40 had blown a
headgasket but the rest had throughly
enjoyed the day, the second planned by
AJistair Jones. Those less aged and sleep
challenged enjoyed a great Ceilidh ably led
by the Murrays from Ulster.

Day 3 -Jim was riding with us today and
some of our luggage was in the Chev truck
with Jim Stevens and Alex Maunsell. Went
along the 'brick road' - red patches showing
where in the olden days bundles of manuka
had been fired to try and dry out the clay
turning it into a brick like matel;al. Then
we had six miles of clay road, very narrow
and the highest point between the coasts in
the area apart from the mountains. We were
above Taihape, great views with very bro
ken country below. Regrouped in Taihape
and the secondhand shop got a good going
over.

To be continued



remember it like yesterday:
the first Waimate "50" Reunion
bent sprint.

Wamer Mauger took it off the
line and spun on the hairpin by the hotel.
lames Clark, a good peddler, slipped past in
the Cooper Fl, then in two massive slides
Warner gathered it all together, pointed him
self the right way and just powered past on
the finishing line as if the Cooper had
stopped for an ice-cream!

The Stanton Special - or more accu
rately one of them. A big red racing car
with the aerodynamics of a coffin. A bursl
of noise like a giant farting. Surround the
picture with blue smoke pouring from nar-

row section tyres and mushrooming from
each stub exhaust.

The death of Maurie Stanton, broke
one more link with a special period
in New Zealand's motoring story, but
Maurie and Charlie Stanton will be remem
bered as long as people in this country
remember motoring.

The Stanton Saga began quietly.
In the late '40's the brothers converted a

three wheeler BSA to four wheels and ran
in a worthy manner but without any special
success in South Island sprints.

Crop Duster
Bitten by the sprint and special bug, the

boys went on to much bigger things.
For £40 they laid down an engine pro

gramme - three RNZAF surplus De
Havilland Gipsy Majors. Maurie as a
trained aircraft engineer knew the good
qualities of this l30hp six litre that pulled
so many Tiger Moths round the sky over
Wigram. He didn't quite reckon with the
durability. The first (used) unit which was
installed experimentally apparently
remained there through the car's glory days
and for all I know is still the one in use.

The engine was turned upside down and
back 10 front. Mounted behind the driver, a
V8 t11Jck clutch went onto the prop boss and
chains took the power to a locked Ansaldo
diff. A monster, but a smaU and light one,

Top: Yel onolher minor problem SlOpS Mourie
al Waimale. 1963. Pholo Seoll Thomson.
Top hP: 1n Ihe !Jag. Maurie looks back afler his
lasl major win wilh Ihe Crop DUSler. the Hill
Climb lille. PholO Seall Tholl1sol1.
Leji: Too many horsepower? Inspile o/wel
roods. Ihe Corvelle engine wOS slil/ s/ronger
thnn Ihp frnn~mis.~;()11 Nn/(.I ,/".. ,.hll;11 drivp



turning the scales at a little over 500kg. With
the very considerable torque available, it was
decided two gea.rs would do.

Competition
The fi.rst serious outing was another jump

in the deep end. The initial Ardmore Grand
Prix in January 1954, Maurie got the driving
job. Some said because he was lighter.

Maurie Stanton qualified 19th among
the successful 24 for this international grid.
At least one official tried to drop this Thing
from Outer Christchurch from Auckland's
Ardmore, but straight talking from Percy
Lupp, who was there in an official capacity,
saw the Stanton run until something, prob
ably the Morris Minor brakes, called
enough.

In fact the Stanton was not a good circuit
car, whether in the open spaces of Wigram
or the streets of Dunedin.

The brothers turned to sprints and with
an Arnott supercharger and brakes from the
old Ansaldo a new force in second splitting
emerged. In initial (1954) form the car got
the standing quarter down to 13.96 seconds
and the flying quarter up to 128.57 mph.
Blown through four Amals and with the
weight of a phantom passenger beside
Maurie to keep the nose down, around 400
bhp was on tap and the vital figures were
posted at 12.96 and 154 mph.

To exploit the top end potential, a fibre
glass streamline body with a tail fin for sta
bility was built ancl on 8 November, 1958,
Maurie drove the beast in gusting condi
tions down the five and a bit metre wide
seal of Tram Road to record a national
mark which stood for ten years: 173.8 mph.
The car still holds class B (5-8 litre) records
for the standing quarter and kilometre. In
open wheeler form, the National Hill Climb
title was won in 1958/9 season.

Corvette
The following season the Stantons dicl a

real flip. Automotive power, not aero. Water
cooled, not air, front mounted, not rear. For
good measure, the Stanton Corvette was
painted white and looked a bit l.i.ke an Indy
roadster of the clay. Like the old car, now
generally called "the Crop Duster", it was
not a successful circuit car and before the
potential could be developed Maurie crashed

it in a hill climb, breaking an ann.

Special to Sports Car
It was time for reflection and a move of

the Corvette engine to the rear, chain drive
and red paint. Trouble and the Stanton
Corvette went together like fish and chips.
In 1961 and '62 it ran well in the Renwick
Road Race, only to drop back to a minor
place ancl to retirement.

I remember another driver coming up to
Charlie Stanton during the wet Duneclin
meeting in 1962 and complaining that
Maurie was weaving.

"You would be weaving too, if you were
on slicks with that power," stated the broth
er, "and anyway he hasn't even started
weaving - yet!" In a very brave show,
Maurie had the car up to third before he
found himself back with a three wheeler.

At Wairnate in 1963, Maurie led from a
shattering start, only to spin and later retire.
The days of the big capacity circuit cars
seemed over, and the Stanton Corvette
became a sports car.

This fearsome vehicle somehow seemed
to bring out the worst in people. After win
ning the Sports Car race at Waimate in
1965, Maurie was going well in the wet

Above: Sports car form, Teretonga, 1969.
Below: One loud bang per lamp post l The
"Cropduster" in ori&illal form Dunedin, 1954.
though never a circuit car, one ~pectalOr is
moved 10 salute, while number one cylinder has
just dOlle its thing for Maurie Stallloll. Photo TA
Thomsoll.
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against the smaller single seaters when he
crashed heavily at Church Corner, sus
tained leg and hip injuries and was trapped
in the car. A local action-man arrived to
help cut him free with a blow torch, but was
rejected by the officials because [-uel was
running down the gutter.

Geoff Mardon took over
the driving, but at the same
meeting the following year
had a coming together with a
Lotus. The pair ended up in
the window of Bill Parker's
Bookshop among a slotcar
display.

Geoff had problems with
that very tough and able driver
Jim Boyd driving the
Lycoming.

'Tm just as mad as you are,
and my car is heavier," Boyd
was told. Good racing result
ed. In the NZ Sports and
Specials race at Wigram, the
more powerful Stanton would
take the lead on the back
straight, only to be passed by
the Lycoming round the hang-
ers. Surely a battle worthy o-f
the Brooklands Outer Circuit.

When Geoff stood down,
Jim Boyd took over the Stanton Corvette on
the basis of 'if you can't beat them, join
them'. One of Jim's bcst drives was at
Teretonga in 1969.

After getting pole in Im 8.4 (2.2 seconds
under the sports record) Boyd clung to
Barry Keen until the McLaren/Begg engine
failed, setting a new record of I m 4.6 and
going on to win.

With the coming of F5000, the old big

displacement sports cars really had no
point. The Crop Duster had gone to Charlie
Bensemann and on to Warner Mauger who
runs it to this day. The Corvette passed

through several hands. Russel Greer won
t.wo national beach titles and has been the
Corvette's fearless captain for many years.

Thank you, Maurie.

Above: A lOul'h olopposite lock. f)ulledill.
/962. PholO EI/ilu Sargillsoll.
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by Douglas Wood

soon in common use and crews became
adept in adjusting the countershaft to align
with different aircraft and engines. The
shaft was chain dri ven (so much is obvjous)
but the exact dctails of how the power was
tnnsmitted from the Ford's engine I do not
know. It is assumed that a dri ve was taken
from the crankshaft fan drive pulley onto a
primary shaft running back to behind the
transmission and fitted with a simple dog
clutch controlled by the driver.

But why choose a Model T) I suggest
that it was because Hucks knew that the
gear change system could hardly be
bettercd for the task in hand. If anything
went wrong, or if the aircraft looked like
jumping the chocks, pressing the middle
pedal would achieve a lightning-quick
retreat, as any Ford T driver will
demonstrate. After all, until you got used to
it, to have a huge roaring rotating mincer a
few feet in front of you would be
unncrving, and sorting out the reverse cogs
in a conventional box would be slow and
fraught with danger hy comparison.

Does anyone have more detailed designs
of this somewhat Heath Robinson con
trivance? My 1928 edition of Air
Publication 1081 the Royal Air Force
Pocket Book, the vade mecum to which
every conscientious airman referred,
devotes only a few lines to Hucks Starter
maintenance and instructs fitters to chcck
"the drip feed is filled wit-h thin oil and to
see that the feed pipe to the sliding clogs is
clear". And if any pins in the controls were
sheared they had to be replaced with ones
made from silver steel, so some wear and
lear was expected. But how they achieved
chai.n tension after adjusting the starter
shaft for varying heights or how a different
direction of rotation was affected I do not
know; a friction disc drive like the GWK
or Metz?

Perhaps some readers can help; there
may even be a reference publication in the
Museum library at Wigram, and I fancy that
there is a working Hucks at Old Warden in
England. The starter was not adaptable to
all aircraft - waterborne craft, single
engine pushers, and very lofty installations
were out of the question, but for the average
military aircraft of the day it filled the bill.-

The

HUCI{S Starter

W
hen the pioneers of aviation over
came the initial problems of flight
they encountered difficulties in
many unforeseen ways. It may

have been a daunting challenge; every
avenue of improvement brought with it
associated hurdles. Research and produc
tion had to be undertaken in mundane pro
jects long before real success in aviation
was achieved. This included such things as
suitable clothing, fuels, lubricants, con
struction material, instrumentation, engine
reliability and so on.

To centralise research and development,
Britain, who had taken the lead in heavier
than air flight, formed the Royal Aircraft
Factory in 1912 at Farnborough, the birth
place of British flying 120 years ago. To
this organisation many bri lIiant cngineers
were attracted and many of them became
famous as a result of their endeavours.
People like De Havilland, Folland, Cody,
Mitchell, Trenchard and Halford were
responsible for successful design projects
such as the BE, FE, SE, and RE airt'rames
and the RAF engines. World War I saw
rapid expansion and thus a profusion of
new problems.

As increased pelt'ormance was demand
ed, more powerful engines were made and
fitted, with bigger propellers to absorb the
powcr. Engines had more cylinders and
higher compressions. Traditionally engines
had been started by hand by swinging the
propellers through as many compressions
as possible but in many cases it became
very difficult and frequently hazardous for
a man to accomplish a start. Mechanical
starters as we know thcm today were
unknown, cartridge and gas devices wcre
not always applicable, and flywheel inertia
systems were too heavy.

Enter Mr Hucks, an associate of
De Havillands, and a co-worker in the
design office. He produced at little expense
a most usable engine starting device con
sisting of a Ford Model T ohassis on which
was mounted a countershaft adjustable for
height and angle to align with the propeller
centre. The hub nut was specially made
with sloping jaws so that it threw the starter
shaft out of mesh when the engine fired.
The Ford was then reversed out of the way.

So successful was thjs device that it was
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ow I'm laid up with two legs in
plaster, after having to jump II
feet onto concrete and wrecking
both ankles, there is time to write

the story of restoring the 1929 Dodge Senior
Six Landau.

This series 2252 car was always going to
be a challenge, but having restored the 1927
Dodge Coupe, 1925 Dodge Utility and just
completed Judy's 1912 Clement-Bayard
(see Beaded Wheels number 187.) we
thought we had the skills to tackle this pro-

jeer. Little did we know how tough it would
be. I had Seen the car in the back of Bob
Helm's shed in Nelson a couple of times
and he kept telling me "you don't want to
restore this car, the woodwork will be too
big a task" and Bob was a woodwork tutor!
After he passed away I was offered the car,
but bearing Bob's remarks in mind and also
I had told~myself after finishing the coupe
'that anybody doing a four-door Sedan is
mad', I turned it down. The Clement
Bayard was nearly restored and would be

our third two-seater and we still wouldn't
have a family car! Judy and I had toured
9,000 miles in the utility and coupe, two
daughters in each! So we reflected on all
this and knowing the Landau was a rare up
market 'pre-depression' car the decision
was made to purchase it.

In 1929 Dodge Bros. (by now under the
Chrysler flag) wanted a luxury car to com
pete with Aubull1, Packard, Mmmon, etc.
So they produced the "Senior Six" line with
a Dodge Chassis, Dodge designed engines
made by Continental Motor Corp. and bod
ies built by MUlTay Corporation, hence they
weren't an all steel body which is a lot eas
ier to restore like Dodge are known for.
Sports Sedan's were the standard car with
the Landau being the most luxurious.

In 1988 Bob's daughter Raewyn invited
me 10 Nelson to pick up the Landau, to find
over the years Bob had taken parts off it and
it was scattered everywhere. After two days
I thought we had most of it and had got it in
a condition to tow home. It sure is hard
gathering up a strange car you're not
familiar with that is scattered amongst
many other car remains. We can now
sunllise a number of parts could have been
sold amongst Bob's auction or were never
on the car when it was driven from
Christchurch to Nelson in 1966. Tt was a
brave a man who drove that trip after all the
'crookster work' we found in the
mechanicals. Recently John Post drove in,
on his way home, with Bobs '27 Senior 6
he had purchased. I jokingly asked "was_h_e _



bringing some of the Landau engine
accessories back", as I reckoned Bob could
have used them to finish his restoration.
John faxed me a few days later to say I
wouldn't believe what he had found under
the rear seat! Yes, Bob had put all the bits
off the Landau under the seat for spare
parts! For ten years nobody knew they
were there.

Judy's Clement-Bayard was finished in
January 1990 and the Landau pushed into
the restoration shed. Where does one begin
a full restoration? I am a firm believer in
restoring from the outside in, therefore the
body is first, and the engine is last.
Anything can be done to save an engine, as
we were to find out. So many restorations
we see the engine and mechanicals done
fIrst, then people get to the body and the
'D-Golly-Gosh' what to do now senario
sets in. The restoration goes no further. The
worst about this, is that the nice shiny
engine deteriorates over the years, where by
doing it last, the engine goes in the finished

car and it drives out the door and away to be
run-in.

What did we start with? The car was on
its feet.

First to be attacked was the tail light
system and trunk carrier all of which were
missing. Dick Lyth, Wanganui, had a sports
sedan which was similar, with similar
mech,micals, and was very kind to lend me
pieces to copy throughout the restoration.
Dick's car luckily had an original trunk still
on it. Trunk rack mechanicals are like top
bow machanicals, very difficult to make to
go out and in and sit right. Many hours
were spent hand making these tapered units
exactly like the originals. What satisfaction
though to have the trunk rack vertically
up and horizontal down, with the new tail
light units holding the re-chromed rear
bumpers on.

Next was to gather up enough parts to
do the lights. Made a great job filling and
painting the tail lights to find later on they
were suppose to be chromed! Stripped off
the paint and a long process of filing,
polishing and silver soldering to bring them
up to standard for chroming.

The next item to come off the body were
the door handles, none of which were orig
inal. Luckily under the front seat amongst
all the fish hooks and lead weights were
enough remains of the original diecast han
dles and escutcheons so that we could cast
new ones from silicon bronze using the lost
wax process. Diecast parts were the curse
of this car. Every part with it had cracked,
broken or expanded. We rebuilt most dash
parts, engine rear-main seal holder, front of
generator, and starter, all door fittings. Over
300 hours went into the door handles and
screw-in escutcheons. Imagine trying to do
that at the end of the restoration. You would
need to give yourself a good team talk!

After a good look under the chassis I
reckoned there was no previous damage to
the chassis so we could proceed to remove
the guards and restore each one. Sixty hours
panel beating went into the left rear guard
alone. I remember it vividly as it looked like
as if it had backed under a truck deck as it
had a deep groove in the top of it. The front
guard wheel-wells had rusted away so a
wooden former was made to the profile of a
pumped up spare tyre. (Yes, we know who
went to put the spare tyre in his new restora
tion to find it wouldn't fit because the well
had been made around a deflated tyre. Tears
ran down the bright new paint job as the cut
off saw chopped into it!) For the first well,
we used a 'cut & tuck' method. The next one
we tried wheeling shapes and welding them
together. Both ways took a long time. All
guards were re-fitted then stored away and
the front bumpers also finished off.

Two years had passed and it was time to
remove the body. Bob had already restored
the radiator so it was removed and wrapped
up and stored in a custom made wooden box.
Amazingly there were four roof coverings,
three ribbed ones had been put on, one on
top of the other over the years, then a sheet
steel one! The body was so bad that with the
doors closed you could push the roof in 4"
sideways at the rear doorposts. Most of the
original upholstery was there, even if rotten
or hanging in tatters. Many photos were

accurately reproduced again, then the uphol
stery was carefully removed and laid out
between layers of cardboard and stored away
flat. All the wooden frame joints were pho
tographed as they were taken apart. What a
mess! AlJ the wood was rotten; most of it so
bad we couldn't even use it for patterns. The
rear window had been redone in pine and
that was rotten and obviously not the origi
nal shape. I then made extensive enquiries in
the USA with magazine ads. etc, to find a
like-car so I could get the exact shape of the
rear window. Even the DB Club with 1,000
members could not help. At this stage our
landau is still the only one known to exist in
the world. Hence the reason for fastidiously
restoring it back to original condition. I
eventually copied the shape of the sports
sedan's rear window shape, even though they
didn't have a padded fabric covering as the
landau has.

Before taking a car apart, go out and
purchase for a few dollars, 100+ small, self
sealing, plastic bags. Now put every small
piece of the car in them and use a felt tip
pen to label exactly where it came from.
That means every bait, nut, screw, rusty
dome tack or whatever. Even draw little
diagrams on them. As you don't know how
long the car will take to restore, these bags
are invaluable, as only a year later you start
not being able to remember exactly how
everything was. These bags can be put on
nails on a shadow board, so you might have
say ten bags, with the left front door bits
and pieces, hanging together.

Now it was my father Selwyn's tum to
attack. He is right into woodwork and just
loves working with wood. This includes
making one-piece hood-bows, bodies,
steering wheels etc., all learnt during the
CB restoration. He started by making the
trunk exactly the same as the original on
Dick's car. I sand-blasted the chassis and
sure enough it had badly corroded along the
top where the body felt had sat all those
years. Strapped a big RSJ beam along the
side rail and MIG welded all the pits. Even
so the chassis still pulled out of line. I learnt
on the CB chassis how to fix that. I used a
piece of 2" thick steel as a dolly and peined
tho ,....h .... "' .... ; ... nr;t-'h. ... 1-..: ..... 1-.. ... .-.-..,..._ n~:~ _ ~1t:H
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them all back up again. Like most Dodges
the rear axles are tapered through the bear
ings. These Timken 411 T bearings I just
cannot find so I had to reinstall the old
ones. The endplay was set up with a dial
test indicator. To pre-set the hydraulic
brakes up evenly looked impossible, as
they are all enclosed. I spoke to Ran Berg
of Jolly & Mills Chrysler who had been
working on our trucks for years. He said
"yes" the only way to do it was with a spe
cial brake set up tool kit they used to use
and there was one in their workshop. Well
Ran looked high and low for that kit and
came out to see me one day to tell me the
bad news. "The boys in the workshop must
have got rid of it when they shifted work
shops". He showed me how I needed a jig
to measure the ID of the brake drum and
then a tapered sleeve went on the axle for
this jig to rotate around and it had toe, heel,
etc to exactly pre-set the clearances for the
internal brake band. Things looked grim
when he hopped in his car to leave when I
remembered Ran was a mechanic from the
'old school' and maybe he could identify
some boxes of bits I had. We couldn't
believe it when we opened this big steel
box that had been lying on my noor for
years. Yes, it was the complete set of brake
jigs, ex their workshop! We found oul later
the boys in his shop knew I restored
Dodges and put the box on our truck one
day and my driver put it in my restoration
room when he got back to base. Yes, the
brakes are perfect and Ihe rear end was fin
ished. The driveshaft had knackered steel
on steel bushes so after searching the world
for NOS without success I relented and put
in modern crosses. This turned out to be a
good move, as the car weighed two tons
when finished which puts enormous stress
es on the universal joints. I found the drive
shaft telTibly out of balance so put it on a
large lathe to find it warped. Used a jack to
straighten it out and re-balanced it.

The gearbox gears were poor but luck
was to play a part. Ian Bonny had rung me

to say there was an acci-
dent damaged

Victory Six Sedan
down at
Pointons, near
Masterton, suit
able for parts. I
was very inter

ested because I
knew a lot of the

parts missing on
the Landau are the

same as a Victory Six.
It's a mystery what happened to this car
with 42,000 miles on it. During the 1940's
something took out the drivers door and
edge of the seat and tore the body off except
for the passengers door, but the running
board and front guard are unmarked. From
this valuable find came the complete set of
gearbox gears, most instruments, distribu
tor, generator, original puralator (oil filter)
and many misc. parts. The gear lever and
hand brake on the gearbox were both rusted
under the old chrome. I managed to jig the
long and curved gear lever up in the lathe to
turn it down to the bottom of the pits. The
hand brake lever was mounted in a jig and

senting Craig Hamlin of 'Hamco' with six
new looking wire wheels for final setting
up. To balance '29 era wheels, the rims had
three studs protruding through the rim to
hold lead dome nuts of varying lengths. I
didn't want to make dozens of these for trial
and error balancing, so I made up 18 alloy
dome nuts to fix permanently on the bal
ance studs and later got Dennis Pinker to
balance them with that magic modern prod
uct that goes in the tubes. Prior to that they
were powder coated. Surely sending wood
en wheels off to Vern Jensen is a hell of a
lot easier than the months I spent on wire
wheels! But that was not the end! Next
were the hubcaps and medallions. The hub
caps had seen a few 'bridge abutments' in
their time. so Selwyn made a wooden pat
tern to the shape they should have been. I
then carefully panelbeated them, over a
long period of time. The brass kept crack
ing so once again I used the very low melt
ing-point silver-solder I had used on the
Clement-Bayard tail light.
Eventually lhe caps
looked like glass
ready for plating.
The medallions
had the old vitre-
ous enamel
removed and
were cleaned up
using dentist type
drill equipment.
The badges for the
footplates were made
by photo etching methods
by copying the radiator badge. All these
parts were sent to Wellington for enam
elling after we had unsuccessfully tried our
selves, as we had done it on copper but not
silicon bronze.

In this modern age, safety on the road is
a must, which means no oil or grease on the
brakes! This requires a lot of machining to
get modern neoprene seals to replace all the
old felt and cork seals. In my opinion this is
a must on aU our old cars. The large pinion
adjuster on the front of the cliff. looked as if
it had been adjusted every weekend! All the
castellations on the cast steel adjuster were
broken off. Using Xuper 680 arc rods I built

crescent back and forth. Eight rims, 320
spokes, and many nights and weekends
later they were all undone. All this was
done because there are no spokes the same
gauge available today. Then I sandblasted
and dipped them in a metal treatment. To
check for alignment and balancing I had to
lathe up a false hub that would fit on to the
backing plate of a modern balancing
machine. Using a wooden pencil to 'tune'
the wires I did the best I could before pre-

with large hands helps!. It is amazing how
much you can move steel by this method.
With the chassis all perfectly re-aligned, I
sand blasted it again and soaked it with
Deoxidine, not paint. How many perfectly
painted chassis do you see getting bodies
built on them, covered in clamps and gear?

For the next two years we worked on the
wooden body. Everything new from the
bottom plates upwards. This was extremely
difficult. 50% of the time Selwyn spent on
it I had to be with him working out how the
original shape was. The rear end was just a
floppy piece of tin. The worst aspect was
there was no steel rear doorposts. Therefore
we had no idea of the vertical plane for the
wooden posts. Each door took 40 hours to
rewood. The vertical pieces wouldn't fit
into the curved door in one piece so, had to
be spliced. Therefore at the last moment it
was all fitted and glued in one operation
and clamped down on a flat table. Now to
hold four doors in place whilst making rear
wooden doorposts and large curved top
plates. We were stretched to the limit trying
to figure that lot out. We eventually got the
left side lined up okay but couldn't get the
right side done. I eventually found there is
a pressing fault in the Senior Six cowls. I
now know the right front door post on all
Senior Sixes are out of line. This meant our
new doors needed a twist in them! We use
South land Beech on the car bodies. It is
magic to work with and just ideal for this
use. r just hope we can convince people to
let some beech trees be milled for this pur
pose to preserve old cars for the future, as
this timber is getting hard to get with
restrictions on milling it. We use Epiglass
two-pack glue and dowel most joints. All
wood is then coated with Epiglass Evedure
for preservation.

During the above work I started on the
mechanicals. Still working on the "as it

comes off restore it"
method, the wire wheels
were next. It was a shock to
see them after blasting.
They had obviously been
badly rusted and cracked as
all around the rims was
welding, both oxy-acty. and
thick bronze! There are no

other rims around like these
so I attacked them with a side

grinder to get the entire
bronze etc out. Then I made a
steel profiler up of the thickest
part of the best rim, for a pat-
tern, and proceeded to MIG
weld around and around. ten
hours MIGing and then grinding
went into each rim!

To true the rims all the wire
spoke nipples had to be undone.

I was told it is impossible to
undo wire spokes with
straight ends as they just turn

in the hubs. My definition of
impossible means it is just going

to take a bit longer.
Eventually by glueing emery

onto the jaws of a small vice I found
it was portable enough to clamp on

each individual spoke. Quickly heat
the nipple with gas and undo with a 4"



we were now getting desperate time wise,
but my main worry was windscreen rubber.
No one anywhere had seen the profile need
ed and by chance the DB Club USA maga
zine came out with an article by a member
on restoring his Senior Six Cabriolet. He
had to get a mould made especially for his,
and Karr Rubber Co. in L.A. reproduced
some more for me. Turned out there are two
different profiles required. Bryan Belcher
leant me his tyre mirror mounts for patterns
bur I couldn't find any 5" mirrors, so we
machined them out of 6" brass stock.

Christmas Day arrived with only six
weeks left before the rally. Nearly six years
had past by and we were finally ready to
start assembling. It still took four weeks to
get to the stage of getting enough gear on
the car to start the engine. With two weeks
to go before heading south we needed to
know if it would run okay, as the hour hand
on the workshop clock wouldn't stop going
around and around!. It is the greatest thrill
of a restoration to hear the engine run when
you have never heard it, or a similar one,
go. It started straight up and with a quick
check of the oil pressure and any sign of
water leaks 1 was sitting on a wooden box
driving it up the road and back. Sleering
was greal for a heavy car. Up and down the
road twice and back in to the shed was four
miles. We had made our absolute dead line
the day most North £Sland cars would be at
the Wellington Ferry. We thought we
would drive to Wellington to see them off,
ancl return home, giving the car a 180 mile
run-in. Just how many thousand parts are
there in a car to put back together! Things
were even more desperate as the abwlute
deadline past us. Ran Carey and Bruce
Madgewick even helped out before they too
headed South. George and I had decided to

do our own route to Christchurch
and had luckily booked the

ferry the day after everyone
had started their rally
routes. At
2pm we had to leave for
the ferry but were still
bolting bumpers on!
They were too big to
throw in the back seat, as
all the pieces still not on
the car were destined.
and there were plenty;
like side lights, side mir-

rors, door handles etc, etc.
Judy came over with all our

gear for down south, we were
still in our overalls! Then we

were off with a brand new car
with four miles on the speedo.

with two hours to get 90 miles to
the Ferry. I hadn't even sat on

the front seat as Basil
was still fitting

the tloor mats
the morning
we were to
leave. The car
ran well, and I
watched the

oi I and temp.
gauges like a hawk,

all the way and didn't
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the body padded fabric covering would fit
on. This showed we needed to rout out the
wood for his seams so they would be flat.
During this time his daughters would learn
to drive around our yard.

With five months to go to the NZVCC
50th Anniversary rally it was time to tackle
the engine with accessories being restored
first. Carburettor, vacuum. tank, generator,
starter, distributor etc. I was surprised at the
weight of the engine on the lifting ropes so
I took it around to the weighbridge and it
was 480kg! Mounted il in a revolving
engine stand and took the head off to see a
small piece off the top edge of # 3 piston,
and the bore scoured. When the piston
came oul it had no rings and no ring
grooves! Worse was to come when I pulled
the water jacket plate off, which runs right
along the side of the block. I had to punch
through the rust, which revealed deep pits
on the cylinders, and after giving it a severe
sandblast it didn't look good at all. Ray
Street of B & H bored the cylinders and
immediately phoned me to come and have
a look. We nearly had a restored car with no
engine' You could put your fingers down
the bore and push the cylinder sides in! All

the water jacket openings
had rusted, so they were all
welded up including the
head ones. Pressure tested
the block and found a
crack right through to the
valve gear. Tom Rowe,
who is a whizz on cast iron
welding, was bought into
the picture. Pressure tested
again and another crack.
He ground and welded his
way from the inner valve
seat right to the outside of
the block. Pressure
tested and all
okay.

Pressed
the sleeves in and pressure
tested again. Leaked like a
sieve!. There wasn't enough
good steel to grip the
sleeves!. Had a conference
to decide what next! Ended
up grooving the outside of
the sleeves and filling with
two-pack metal and pressed that
lot in. Yes!, the block now holds water
in! GeOl'ge Calder white metalled
the big ends. To keep the cost down
the mains were adapted for modern
shells.

During all this lime our good
friend George Caske was waiting to
assemble the engine. Vern Jensen's
crankshaft still wasn't finished for
his 1909 Buick so George went
ahead and spent two months
putting a fifth gear into his 1936
Morgan. I had been having him
on about the power and speed
of the Landau, so he got wor-
ried about keeping up as we
were travelling to Christchurch
together in convoy.. In reality he
had wanted to do this for a long time and
now he had the catalyst to do it.

With the car nearly ready to assemble,

hand filed for
hours and hours.

The
Landau's frost
ed silver dash
was rusty and
the fros ting
was very

difficult to
reproduce. We

couldn't figure out
how the frosting

was done. It finally
made a tour of Auckland

including Air NZ. Brian
Johnstone eventually managed to get the
effect with a very thin swish of Lacquer. The
note attached said 'Do not touch with fin
gers! All the window frames, sills and dash
board had wood graining and pin striping.
Photo's were ta ken and reproduced to make
sure the original effect was seen. Before
paint stripping I also took the whole lot to
Les Hayter, Taupo, to make sure he could
accurately reproduce the wood graining.
His final work on top of our paint was per
fect. Yes, my motto on this car was; noth
ing goes back on unless it is perfect. This

was to recreate the great American Auto
Art just prior to the Depression. Five long
years had gone by and still I hadn't cracked
the engine open, and the 50th Anniversary
rally was less than a year away.

When conditions were right painting was
being uone. A false chassis was made of
wood to sit the heavy body on. This was an
excellent idea so the body could be painted
and upholstered off the chassis. Two of us
painted the car with the main blue colour
being colour matched from the original
colour found under a plate behind the bonnet
handle. The main body had Glasurit baked
on. Also lIsed was 2K and Dulon.

I searched the world for velvet mohair
upholstery to match the original, and even
tually found it at Bill Hirsch's in New
Jersey, USA. This and other items from
around the USA were sent to our good
friend Jim Renzulli in San Diego for group
ing up, as it is cheaper to ship everything as
one package. The body, on its false chassis,
with all the old fabric, was then taken into
Basil Shailer's for upholstering. For Basil
this sort of work is a labour of love and this
shows in his fastidious workmanship to get
everything 'just right'. He had been fre
quently coming out to see our progress and
had been doing some 'dummy runs' on how
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•Main: The winner George Calder in his Riley 12/4 Special.
Lefi to right: Wayne Henderson and Trevor Timms motoredfOl'
five 170/11'.1' to take part in the tests.
Next: Some 'ave traction some AVANTI
Next: Jack Newel/throws "thirsty" through "Ever Decreasing
Circles" .
Next: Bill Vatlen thorou/ihly enjoys his Cadillac type 61.
Next: Graeme Stockdole quietly contemplates the next test.
Next: There are Jew people in New Zealand who have motored
vintage cars as extensively as Jack Newel/ and Graeme Wallace.
Next: Penny Green was a popular entrant in her Riley 9 Special.

~!II!!I!I!I ith event titles like "The Madresfield Slow!Fast",
"Ever Decreasing Circles", "Backwards &
Forwards" and "Five-Leaf Clover" it was obvious
that this year the Banks Peninsula Branch Te

Pirita Tests were going to be more of a test of man rather
than machine. John Newell, the devious organiser had
obviously decided that the tests of previous years had been
far too easy and that this year thinking would be required.

Suffice to say that some competitors found the strain of
thinking and dliving very stressful indeed, and proceeded
to ignore the instructions with lordly disdain. Jack Newell's
and Dave Richardson's interpretations of the Bent Sprint
were fascinating to watch, and last years winner and well
known deep thinker Stuart Moore out-thought himself
completely. He did redeem himself with a superb display of
handbrake turning in the Clover Leaf though.

Now Garry Moore is Mayor of Christchurch, he can
afford to hire a works driver for his Austin 7, and so it was
that James Palmer, whose Fiat Barchetta is having a fit of
the vapours, came to be driving the Mayoral Chummy.
What with the manure on the paddocks and that being
spouted forth by Messers Broome & Wogan. the Austin
was in its element as James hurled it fearlessly around the
course. We look forward to next year when we are sure he
will be driving the Mayoral Daimler. If they start now they
may have it rUlming in time.

It was great to see Penny Green driving her immaculate
Riley Brooklands replica and to see Trevor Timms and
Wayne Henderson who motored up from Dunedin in the
Talbot. The Timms Singer is having a full undertray fitted
at present with built in buckets and pumps so that it will be
oil free for the Pom. Trevor feels that the extra aerodynam
ic advantage will add to the already bewildering perfor
mance. Ashburton was well represented by David Banks
who was throwing the Vauxhall Cadet around with great
skill and by Bill Datlen in his imposing Cadillac 61.
Graeme Stockdale's E-type, whilst not the ideal Gymkhana
vehicle was vastly entertaining as it slid and undulated it's
way around the course.

Once the dust had settled, the Riley Hotrods of George
Calder and Bob Parker were first and second with Michael
Williams third in his Citroen. The Riley owners must be very
relieved that Citroen never found the necessity to make a
sports car. Graeme Wallace was fourth in his ubiquitous Jeep
aided undoubtedly by being able to use low-low ratio in the
slow fast test. James Palmer was a creditable fifth in the
Mayoral Chummy, but his demands for a recount will prob
ably be ignored. So it was a very pleasant day of motoring in
the country and another trophy for Pothunter Calder.

Text by Andre Le Febvre
Photos James Palmer



Bill Cross talks to Jack Grant on

his 100th birthday 30th July 1998,

Jack's w~fe Edith was 100 years old

a couple of months previously and

the couple have been married 76

years on the 26 ./uly 1998.

Looking back with

Jack Grant
Text by Bill Cross.

photos Jack Grant, Bill Cross
The 1927 BI/ick (1/ Kaka Poi/ll with Jac.k and Edith.

pounds ten shillings a week, but had the
comfort of his own hut and a hack (light
horse). The hack Was handy to ride into
Palmerston North.

In the early 1920s we returned back to
the south and to Mount Royal Station at
Palmerston. Mounl Royal was 20,000 acres
and eventually sold in 1,000 acre blocks
with the sheep as well, says Jack.

While at Mount Royal. Jack Grant spent
four years shearing, at the run, the Pigroot
and Macraes, as well as shepherding.

The mail girl at Palmerston, a young lass
with a horse and gig, took more than a pass
ing interest in the young shepherd, and Jack

and Edith were married on.1!IIIIII-".26 July, 1922. He then
nHwed to the Lower
Shotover 10 work for Peter
Reid, who owned a 1914
Buick. This is the car Jack
Grant learnt to drive in.
Peter Reid look a trip to
America and told Jack [0

use the car as if it Was his
own.

One day a trip was made
over the Crown Range to
Cardrona. One can only
imagine the Crown Range
and the zig zag and its con
dition in 1926.

Jack and a companion,
Billy Reid, nearing the top
of the road came across an
InvercargiIJ Garage
proprietor with his car
stopped and steaming like a

train engine. Jack had carried with him a
hot water bag of water ancl was able to top
up the Invercargill man. On the return
journey from Cardrona, the road was very
frosty and covered with ice. It was decided
that they would anach a rope to the back of
the car and Billy, with his boots fined with
frost nails (somewhat like the old football
boot sprigs) would hang onto rhe rope and

was an lndian motor cycle and in 1915 he
took two hours to travel to Dunedin from
West Orago.

A time with Jim Troop's thrashing mills
(traction engine driven) at Wainlate where
they did nor see rain for 11 weeks, before
heading across the Cook Strait to Feilding.

It was now 1920 and young Jack was
21!. Here he worked for Jas Wilson, look-

'boss' was to keep the fire on!
Jack remembers Jack Herbert had a

Buick car at the time. The next job was for
Jim Todd at two pounds per week.

During the time with Todd's, Jack had
the loan of a Model T to go to the footbaLl
in Dunedin, some 100 miles from West
Otago. The road was badly flooded at
Henley and a bag had to be put over the
radiator to keep the water out.

He then went la work for C & N Shields,
at three pounds per week.
C & N Shields also owned the brickworkS
in Dunedin.

Jack Grant's first motorised transport

A picnic in Ihe early 1920.1' Overland (IInder Ihe Iree). Back row: Berry al1d DOllg
Bllc!wnon (Ihe policeman). Frolll row: Edilh, Bill and Dorolhy.

ID orn in 1898 and as a child of two
• years in Gore, Jack Grant, was
• around well before the motor car

was seen on the local roads.
Jack can remember the dredge master at

Gore having one of the first motor cars and
the Bank Manager having a French car with
chain drive. The time these cars appeared
says Jack was about the time of the death of
Queen Victoria, (190 I).

During 1913 the Mataura Ri vel' flooded
and there was three feet of wareI' on the
Main Street in Gore, and there were at this
time quite a few Ford Model Ts in the
district.

One of the first jobs Jack
Grant had in Gore was
working for Charlie Guthrie
driving one of two horse and
cart milk deliveries in the
town. McDougal also had two
milk carrs.

The young Jack Grant
around 1913, next found him
self working at Freshford near
Waikaia for Joe Cooper.
Motorised transport and farm
machinery was not heard of.
Jack drove a team of six
Clydesdale horses, rising ar
5.30am to milk three cows (by
hand) and then have the team
of horses yoked up ready for
the days work by 7.30am.

Within a year or so Jack
Grant had moved to Heriot
some 40 miles away to work
for Jack Herbert, (son Peter
Herbert, former chairman of the Tuapeka
County Council and a Clutha District
Councillor).

Jack Herbelt was a good 'boss' and said
it is hard to pick up a young fellow like you.

The weekly wage at Heriot was one
pound twelve shilling and sixpence a week,
which involved looking after three teams of
draft horses. During this time it snowed for



system employed by pioneer coach drivers
on high country New Zealand roads. This
proved invaluable going back down the zig
zag, and helped hold the car on the road.

Horse shoes were also fitted with frost
nails during this time. Eventually a farm
was obtained at Puema in South Otago.

Jack and Edith's transport now was a
horse and buggy or gig, and the great
depression of the 1930s was looming.

The slump as it was known then
changed the way of life for the Grants.

Another time for a change and this saw
Jack Grant driving for Somervilles
Transport of Waitepeka. Eventually
Somervilles Transport, Leonard Brothers,
Joe Bower and the Clutha River Trust
lorries amalgamated to become South
Otago Transport, and Jack stayed on with
the company for many years, one of his
first tasks was to collect the bad debts, then
followed positions as director and acting
manager.

Bill Somerville also had a thrashing

mill, which Jack Grant took over,
including the traction engines and
at the height of the operation was
thrashing about 2,000 tons of wheat
and chaff a year. Chaff was perhaps
the main commodity as there was
still a large number of working
horses prior to World War ll, the
tractor had not quite taken over.

Leonard Brothers with their
thrashing mill would cut or thrash
all the north side of the Clutha
River, and under a gentlemens
agreement the Grant Mill would cut
the southern side of the river. Jack
and Edith Grant had as their first
car an Overland, followed by four Buicks,
one which was on the Tuapeka Ferry when
it cut loose and floated on down the Clutha
River towards Clydevale. A 1926 Dodge
Brothers car was also in the stable, until,
during the war years after having his name
down at the John H Stevenson Ford garuge,
bought their first Ford motorcar, followed

by others of the same make.
Daughter, Hazel, well remembers the

Overland breaking down on the way to
Gore, with a broken diff at Pukerau. The
family continued the journey by train and
the Overland was towed to Gore for repair.

/t is with IIII/('h regret that we /lote the
passillg of Jack Gl'CIl1t 011 21 November,
/998. 11
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Behind
The Wheel
1956 Citroen
2CV
Text Michael Williams Photos lames Palmer

be able to calTY a basket of eggs across a
ploughed field without one breaking, and
the driver must be able to get into it with his
hat on! Looks and styling
were unimportant. Simplicity and
durability were paramount. Such was the
design brief laid down in 1936, and Citroen
stuck to it rigorously.

The revolutionary Traction Avant of
1934 had introduced the affluent
middle classes to a new sort of
motoring, and Pierre Boulanger, le
President of Citroen, relished the
chance to be even more radical and
minimalist. He would design a vehi
cle of a kind that had never been built
before, for a market segment that had
never been motorised before.
Invention was his aim and he gath
ered around him some of the most
innovative technical brains in the
country. Chief Engineer and design- ---

extensive
market research. They asked 10,000 rural
Frenchmen what they wanted in a car, and
the replies were consistent. A car had to be
a small lightweight, all purpose, go
anywhere vehicle that the farmers wife
could drive and maintain - that way she
could take the goods to the market while
her husband stayed working on the farm.
Part of the 2CV mythology was that it must

t is a tricky
business, writing
about the Citroen
2CV. One may

easily get carried away, which is
no good at all (the word of an enthusiast is
not to be trusted) but if he is not carried
away, it may be a sign that he has missed
the point, because it's impossible to be
neutral about the 2CV; they are the most
polarising of cars. "Tin Snail", "Ugly
Duckling", "Flying Dustbin", "Umbrella
on Wheels", are some of the printable
epithets and at its launch in 1948,
journalists asked whether it came with a
can opener. However, when the last
Deux Chevaux (two horses) rolled off
the production line in 1990, Citroen
had made 6,990,520 of them, at one
stage there was even a six year
waiting list.

The 2CV was conceived in an age
when the farmer's horse needed
replacing. Urban Frenchmen had
become involved in a lifelong love
affair with the car, but in rural France,
there was poverty, appalling roads and
resistance to change. Citroen saw this

.... 1-."..11 ........... ~,... ............... 11 ..... ~a .. t .... nl,



ensuring power was not lost
through a long drive train.

The suspension was equally revolution
ary and in spite of appearance, the car is
near impossible to overturn. The secret lies
in i~s interconnected, horizontally acting,
all Independent suspension system. The
wheels are mounted on crescent shaped
leadmg arms, attached to the chassis via
massive roller bearings located in cross
tubes which allow the wheels to swivel
through a very wide arc of travel. When the
2CV's front wheel hits a bump, the front
ax~e arn~ causes a tie-rod to compress a
cod sprlllg mounted horizontally in a
tubular sliding housing under the car thus
CUShioning the blow. The rear wheel i~ also
connected by the same means to a second
spring in the same housing, w this trans
mIts the motion to the rear to force the
rear axle arm down thus stiffening the
suspension ready for the rear wheel 70 hit
the bump. The result is an incredibly
smooth ride.

AI~ of this is housed in the simplest of
cha.ssls and body. A series of light gauge
tubmg holds on very simple body panels,

could
. . go wrong. Instead of a

dlstnbutor, there was a contact breaker on
the e.nd of the camshaft working in con
JunctIon with a double ended coil to pro
vIde the spark. The engine was manufac
tured and assembled to n tolerance of one
micron: the fit being so precise that gaskets
were d~spensed with. More ingenuity was
shown 111 the construction of the crankshaft
n~d comod assembly. One piece conrods
with sleeve bearings were fitted to the
crankshaft, and along with the webs
crankpins, and front journal bearing wer~
pressed together hydraulically, the crank
s~aft ha~'in? first been shrunk by immer
sIon In liqUid nitrogen.

Factory bench tests established its abili
ty to withstand 100 hours at full throttle
(5,000 rpm) without damage - the equiva
lent of drivIng 50,000 miles nat out without
a stop. Vigorous use of the throttle had no
effet:t on fuel consumption, which was
always 45-50mpg. The engine, as had the
Traction Avant, powered the front wheels

worked for
Voisin before joining
Citroen to help develop the
Traction .. Although a gifted engineer
and designer, he wasn't interested in
engines at all so responsibility for the
power unit was given to Waiter Brecchia
who had been working for Talbot Lago.

1936 to 1938 were years of intense
development, as Bou langer and Lefebvre
experimented with a huge range of compo
nents and mechanical layouts, for which
forty s~ven pr~totypes were tested. Weight
was vItal so fabric and magnesium were
common materials.

I.nitially a BMW 500cc motorcycle
engIne was the preferred power unit, but it
was to. be to? heavy, so in only six days
Brecchla desIgned the famous engine that
was to stay in continuous production for
42 years.

The lightweight and aircooled flat twin
of 375cc eliminated almost all the normal
erectrical and cooling system trouble spots
that affected conventional engines of the
era. With no radiator, hoses, fan belt, water
pump or coolant there was very little that



•Bottonl : The rear view of the first 2CV
ever imported into New Zealand.

fair to say that after the first corner, pho
tographer Palmer did look a little seasick
and muttered about a mobile waterbed.
Body roll is certainly considerable, but
these cars were designed for bumps not cor
ners, and we were able to sail serenely over
speed humps as if they didn't exist. Brakes
were very good, ventilation excellent, and
despite their simplicity of design the ham
mock seats were amazingly comfortable.
Once you adjust, the ride is remarkably
smooth and the fiat twin engine is not
obtrusive. They really are a very different
car to drive and cannot be compared to any
thing else in terms of ride and comfort.

Around town we kept up
with tratfic well, but hills
and open road driving
would present a major
challenge.

Gail and Tim Trask
also own the first 2CV to
be sold new in New
Zealand. Shorters of
Auckland imported it in
June 1958 and finally
sold it in October 1960,
thus proving that New
Zealand was not ready for
such a radical machine. It
was bought by the Pole
family of Auckland, but
spent most of its life in
the Wairarapa with Tony
Bates. It's Slough built
and features a centrifugal
clutch. Citroen UK raided
the Traction parts bin lib
erally, although the origi
nal headlights were
Bristol bus sidelights! Of

the 1245 assembled at Slough, very few
survive making this a rare car.

It is ironic that these odd little cars,
designed in j 936 by an architect, were
still being made in 1990. Like the
Model T or its great rival the VW
Beetle, the 2CV was made for a spe
cific purpose at a particular time in
automotive history. It is an extraordi
nary mixture of engineering sophisti
cation and basic crudeness which

'.li~tilU_ endeared itself to millions of happy
'" and maybe eccentric owners. While

the more successful VW remained a
technical blind alley, the 2CV inspired
the technical imagination's of future
designers, thus setting up the pattern
for small cars of today. Not a bad epi
taph. And to sum it all up? Beyond a
doubt, more is less.

Thanks to Gail and Tim Trask of
Christchurch for the use of their col
lection of early 2CV's.

doesn't so much accelerate as gain momen
tum. Top speed is about 40mph depending
on the wind. The gear stick, which comes
straight out of the bulkhead and defies all
logical description resembles a toffee
apple, but once mastered the changes were
delightfully smooth, and when in fourth

original grey, with the canvas hood and
boot cover and hammock seats also in orig
inal colours.

With only 425cc at your disposal, the car

Above: The fllel gauge takes simplicity to the
exlrc/lu:, ,
Be/oil': Ullder the bonnet of the 1956 2CV lies
the powerhouse 425('(' engine.

the majority of which can be removed with
aid of a single spanner. This in turn lends
itself to the peculiar shape and style of
the 2CV.

By the spring of 1939, a pre-production
run of 250 cars had been authorised, but as
the last of these cars rolled of the produc
tion line, World War 11 began. All 250 cars
were hidden on a large estate owned by the
Michelin family who owned Citroen.
During the war, Ferdi.I1and Porsche came to
Paris to investigate the rival to his
Volkswagon, but could find no evidence of
the 2CV, such was Citroen's secrecy.
In fact, during the war, the design team
was able to
keep working,
improving the
prototypes con
siderably. By
1948, when the
Citroen factories
had returned to
normal, the 2CV
was officially
released at the
Paris Motor
Show. Citroen
had all but six of
the pre-war cars
destroyed in
1949. It kept
"Old Number
One" for publici
ty purposes, sent
two to museums
and in 1998
released the other
three to com
memorate fifty
years of the 2CV.
These three cars were quite literally
untouched for fifty years while stored at the
Michelin Chateau ancl are quite extraordi
nary from a historical perspective.

So the legend began. By 1954 the
engine had been enlarged to 425cc,
in 1957 the canvas boot lid was
replaced by a steel panel and by
1959 there was choice of two
colours, all previous cars being grey.
In 1962 it got a proper speedo and a
fuel gauge and in 1967 the engine
was enlarged to a gut wrenching
602cc. In 1981 it even got front disc
brakes! The number of 2CV varia
tions would fill a book. but the
basics never changed. From 1953 to
1964 they were assembled at Slough
in England, and when the original
Paris factory closed in 1988, the
2CV was assembled in Portugal
until it ceased production in 1990.

As with so many very popular
cars, straight early examples are
rare, especially in this country where
2CV's are regarded with a mixture of
amusement, contempt and fear. So I was
very lucky to have the chance to drive two,
both belonging to Gail and Tim Trask.
After an easy life in the South of France,
the 1956 example was imported to New
7~~1~~....I :~ 100£ T ... 1~~ .... L-..~~~ _ .....~~:~ .. ~....I ;~
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.......,.. the chances are that we've

got the right tyre for it...
We Offer these famous brands:

BFGoodrich (radials, Silvertown Cords t!t. X·PIies)
Classic Radials (with wide white sidewalls)
US Royals • Denman • (nsa ·Commander

Avon (X·PIies t!t. Radials) • Uniroyal • Michelin
Barum (ZX . style pattern) • Continental

Coker Classic • Durandal

MICHELlN

Rim Includes Single & Double WSW, Single & Dual Red Line, Gold Line & Triple Stripe on many sizes

Whitewall Clip-ons, Tubes and Kustbands also available

Australasia's largest Vintage, Veteran & Classic Tyre Kange

We are happy to provide Club Night Presentations

I',
r

NATIONAL

I
SALES

FREEPUONE:
080-080-TYKE

(080-080-8973)

Key:
CD = Cord

CL = Clincher

480x10
450x12
560x13 590x13 600x13 640x13 650x13 670x13 725x13
560x14 685x14 695x14 700x14 735x14 750x14 775x14 800x14 825x14 850x14 855x14 885x14 900x14 950x14
D70x14 E78x14 F78x14 G78x14 E70x14 E78x14 F70x14 G70x14
500x15 560x15 590x15 600x15 640x15 670x15 670xV15 700x15 71 Ox15 750x15 760x15
775x15 800x15 815x15 815xV15 820x15 820xV15 890x15 900x15 G78x15 H78x15 L78x15 F70x15 G70x15 F60x15
500x16 525x16 550x16 600x16 600xV16 650x16 700x16 750x16 825x16 900x16 1050x16
450x17 475/500x17 550x17 600/650x17 700x17 750x17
715x115(CL) 720x120(CL) 11 x45 12x45 13x45 14x45
450x18 475/500x18 550x18 600/650x18 700x18
700x85(CL) 775x145(CL)
350x19 400x19 450x19 475/500x19 550x19 600/650x19
475/500x20 550x20 600x20 650x20 700x20
710x90(CL)
440/450x21 525x21 525/550x21 600x21 700x21
600x22 28x3(CL)
820x120(CL)
500x23 30x3'/, 30x3'/,(CL) 31 x4(CD) 32x4'/,(CD) 33x5(CD)
895x135(CL)
500x24 38x7 40x8 30x3(CL) 32x4(CD) 33x4'/2(CD) 34x5(CD)
815x105(CL)
880x120(CL)
33x4(CD) 34x4'j,(CD) 35x5(CD)
34x4(CD)
875x 105(CL)
36x4'j,(CD) 37x5(CD)
36x4(CD)

We have too many radial sizes to list, from 130/90R10 to 275/35ZR18 & 125SR15 to 35x12. 50R16.5
Covering performance, racing, 4WD, economy, prestige, hot rod, street machine etc etc

10"
12"
13"
14"

16"
17"
17.75"
18"
18.70"
19"
20"
20.30"
21"
22"
22.30"
23"
23.25"
24"
24.12"
24.80"
25"
26"
26.35"
27"
28"

15"

New Zealand Motor Distributors (Wgton) Ltd
406-4 I 2 Cuba Street, Lower "utt, New Zealand.
Email: sales@cartyres.co.nz
Phone: (64) 04 566 5500, Facsimile (64) 04 566 5505



Our coverage of the
McLean Rally
continues with first
hand accounts of
Veteran motoring in
conditions that varied
from glorious to
abominable ...

McLEAN

MOTOR CAR

ACT

CENTENNIAL

VETERAN

RALLY

Getting there is half the fun!
The McLean Motor Car Act Centennial

Veteran Rally held in the Wairarapa and
Wellington over Labour weekend and
beyond was in fact the best organised rally
that I have ever attended and I doubt if I
would be considered new at the game. These
two clubs are to be congratulated for their
marvellous organisational skills.

Well, the weather cannot be organised
by anyone, but Wairarapa did manage to
turn on three beautiful hot days amongst a
week of "sheer hell, weather wise", all over
the country.

Getting to the
Rally and home
again presented a wet
and chilly problem
for two Cadillac
crews. My 1906
Caddie had recently
undergone open heart
surgery, ie one new
crankshaft, new alloy
piston, rebore and the
works, and had only
done 20 or so miles
before setting off to
Masterton. Russell
and Pauline Vincent
had motored down
from Auckland in
their 1905 Cadillac
on the Wednesday
and stayed the night
with us. Thursday 22
October was depar
ture day, but the skies looked black and a
stiff breeze blew when we rose at 6.30 am.
We set off from Te Awamutu at 8am in the
pouring rain and head winds taking the
sh0l1 cut route through Mangakino and
down the Western Bays Road. Russell was
not familiar with that route and we wanted
to try something different this time. First
stop was Whakamaru petrol station for fuel

and you know what! A ray of sunshine had
peeped through so we took the opportunity
to have morning tea sitting on a concrete
wall. Thermos tea and apple muffins proved
very welcome as we were somewhat chilled
off by that stage.

The long haul down Western Bays Road
to Kuratau was hard going as the wind had
increased in velocity and the temperature
had dropped. At Kuratau we struck the tail
end of a fierce hailstorm which did litt'le for
the comfort of either crew. By the time we
arrived in Turangi the hailstones had

heaped up in the
town, particularly
along the roadside
kerbs. Lunch at
Turangi was hot
pies and tea at a
bakery.

We needed the
warmth internally.
While refuell ing at
a service station in
Turangi we got talk
ing to a Maori chap
who was fascinated
with the two
Cadillacs. The
conversation ended
'i.ke this.
"Where you fellas
going?
Taihape tonight
hopefully.
Yeah!! On the
Desert Road?

Top: The 1906 Cadillac of Ray and lanet Officer
finally sees the sun durin8 field tests. Photo Bruce
Hl.ll/On. LPSNZ,
Centre: SIan CO/'lell with Carterton Mayor
Geor8ina Beyer in his 1909 Metz at Solway
College IUllch stop. Photo Bruce HUIIOIl, LPSNZ,
Below: The three buses at Ihe Clareville Complex.
Photo Dallas Denby.





It's the only way from here isn't it?
Yeap. Ooh bloody cold eh
What colder than here?
"S***t" yeah. Bloody cold up the top eh!!"
And with that he shook his head as Russell
and I cranked up and drove off.

The constant rain soon turned to sleet
and snow as we climbed up the long hill
past Rangipo Prison and on up. By the time
we got to the top, 1074 metres above sea
level the snow was getting heavier and was
building up on our goggles. The last words
from that gentlemen at Turangi were stilJ in
my ears. That was just about the colMst we
had ever experienced in the open car.
"Bloody cold eh!!" I leaned over and yelled
a question in Janet's ear. "Are we having
fun?". No response so I gave her a quick
nudge in the ribs to check that rigamortis
hadn't set in.

We regroupecl at the BP Station at
Waiouru but we needed warmth not petrol
and we weren't abourto find much warmth
there so we decided to carry on to Taihape
non-stop. We alTived absolutely frozen and
knew a Motel with a hot spa so that was it.

Half an hour in the spa did wonders
for the chilled bones. I can say not a lot of
attention was given to the Caddie that night.
Hot food and sleep was all we needed.

Next day more of the same except the
snow and the rain was nowhere near as cold
but the head winds were a persistent nui
sance. The Caddie however was pulling
much better with the miles of the previous
day behind us. The steep hauls from
Taihape to the top of Vinegar Hill were no
problem as the rings were settling in nicely.

We took the short route through Rewa
and Cheltenham on down to Ashurst. As
we entered the Manawatu Gorge the wind
was finally behind us and blew us through
the gorge on a real economy run. Had we
turned off the motor I think we would have
still made it through. The rain had finally
eased and we had a good run from

Woodville down to Masterton meeting up
with other entrants heading the same way.
After checking in at our Motel, we headed
to Clareville to check in at Rally HQ and
have a cuppa and a talk.

The magnificeot spectacle of the next few
days proved to be weLl w0l1h all the eff(JI1
and discomf0l1 of getting there and the
Caddies proved they can endure the worst of
the elements and still face tomorrow with the
excellence and reliability of the marque. The
journey bome after the Rally was very little
different. Head winds and rain most of the
way and slips everywhere as the foul weath
er had taken its toll on the roadsides. Once
home and time to drv out we reflected on a
marvellous rally and ~ week of very different
Veteran motoring.
Ra)' and JOllet Ofjlcer
19iJ6 Codilloc -Elltralll No /7

Thornycrofts Big Weekend
It's 5am on Saturday 24 October this

first day of the McLean Motor Car Act
Centennial Veteran Rally and I am a 1918
Thornycroft BT two and a half ton lorry.
I am on the back of my driver, Mike's
Bedford truck all packed up and ready
to travel from Feilding to Clareville south
of Masterton.

7 am. Here we are safe and sound at the
Rally HQ at Clareville.

Mike found a nice loading ramp and he
soon had me off Ilis truck and parked next
to the No 2 Route sign with a lot of
Veterans just like me. We're all going on a
jaunt around the district. It's a long time
since I have been driven 50 miles. I hope I
can last the distance. Lunchtime. I've had a
great time Ihis morning. We left one minute
apart, into Carterton, then out towards
Gladstone. My sedate 12 miles per hour
was pretty slow and all those fancy Veteran
cars flashed past me. But on a long hill 1
had my chance, I pulled out and passed the
blue Renault Charabanc. Sadly I couldn't
keep up the pace and on rhe flat he passed
me again. Its a grand day, fine and hot, and
as we trundled along we saw the sights. The
surge pipe for the Gladstone Power house,
sranding up like a big concrete chimney. I
am pleased my working days are over as we
watched the big modern trucks carting fresh
cur grass to the silage stack.

We are having lunch ar Solway CoLlege.
There are about 100 mobile homes here.
Some of them are Vintage buses and trucks
but none as old as me or my friend the blue
charabanc. Mike's gone off to have a nice
lunch and meet some friends he hasn't seen
for a long time. I'm resting in the sun while
people admire me.

2.30pm we're on the road again having a
lovely relaxed run through the beautiful
Wairarapa countryside heading back to
Clareville. I've lost a front hubcap some
where and hope some kind person finds it
and retums it. Mike phoned my owner,
Wayne to ask him if the lockpin on my front
wheel could fall out without the hubcap on.

Top leJi: TllOrnycrofl exiling the grounds of
Solway Co/lege.
Left: Dot and Allan Harris motoring their 1917
Overland.
Right: 1907 Ho/sman owned by Stewart Barton,

He said "No" and if ir did he'd eat his hat!
Dianne Quarrie who knows the state of
Waynes hat, said it should be very tasty.

5pm - after the run, Mike's backed me
up againsr the fence, removed my lamps
and tucked me in for the night.

I feel proud of my achievement on the
first day of the rail y. I didn't break down or
have any mishaps. Mike's gone to the bar
becue tea with all the other Veteran owners
and drivers. I hear my number "94" has
been very successful for Mike in the BP
petrol voucher draw.

I'm looking forward to the rest of the
rally. Tomorrc';w is the Gymkana and pub
lic day. On Tuesday we all go over the
winding Rimutaka hill to Wellington. Some
of my Veteran friends have chickened out
and are going to be transported but Mike
and Wayne say I am going to drive over. 1
wonder if I will make it! It looks very high.

Goodnight to my driver and friend Mike
Marshal, from a tired and happy 1918
Thornycroft Lorry.
El1Iral1l No 94

Rally Day Route 2
We assembled at Clareville Complex on

the Sarurday morning for our first rally day
of rhe McLean Act Celebrations. Our route
is Number 2 and our start time is 11.20 am.
Firstly we had a lovely morning tea and
then assembled with all the other Rallyists
for a welcome by the Mayor of Carterton,
Georgina Beyer. Because we seemed to be
the last to leave the complex for our rally,
we were able to see the first cars flagged
away by the Mayor and then all the other
cars and motor bikes leave on their rally
routes, one, two, and three. What a wonder
ful sight that was.

We motored through the centre of
Carterton township then headed east into
the country. What lovely country it is too!
There was some evidence of where there
had been flooding the previous week, but
no damage to the roads on which we trav
elled. In a roundabout way we arrived in
Masterton to drive down Queen Street Lots
of the public gave us a great welcome. A
few more left and right rurns and we were
at Solway College for lunch. What a great
spread that was.

Soon it was time to start the afternoon
section of our Route. We left the College at
2.20pm to head out into different country
for a leisurely drive back to Clareville. Our
rally was a good run on good roads. The
directions were very clear and we covered
our 54 miles with no problems.
Dol alld Allan Harris
1917 Over/alld Enlran! No 87.





A
Darracq

On
Tour

South/and Branch
to the McLean Rally

Text by Bruce Millar

I
can't remember when the idea to

take the Darracq to the McLean
Motor Act rally was first formu
lated but when it was, it seemed

like a good project in a year which was rel
atively quiet for our branch.

The Darracq is a four cylinder, 27HP,
twin ignitioned treasure, with a charabanc
body which belongs to our branch and has
been painstakingly restored by many, many
club members over many years. The stOly
has often been told but it was reclaimed from
some relics found in Lumsden very soon
after the SVCC branch was formed in 1954
and fmally went back on the road in 1993.

However as the instigator of the plan to
go to the "McLean", and not being sure of
the vehicles' capacity, my original idea was
to transport the Darracq to Picton and return,
so the only mileage would be whatever was
required in the North Island. This was obvi
ously an expensive project and some spon
sorship would be required. Some of this was
quickly promised by a local company. GWD
Russ:lls Mot~r G!oup. So the .?roj~ct w~

when the younger and more courageous
members got their way the decision was
made to "drive it all the way". And that has
proven to be the right decision.

Preparations made for the trip included
fitting some indicator lights, changing the
foot brake application from the driveshaft to
the rear drums, as per the hand brake, and
changing the carbmettor in the interests of
the fuel economy over such a long journey.
With these changes and a general check of
all other fittings, it was felt the vehicle was
ready. During the year some 23 inch wood
en spoked wheels had been fitted which
made the Darracq look, and steer much bet
tei" than those originally fitted for restoration.

Our timetable was for a short settling in
run to Arrowtown on Monday 19 October, a
long haul, 11 hours eventually, to
Christchurch - although we hadn't planned
on the heavy rain and snow on the Lindis
Pass - and then a shOlter trip through to
Blenheim. Here we had a "lay-day" where
we re-checked aU the equipment, replaced a
few bolts that had fallen off, cleaned her
inside and out and availed ourselves of the
generous hospitality of the Marlborough
VCC at Brayshaw Park. Thank you to them.

By courtesy of Sesyll England, we left

our 'back-up' vehicle in Pictan, and tight
ened up our luggage onto the Darracq. Ferg
and Ray were delegated to drive the
Darracq onto the Ferry with lan
"Spielberg" in the back with the camera 
they said they were the best for those jobs!

After a calm crossing we met PhiI Brodie
(Wellington Branch) who kindly trailered
our gear over to Masterton while all eight of
us climbed on the Darracq for the first time
together. We were pretty close, so there was
no fighting, and lan Ridd had the responsi
bility of the hill work, and down the other
side. The continued use and extra weight on
board took it's toll as our electrical problems
continued, the water requirements increased,
and a valve seat lifted just as we were
approaching our goal at Masterton.

As always with Veteran motoring, help
was soon at hand as a local contact, Peter
Bull, located an engineering workshop
where Ray McCulloch was able to create a
new seat. Peter also lent us his Holden
wagon for transport to and from the rally
.'.~~ •• ~ T ,~ ~;~ "'c _ .1-. l'I.T~~,_.: ~....I

Natter the job was completed with assistance
from Norman Anthony who lived beside our
hotel. We started the Saturday Rally enthusi·
astically in as much 1910 period costume as
we could muster before leaving Invercargill,
or could fit in our l.imitedluggage allowance.
We had to reduce the afternoon run due to
recurring electrical problems which our own
technicians and Ron Finucane were slowly
beginning to understand. The Gymkhana
day was fine and clear so we were able to
roll the sides up, hang our Southland banner
high in the breeze, and make a strong chal
lenge in all the tests. What a great display of
vehicles there was - all the Veterans on one
side and over 70 Vintage and Post-Vintage
on the other.

The social tour on Monday was also
very pleasant and relaxed and we couldn't
blame the Darracq for the major mistake.
Even with eight experienced tourists on
board - we ran out of petrol!

On Monday night Our gracious hosts 
Gay and Richard Te One - Station Hotel,
Masterton brought out the "bubbly" as we
were the last guests in this handsome old
landmark (circa 1910) before it's new own
ers transferred it to Martinborough.

On Tuesday our transfer~ back to
Wellington was blighted by the gale force
winds, but not as badly as some of the light
weight Cadillacs etc which were being
blown backwards. The rains relented to
make the Wednesday street parade accept
able to everyone and Mrs Shipley was gra
cious in her comments and congratUlations
to the organisers.

And so it was over, the farewells
all around and sincere thanks to the
organisers for a memorable event and out
standing hospitality.

Another flat crossing gave us a good
start on Thursday to head south which the
big machine did keenly for the first four
hours. The niggles re-o cUlTed and we
limped into Christchurch at about 8.30pm.
The problem had to be sorted. After a four
hour session in Frank Renwick's workshop
on Friday we were able to positively identi
fy it in the lower distributor, make a tempo
rary repair and hit the road again.

One more overnight stop, Omarama, and
then a smooth run home to Invercargill on
Saturday 31 October, 13 days after leaving.

Home was a welcome relief - our own
bed, clean clothes not out of a suitcase,
home cooking and being able to stay in one
place for more than a day.

But what a great trip! We learnt a lot
about the Darracq and what still needs to be
done to it. We gained a lot of experience in
handling it and we had great companion
ship within our own group - we now know
a lot more about each other.

Thanks firstly to Mr WiIliam MCLean,
the Wellington and Wairarapa Branches of
NZVCC, and the others who helped us on
our way. If the opportunity arises again,
I'm sure I know who will be the first with
their hands in the air!

For the record the Darracq Team was:
Gordon Hoffman, Vie Bubber (Gore), Neil
Kidd, George Killick, Ray McCulloch.
Freg McDoweIl, Ian Ridd, and myself
Bruce Millar. •



VELOCETIE 350ec PARTS 1955 period. Fly
wheels, cranks and comod with side bearings.
Fully assembled. ready to install in crankcases
.25 thou oversize piston $500. Phone (03)
384-1776.

MODEL 'A' PARTS AND MACHINERY
FOR SALE: MODEL 'A'
1930 Rumble panels, new old stock gearbox,
steering boxes, pair 1930 Phaeton rear
guards, 2 gallon fuel cans, repro patch pan
els, Aircleaners, Horn rods, Cast brake
drums, 2 complete engines untouched. 3,
1928 Phaeton doors (2 Fr. I L.); I, 1930
Phaeton Door. (F.I.) Steering column pedal
mats. (rubber). 9 H.p. 1909 Watts stationary
Motor, twin flywheel, fully restored. $2,000.
Webster compressor with gun, $50.
Peal'son's Model 'A'. Phone (03) 388-1316.

1934 PLYMOUTH PE DELUXE ROAD
STER . Rare Australian body, by Holden
(only 151 built). Restoration well advanced,
mechanically done, except rear springs,
body 90% finished. New reproduction run
ning boards plus other rubber parts ex USA.
Some chroming done. $20,000. Phone Glyn
Clements (06) 844-9720.

PISTONS for Vintage and Classic engines.
Most models available in standard or over
sizes. Also pistons can be made to special
dimensions. Contact George Calder, 307
Hoon Hay Road, Christchurch. Phone (03)
338-5372. Fax (03) 338-5482. Member.

1967 ANGLIA CAR Original engine - needs
some bodywork. Phone (09) 818-5302, Porter,
29 Glenview Rd, Glen Eden, Auckland.

1971 FALCON GT All original. Please phone
Jack (07) 877-8687.

AUSTIN PRE-1947, new parts for 7h.p.,
8h.p., IOh.p., light 12's and others, lists avail
able; gaskets, valves, pistons and other engine
parts, hoses, castings, clutch and brake lin
ings, bearings, rubber and finishing trim,
badges, tyres and rims, etc. wiring loom k.its
all makes, pre-1960. Phone (07) 576-8802 or
Fax (07) 576-8803 or write to Peter Woodend
(Spares), P.O. Box 2245, Tauranga.

MG 1930 M TYPE Complete running gear
including lots of new parts and spares.
$6,000 ono. Phone Dion Coleman (09)
424-8836, 1455 Whangaparaoa Rd,
Whangaparaoa, Auckland. Mem.

1922-1949 CHEVROLET ENGINES 8 to
choose from all $[00 each. Phone Dion
Coleman (09) 424-8836, 1455 Whangaparaoa
Rd, Whangaparaoa, Auckland. Mem.

3 Issues
(per issue)

$297.00
$154.00
$98.00
$55.00

Casual

$363.00
$198.00
$121.00
$65.00

IS YOUR DISTRIBUTOR WORN'?'?
We can repair and recalibrate distributors.
Work includes rebushing, building up shafts,
fitting sealed ball races. VACUUM
ADVANCE UNITS OVERHAULED, all
types. High quality finish, prompt service.
All work fully guaranteed. Enquiries to
Quality Rebuilds, 5 Fenhall St, Christchurch
8004. Ph/Fax Barry Emms (03) 342-5677.
Mem.

1929 CHEVROLET ROADSTER. Reg,
Reliable vehicle - restored 8 years ago. Grey
with black Guards. In excellent condition.
Six cylinder OHV. Little use since restora
tion. Phone John Salmon (06) 357-6910.
RDS Palmerston North. Mem. $26,000 ono.

Full Page
Half Page
Horizontal Quarter Page
I Column x 80mm
Price on application for covers and four colour process
All display rates quoted~ G.S.T. and are for finished camera ready artwork
supplied. Artwork can be arranged at an extra charge.
Deadline for copy 10th of month preceding publication.
Beaded Wheels will consider articles of a technical nature for inclusion in its editorial
space. Beaded Wheels however regrets that it is not able to offer editorial space for
advertisements nor for the promotion of products.
Beaded Whcds make... every effofl 10 ('.nSlI.rc no misleading cl;lim:, :lrc made by advcfliscrs. n:sJlonsibililY can,nOl be <lccepled by Beaded
Wheels or Ihc Vi.nln.gc Cif Club of Nl',W Zealand for the failure of :my product or service [0 givc, s:llisf:\Clion. Inclusion of a prodUCI Of

servicc should nol tx: cOIl~ll"llcd as ~lldO~CmCIlI of it by Bc:tdcd WhICcJs or by [hc Vintage. Car Club.
No liability can be accepled for llol1-appCarallCl: or advertisl:rnl:I1IS ilnd Ihe lexl of all ad\'l'r1i~l,.~mcl1l::> is subjecl 10 the approval of Ihe t:dilor
who reserves the rig.hl 10 n.'flls~ any advcnisell1l.ltll~which arc nol compaliblc with Ihe aims. objC.Clivc~. and Sl.'ulcbrds of Ocmkd Wllcels or
lhe Vinlagc Clr Club of New Zc'llalld.

10 accord:tncc with the pnn'ision.l\ or Ihe Human Righl~ COlllll1is.!i,ion Act 1977 Beadl'tl \Vhl'C-ls will not publi.'ih :11I)" lld\'crlisemelll
whicb indical.e."i: ur could reasonably be under:duod it.'\: illdiclllinJ.: an inlention to di.'l:criminate h)' reason of Sex, mal'itoll status.
I'cligious 01" ethic,ill beliefs. Ad\'erli.\t.'rs ...hould lake all care in drarting adverlisemenl.. as Ihe)' could be held Ihlble, as "'CUllS Ihe
rnagltzinc and the Club.

CLASSiFIED RATES
Due to space limitation, classified advertisers should refrain from the use of dashes, spaces,
logos, blank lines and centering.
The 65 word limit includes contact details.
Advertisers requiring ads longer than the standard 65 words, or who require typography or
space, must apply display rates.
The advertising department reserves the right to edit or return classifieds not meeting the cri
teria.
Non Member: $16.00 for first 40 words or part thereof, thereafter 15 cents per word to a
maximum of 65 words per advertisement.
Member of Vintage Car Club Inc: $12.00 for first 40 words or palt thereof, thereafter 15
cents per word to a maximum of 65 words per advertisement. Members must be financial
and state their branch.
Boxed Ad: $8.00 extra.
Photo Ad in Box: $20.00 extra, enclose a clear photograph or slide and a S.A.E. if return
required.
Above rates apply for each advertisement. Advertisements should be typed or clearly
printed.
ENCLOSE PAYMENT
Cheques Payable to Beaded Wheels. Post to: Adveltising, P.O. Box 13-140, Christchurch, to
arrive not later than 10th of month preceding publication.
D1SPLAY RATES

MARKETPLACE

1929 96A WHIPPET 4 SEDAN Restored 20
years ago, but still in very tidy condition.
Wooden spoke wheels, near new tyres and
new battery. Good runner in maroon and
black. Price $10,000 ono. Phone Nelson (03)
544-5702.

1905 REO TOURER 2 cyl l6h.p. Used twice
since new paint work, upholstery and motor
work. Reg & WOF. Further information
phone (07) 854-0148. Mem.

1948 MORRIS 8, 48,000km in good condi
lion. Reasonable offers considered. Phone
(03) 532-8662.

FORD 'T' 1924 Fully restored with roadster
type body. Reg & WOF. $12,000 ono. Phone
Graham Crotty (03) 329-6688.

FOR SALE
3 ONLY 550 TYRES (New). 7 only 17" KO
Wire Wheels. 4 only Luvax Shock Absorbers.
1904-06 Riley Triear Project 2 engines etc
body, 3 new 26x3 Dunlop tyres. 6 Cylinder
Riley 15/6 special. Offers. 8m Mitsubishi
Diesel 7 litre 170h.p. bus rear engine stripped
for conversion into motor home. Offers.
Phone/Fax Garry Turner (03) 578-6677.



MODEL A TOWN SEDAN 1930 fully
restored in every aspect. Beautiful car,
attracts many admirers. A high finish exteri
or in damson and black with complimentary
wine colour upholstery. $20,000. Phone (06)
368-4918. Member

ADVERTISING FOR BEADED WHEELS
April/May issue must be postmarked no later

than IQ March, 1999.
Post your advertisement together with pay

ment to Advertising, PO Box 13-140,
Christchurch. Cheques should be made

payable to Beaded Wheels.

VINTAGE WOOD PROBLEMS? For all
your vintage wood work requirements, I can
reproduce your cars woodwork from origi
nal parts, patterns .ll1d photos. Model A
parts made to order, also Morris Traveller
Van Kits. N Rhodes, Furniture of
Distinction, Purakau Rd, Marton. Ph
(06)327.6164.

AUSTIN 7. Fabric body saloon 1928.
Covered approx 200 miles since full restora
tion. All documented. Plus, history back to
first owner in Christchurch, New Zealand.
Photos and letters from early owners.
$ I2,000 includes spares. Ph Auckland (09)
416-7692.

1928 AUSTIN SEVEN CHUMMY TOURER
Restored for 1992 Pan Pacific. Pale blue and
black. Reg OK 1928 $12,OOOono. 1929
AUSTIN SEVEN CHUMMY TOURER New
hood and paint but original. Reg. 1929A7 on
hold to 200t $8,000 ono. Phone (06) 377
1288. Mem.

1902 THOMAS MOTOR CYCLE restored
1937 15/6 Riley Special project. J982
Mitsubishi Bus 8 metres stripped ready to be
turned into motor home. Rear mounted
engine. Diesel 7 litre 170h.p. Contact Garry
Turner phone/fax (03) 578-6677.

1952 BSA A7 500CC PLUNGER MODEL
Currently Reg & WOF $4,000. Will exchange
for Girder Fork BSA or Triumph in running
order. Photo on request. Phone (04) 476-2616.

DE mON MOTORS. 3 All 6hp. Number indi
cate 1903/1 905/1 907 approx. All are 90%
complete. Negotiable around $800 for each.
Ph()n~ AII~klnnrl (09) 4Hl-7092. M~m.

1973 ALFA-ROMEO BERTONE 2000, two
owners since new, completely restored inside
and out, superb condition, no better example,
stunning in red $16,500 ono. Phone (07) 843
5454.

1947 FARGO 16CWT TRUCK Complete
including all badges, gauges, etc. Sound body
and chassis. Was running well when parked 6
years ago in warm dry storage. An easy
restoration. $3,000, spare engine $500. Phone
Maurice O'Reilly (07) 578-1614 evenings.

VALVES exhaust quality stainless for
Vintage engines. Available in blank form
or machined to size required. Contact;
GeOI'ge Calder, 307 Hoon Hay Road,
Christchurch. Phone (03) 338-5372, Fax
(03) 338-5482. Member.

LAMPS (pairs) C.A.V.E.S. and ROTAX
K370 Vintage side lamps, 1930s Lueas Ft57
and 1950s Marehal 632 driving lamps, Lucas
482 tail lamps (MG TC) Vintage Sunbeam
parts, C.A.V.N.B. headlamps, Rudge wheel
spanner, spare wheel mount. Phone John
Hearne (09) 426-6466 or (025) 245-5854
8am-IOpm.

SUNBEAM MADE BY ROVER, 1916
Roadster, very rare, low mileage, good
motorable Veteran. Recent rebore, alumini
um pistons. Present owner 40 years. Space
needed for new project. $l5 ,000 firm. Phone
Bill Janes (07) 578-7583.

DOTS (2) 1955 & 1956 MODELS, in excel
lent condition. Villiers MK 8E and MK 9E
motors, 4 speed. Priced to sell at $4,000ea or
$6,000 for the pair. Known competition his
tory of both these exciting, pretty bikes.
Numerous spares, including 1956 Wal
Phillips fuel injection unit, included. Phone
Laurie Duffield (04) 299-7698, or 39
Margaret Road, Raumati Beach 6450.

1976 HONDA GOLD WTNG IOOOcc in good
condition. Approx 78,000km, complete with
paniers $29950no. Phone (09) 425-4195.
Mem.

1966 CHEVROLET IMPALA HARDTOP,
195 I Austin A40 Countryman very low
mileage, 1954 Ford Popular, 1958
Goggomobil, 1956 A40 Austin Wellside,
1955 Consul, also Mopeds Velo-Solex plus
large quantity parts. Austin 7 script wheels
full set some tyred. Genuine reduction. Phone
(06) 357-4425.

3 Com.Jsh Place.
FeUding, New Zealand.

(6) 323-3995
A/Hrs (6) 323-3868

Member of Manawalu v.e.e.
H.C.C.A. (NZ)

Vern Jensen

VELOCETTE 1957 350cc MAC. Covered
10,000 miles since full restoration by John
Williams, CIu·istehurch. In mint condition.
Ready to ride and rally. $8,500. Phone (03)
384-1776.

PENRITE OILS. We carry a full range from
Vintage to Modern Engines. Lubricants for
pre-1984 HD motorcycles, gearbox oil for
Japanese 2 strokes. Full range of diff, steer
ing box and gearbox oils. Competitive
prices. Try us first. M.S. Coombcs Ltd., l44
St. Asaph Street, Christchurch. Phone (D3)
366-7463, Fax (03) 366-7462.

AOTEAROA WOODEN WHEELS

1930 WHIPPET MOTOR (No. 52158) and
gearbox complete. 1926 Whippet Radiator
and shell and speedo $425 the lot. 1941 Indian
741 B Parts (with photos) manual $35. Ph
Milton (03) 417-4499.

WOODEN WHEELS made for your
metalwork. Steam bent felloes, any shape
spokes. New beaded rims available in some

METALLURGIQUE 15.20 HP 2.6L 1913
Torpedo Tourer. For Sale by Tender. Only
Veteran of this Belgium make in New
Zealand. Excellent condition. Electric start.
Reg & WOF. Closing date lOth March.
Enquiries Bob SCOll (03) 384-1776. Highest
or any tender not necessarily accepted.

1926 MODEL T TOURING, full mechanical
rebuild completed, otherwise original, many
improvements, balanced motor, Kevlar bands,
Ruckstell axle, new hood, well known, reli
able, reg & WOF, $12,000. Phone Snow Van
Den Broek (07) 888-5469.



PISTONS PISTONS PISTONS
PISTONS

FOR VETERAN, VINTAGE, CLASSIC &
ODDBALL ENGINES.

We can supply piston sets for most makes
& models. All piston sets come complete
with rings & gudgeons. We have over 700

listings at competitive prices.
MS Coombes Ltd

344 St Asaph St, Christehureh
Ph (03) 366.7463, fax (03) 366.7462

1904 DE DION 6HP. Expressions of inter
est. Well documented car. Runs well and
looks great. Phone Auckland (09) 416-7692.
Mem.

MATCHLESS, TWO 1928 V2 500cc Twin
port. One is 70% restored, other unrestored.
Some spare motors. A Matchless V2 is fea
tured in 'The Classic Motorcycle" Sept 1986.
Phone Des Carr (03) 768-4725, 27 Litchfield
St, Kaiata, Greymouth. Mem.

AUSTIN 7 CHUMMY PROJECT 1928. With
some work completed on rOlling chassis.
Includes all valuable bits. Missing - body tub
and hood bows (have doors and fittings).
$5,500 neg. Phone Auckland (09) 416-7692.
Mem.

HOOD IRONS, PARTS, REPAIRS. one-off
sets. Also lock seam tubes for USA Vintage
and Veteran cars or specials, since 1977.
Old parts can be tralled on new sets. Write
with SAE to Garland Saundcrs, Hood Iron
Specialties, 3 Buxton Rd, Wanganui.

1920 MORRIS OXFORD BULLNOSE
ROADSTER Only 1000 miles since recent
rebuild after 40 years present ownership. A
rare anll very original model. Matching plates
and road-ready $20,000 includes spares.
Phone John Irvine (09) 625-8876. Mem.

MODEL T FORDS 1919, 1925 Basic vehi
cles, several options available here. Plus
ljuantity of rare find general spares. Perhaps
I can help. 1956 Dodge C4-B6 a lot of time
and money has been spent to date. Original
motor/gearbox etC available with other
choices. A classic commercial. For more
info phone (03) 354-0233 Chch.

MORRIS J VAN excellent condition. Cortina
powered, original available. Many spares,
good rubber $1,450 ono. Also excellent &
V.G. 600xI6 tyres. Phone (07) 884-7018 or
(09) 435-0971.

1929 WHIPPET 2 door 4 runner $7,000 ono.
Phone (03) 686-0091.

1928 WHIPPET excellent condition.
Immaculate in green and black with attrac
tive Light Green upholstery. Drives beauti
fully. Health forces sale. $17,000 ono with
spares. Phone (07) 549-2007. Mem.

MUDGUARDS - blank alloy & steel in 'C'
section, ribbed and extra length from $60.
British Motorcycles and Spares, 9-11 Lloyd
St. Wellington. Phone (04) 384-8819.

3 ONLY 550 TYRES (New). 7 only 17" KO
Wire Wheels. 4 only Luvax Shock Absorbers.
1904-06 Riley Tri Car Project 2 engines etc
body, 3 new 26x3 Dunlop tyres. 6 Cylinder
Riley 15/6 special offers. 8m Mitsubishi
Diescl 7 litre 170h.p. bus rcar engine stripped
for conversion into motor home. Offers.
PhonelFax Garry Turner (03) 578-6677.

VINTAGE TRUNKS as seen in Issue 201,
page 17. Leather trim, waterproof, stock size
or made to your measurements. Phone/Fax
Allan on (06) 844-3959 or (025) 469-331 to
discuss your reljuirements. Allan Joncs
Joinery, Napier. Member.

HUBCAPS - IF YOU HA VE a hubcap
problem comact me. I have produced skin
pressings for most cars bctween 1930 and
1940. These are top ljuality replicas. No
malleI' how rare the make of vehicle it is
possible to reproduce as original. For further
information phone Les Hayter (07) 378
9230 or (025) 485-994 or write to my new
address 810 Tukairangi Road, RD 1,
Taupo, PO Box 762 Taupo. Mem.

REAR AXLE 1/2 SHAFTS FOR VINTAGE
AND CLASSIC VEHICLES. 1914-70 over
500 car and truck axles in stock. Austin,
Buick, Chrysler, Commer, De Soto, Durant,
Essex, Federal, Ford, Graham Bros, Holden,
Humber, Jaguar, Lafayette, Lincoln Zephyr,
Maxwell, Morris, Oak land, Overland,
Pontiac, Republic, Singer, Standard,
Terraplane, Vauxhall, Willys, Wolseley. Plus
more. Enljuiries to Mechanical Restorations
and Vintage Spares 1980, PO Box 15, Fordell.
Phone/Fax (06) 342-7713.

McGUINNESS'
CLASSICSI(~~U)

BOUTIQUE SHO\VPOO~!I &WSI-iOP

46 Vielo!'ic. Sf. Al;ccloWI1, L.HuH, WG I

Ph 04 586 1500
Fox 04 586 1501

AH 04565 1726 ~~B 021433 878
''In(l'r\,,,' linq-

CLASSICS DATABASE: We'll locate what you want & place
what you have!

CLASSICS CASTING List your unique vehicle for
TV, film, Adv free!

CLASSICS VALUATIONS Is your Inveslmentlnsured
correctly & for il's full value?

Classics: We're here to make it easy

193H CHEV Partially restored completc car
also 1939 Chev unreslorec! complete car plus
many spares for both. Sell both or p,lrtial
exchange for restored or original condition
road worrhy American vintage car. Phone
(06) 345-01 H4.

AUTOMOTIVE WOODGRAINING.
When restoring your car there is only onc
way to restore your metal window frames &
dashboard: metal woodgraining. For infor
mation and free quotes contact Alan
Markby. Ph (03) 445-0988 or write to 11
Boyne Place, Cromwell. Mem.

METAL POLISHING Restoration work, all
metals and laquering service. Also repairs
done with lots of tic by fellow Vintage Car
enthusiast. New shop corner of Golf and
Stotrholm Rds, Tilarangi, Auckland. Open
Saturday only. Phone (09) 818-3647.

RADIATOR CORES Zig-zag pattern Serck
cores to original patterns and specs for
Austin, Riley etc, and hexagonal, round and
square pattcrn cartridge cores for a range of
Vintage cars are still availablc from
Replicore. Quotes and advice arc free.
Contact: John Rummery, RD 9, Whangarei.
Phone (09) 434·6330, Fax (09) 435-0790.
Mem. E-mail: rumbo@replicore.co.nz Visit
my wcb site: www.replicore.co.nz

AUSTIN A30 to A95 11/1300 Morris car,
truck doors, guards, gaskets. A40 Farina
axles. Imp doors, guards. Chev 1916/74 new
350 engines, 1957 grilles, light rims, rocker
kits. 1956 parklight, chrome panels. Vauxhall
!932n6 FD Victor new body. Lots panels,
EIP Chassis rails, Bedford diesel pumps, K.
Master cylinder, Jarano LH VC side moulding
kits. LJ rear o'riders etc. Phone Jim Gleeson
(06) 835-4154 Napier. Mem.

1930 MORRIS MINOR FOLDING TOP
SEDAN. Rebuilt chassis, body still to do.
Offers. 1947 Monis 12 Truck, original condi
tion $1,200 ono. Also M8 (S.E.) Headlights
$50, assorted minor parts 1929-32 etc. Phone
David (04) 3R4-6946.



----------------------------------

Starting with our next issue you will be able to advertise
your vehicle for sale in full colour in

Get yOUT FREE sample copy

Subscribe now and receive the last
issue of Beaded Wheels absolutely

J~ijj

Renewal Sent to (if different to delivery address)
Name _
Address _

Telephone Postcode
Payment Cheque 0 Credit Cord 0 Expiry Date'I===;
Cord Number
Cordholder Signature: _

for only ISO· per issue.

Post your photograph, script and payment by 10th of March for
inclusion in our next colour marketplace. PO Box 13-140 Christchurch
Rates: $50 members of the NZ Vintage Car Club

$55 non-members
Maximum of 40 words for colour advertisements.
*Members of the Vintage Car Club mUJt quote their membenhJp number to
receive the dub rate for advertblng.

Advertise Your
Car Here in full
colour

Beaded Wheels

New Zealand's foremost historic motoring magazine.
Published six times a year Beaded Wheels features
Vintage and Veteran Rallies within New Zealand
and around the world. There are regularly stories on
car restorations, historical events, vehicles and road
tests.
Our lively marketplace column provides a wealth of
information for those searching for an historic
vehicle or the vital parts to complete or maintain
your own project.
If you want to be informed on Vintage and Veteran
motoring Beaded Wheels is your vital source of
information.

Please send asubscripfion for
6 Issues -New Zealand Wide· $27.00 (inel);
6Issues -Australia (NZ $42 Airmail, NZ $34 Seamail)
6 Issues· Anywhere (NZ $62 Airmail, NZ$35 Seamail)

Name---------------.....;..Address _

Telephone ,Postcode, _



1967 TRIUMPH SAINT Mint after restora
tion by top restorer. WOF & Reg. Reluctant
sale $10,000. Phone (09) 535-7232. Mem.

1939 VAUXHALL 12 has been stripped, etch
primed. Sound vehicle, but some rust repairs
required. Mechanically good. $1400 spent to
date. A nice car when finished. Genuine rea
son for selling, any realistic offers consid
ered. Phone: (03) 342-8380. Mem.

1925 CHRYSLER 6 CYLINDER
PHAETON. Some restoration work done.
Radiator recored with stainless steel sur
round. Engine has had rings, valves done. 4
new tyres. Phone Ewen Rendel (03) 217
2831. Mem.

1950 MANX NORTON Long stroke engine
for sale. Rebuilt by Ken Mclntosh. Excellent
race ready condition $12,500. Phone (03)
329-4420.

1929 CHEV SEDAN Restored runs beauti
fully. Reg & WOF $11,000. Also 1927
Erskine $9,000. Phone Gary (025) 992-758
AuckJand.

1927 MODEL T TWO DOOR SEDAN.
Motor/gearbox restored. Wire wheels
restored with new tyres. Body complete, orig
inal condition with very little rust. New
wiring loom and many extras. Photos avail
able. Phone (03) 755-8184.

PACKARD 115C SEDAN 1937. Has spare
engine and gearbox. Body very straight. Car
requires some work to finish - is 50-75%
restored. $8,000. Phone (03) 755-7546.

WANTED
BIG TREE COLLECTIBLES WANTED.
Also wooden framed mirrors wanted with
either Packard, Auburn or Mercedes logo.
Phone toll free 0800 468-151 or write to
Steve Trott p.a. Box 3177 New
Plymouth.

1926 FORD T. COUPE Right hand front
mudguard, left hand rear mudguard. Phone
collect Les (07) 856-5140.

FORD V8 1932-54 CARS & PICKUPS. Also
second hand parts. Phone AJays V8 Parts (09)
818-6211.

STUDEBAKER PARTS, Literature, Models,
Memorabilia. Any year or model. Phone
George Panfilow (03) 352-6398 or Fax (03)
352-6351.

XK 140 F.H.C. JAGUAR parts wanted: Roof,
Petrol Tank, Bumpers, Doors etc. Your dis
carded parts will be better than mine' Please
help' Phone Bill Janes (07) 578-7583.

MOTOR CYCLE 1939 OR EARLIER.
Would prefer a 500cc for restoration but any
thing considered, even a basket case. Phone
Alex Svendsen (06) 323-4735 Feilding.

DU DODGE SEDAN 1935. Flatback with
luggage rack. Left side mounted spare wheel.
Inside original in good condition. Gearbox
rebui It, engine rebored and shaft ground.
Minor engine and bodywork required. $6,500.
Phoen (03) 755-7546.

REAR AXLE 1/2 SHAFTS FOR VlNTAGE
AND CLASSIC VEHICLES. 1914-70 Over
500 car and truck axles in stock. Bedford,
Chevrolet, Clark Axle, Davis, Dodge, Eaton
Axle, Fargo, GMC, Hillman, Hudson, IHC,
Jowett, Landrover, Marquette, Moon, Nash,
Oldsmobile, Plymouth, REO, Rugby, Skoda,
Studebaker, Triumph, Whippet, WiIlys
Knight, Wolseley, plus more. Enquiries to
Mechanical Restorations and Vintage Spares
1980. PO Box 15 Fordell PhonelFax (06) 342
7713.

1938 CHEVROLET PARTIALLY
RESTORED complete car. Also 1939 Chev
unrestored complete car plus many spares for
both sell both or partial exchange for restored
or original condition roadworthy American
Vintage car. Phone (06) 345-0184.

1935 DELUX PONTIAC, requires complete
restoration, also complete rolling chassis plus
other spares. $800 ono. Contact Bill Skeggs
Phone (03) 212-8786. Fax (03) 212-8751.

1927 MODEL T TWO DOOR SEDAN
motor/gearbox restored. Wire wheels restored
with new tyres. Body complete, original con
dition with very little rust. New wiring loom
and many extras. Photos available. Phone (03)
755-8184.

JAGUAR MK IV OR V2 'f, OR 3'f, LITRE
CRANKSHAFT or a standard speed 20 one.
Would consider a complete motor. Phone (06)
867-3620. Mem.

DIFFERENTIAL & HUBCAPS FOR
1934/35 HUPMOBILE W Series. Also any
manuals, parts etc. Phone Gary (025) 992-758
AuckJand.

I. BRADFORD C.c. VAN, preferably com
plete aIllI mobile, or woodwork for same, or
usable patterns. 2. A 10 splined If, shaft Dufor
AS421 for a Renault 4 CV. 3. A pocket full of
commonsense. Phone Morrie (06) 358-9748.
Mem.

HANDBOOK & PARTS BOOK OR PHO
TOCOPIES for Clement-Bayard Model AG 4
AL 1I h.p. Also front wheels (wooden spoke)
30x3 'f, or front hubs, clutch operating linkage,
gear change linkage or any other parts. Phone
Bill Skeggs (03) 212-8786, Fax (03) 212
8751.

4 CYL HENDERSON DELUXE PARTS
Clutch and gear levers and linkage. Brake
pedal and linkage. Magneto bellcrank and
linkage. head and tail lamps. Splitdorf DU5
CW rotation generator. Zenith T4X carbo Rear
brake plate and internal shoe. Corbin speedo
cable and drive or parts of. Interested in any
parts or literature for the Henderson motorcy
cle. Contact Graeme Williams. 41 Holloway
St, Invercargill. Phone (03) 215-9565.

1934 COVENTRY EAGLE 250cc Twin Port
2 stroke motorcycles. I 99% other 75% plus
parts book and parts. A rare model in N.Z.
$3,000 the lot. Ph Ray Clarke (09) 294-8876,
RD2, Drury. Mem.

VETERAN CAR WINDSCREEN, Veteran
Bosch 2F4 Magneto, pair vintage Lucas tail
lamps, vintage luggage rack, vintage 30mm
Zenith carb, brass bulb horn for motorcycle,
pair Marchal 1950s driving lamps, pair Lucas
FT57 driving lamps, pair MG TC tail lamps,
1930s Raydyot spot lamp. Ph John Hearne
(09) 426-6466 or (025) 245-5854 or Email:
Jhearne@wave.co.nz

1927 MODEL T FORD PICK-UP. Wire
wheels and holly hot-spot manifold. Extras
include KW Timer, front main oiler, Ruckstall
diff. with 3-1 high speed crown wheel and
pinion. $18,000 ono. Phone (03) 544-2718 or
phone (03) 544-6312.

AVAILABLE FROM GISBORNE PARTS
Ford 100E engines and gearboxes; Triumph
Herald engines and gearboxes; Simca engines
and gearboxes; 1964 Sunbeam Rapier Short
Block; 1947 HiIlman 10 engines and gearbox
es; Mkl Zephy engines; Morris Minor Series
1I gearboxes. Sand SAE for prompt reply to
Gisborne Branch VCC Box 307, Gisborne or
phone Doug (06) 867-1592 01' Terry (06) 868
4480.

FORDSON TRACTOR CIRCA 1930 $100.
International F 12 Tractor circa 1936 $100.
Morris Cowley 1929 no body $200.
PhonelFax (06) 342-7713.

SIMU BADGES WANTED with dark
blue centre and white letters - especially
"SC", "S", "N", "P". RAC badges wanted
for Wairarapa, Hawkes Bay, Wellington,
Taranaki or Canterbury. Top prices paid.
Phone toll free 0800 468-151 or write to
Steve Trott p.a. Box 3177 New
Plymouth.

OIL BOTTLES, PINTS & QUARTS Sinclair
Opalene, dis by Dalgety Co: Valvalene, dis by
Hope Gibbons, SternoL Big Tree, Texaco,
DeLivery Drivers, Uniforms, Hat Badges.
Phone Bob Ballantyne (09) 444-4066 collect.

WANTED TO COMPLETE RESTORA
TION of 1918 Harley: pair of cylinders. Have
numberous Harley-Davidson parts for swap or
pay your price. Phone (03) 332-8070 or fax
(03) 348-0 I36.

CONVEX, FLAT CHROME OR
SQUARE AA BADGES "Life Member",
"Veteran Member", "Coullcillor" or other
executive positions in any province.
Phone toll free 0800 468-151 or write to
Steve Trott p.a. Box 3177 New
Plymouth.



Sam In
Central

'Twas on a sunny Central day Sam Sisson came to stay
He came up from Dunedin in a Ford ute. Model' A'
Sitting in the back he was as happy as a lark
Because he knew in Central, dad had lots of room to park
"There's lots of space in Central where I can do my stuff
and by gaily I will do it if the weathers not too rough"
These thoughts and many, many more went racing through Sam's mind
as the Model' A' it sped along, leaving city smoke behind

It was on the 'Topless Rally' that young Sam first came to Clyde
Arriving in the 'Pope-mobile' his heart a-swell with pride.
A night was spent in this location with his mum and dad
And when they had to leave next day he was feeling pretty sad.
But not all good things come to an end, so. when once more on the road
A sign post on State Highway 8 the way to Alexandra showed
On reaching this fair Central town, Mike and Maureen's house he sought
"The next few nights I'll be spending here, if my father rigs my cot l "

On Sunday afternoon, with some spare time On his hands
Sam set off with mum and father to explore these arid lands.
At the head of beaut Lake Dunstan and inland just a bit
is an old town known as Bendigo, which with miners was, hit.
Up, up they drove from Bendigo on Sam's face was a frown
as they climbed the hill so steep and narrow, which leads to Logantown
Then higher, they climbed higher, as once more in the car
Sam was driven up to Welshtown, the highest place he'd been so far

Monday was a day of rest for mum and dad and son
so they all went out shopping, which in Alex is quite fun.
A speedo cable for the' A', a pair of shoes for Sam,
these things and more were purchased as he travelled in his pram
"Lets go back to Mike and Maureen's because I've got a hunch
that if I smile and goo goo a lot that's wllere I'll get some lunch.
And when I've eaten all tile food that's in my little dishy,
I will play this afternoon with Mike's Saint Mitsubishi"

Well, Monday passed as Monday's do and then along came Tuesday
And when they woke they heard Mike say
"I know what we will do today, this suggestion please do not spurn
let's picnic up al Bannockburn"
So then with little more ado Sam set off with his fine crew
some more of Central's sights to view
Then they drove off, the family Sisson
so Sam's dad Norm could try some fisll'n

Alas, to have stayed much longer would have been quite a risk
as the southern weather was still quite brisk.
Thought Sam "Snows on its way to us I fancy
I wish I had a coat like my friend Clancy"
So on Thursday morning they set sail
the Model 'A' it did not fail.
Then' A' set off with a gasp and a lurch
talking young Sam back to old Christchurch.

Poem Michael Kirkpatrick
Photos .Ian and Norm Sisson.



SWAP MEETS & RALLIES

r

National South Island Vintage Car Rally
being hosted by Canterbury Branch VCC

A Special Rally being organised
to celebrate the

Year 2000
and

150 years in canterbury.

Excellent Rally Routes and
Picturesque Venues.

Please register your interest with
Rally Secretary: Judy Bennetts

714 Hills Road, Christchurch
Phone (03) 385-6333

SWAP MEET
Ashburton Branch

V.c.c.

SATURDAY MAY 1ST
from 7.30am

At: Clubgrounds
Maronan Road
Ashburton

Enquiries:

Ph/Fax Jim (03) 308-7025
or Rod (03) 308-4402

The Westland Vintage Car Club

invites you to the

1999 SCENICLAND RALLY
Saturday 20th March 1999

Enjoy motoring ill Scenic Splendor with
top entertainment and good food to fol

low at Ihe Ashley Hotel

Entries Close 7th March 1999

Ellqlliries (0 elll/7 Captaill:

J. S. Boyes
2 Paroa Terrace
Greymouth
Fax (03) 7689431
Email jgboyes@minidata.co.nz

Escorted by Trevor Carston. •
Includes London to Brighton Rally / Heritage Motor Centre.___ .

. Departs 22 October 1999. 16 Days. $4995 Share Twin. f
r--------------.....,
~ London Sightseeing Tour Y Beaulieu Motor Museum ~ Departure London - Brighton Rally
~ Portsmouth, HMS Victory : ~ Midland Motor Museum ~ Nottingham Lace Centre
~ Stonehenge ~ Coventry Motor Museum ~ Coronation Street
~ Tintern A-bbey :;.. Biggleswade Shuttleworth Museum ~ Wedgwood Pottery Centre
~ Stratford-Upon-Avon Y Brooklands Vehicle Museum Y Plus many more places of interest

Itinerary from: Air New Zealand, p.a. Box 278, Nelson. Attn Craig. Tel (03) 546 3100 Fax (03) 546 3101

1999 NATIONAL SOUID

ISLAND EASTER RALLy

APRIL 2, 3, 4

Entry Forms with branch Secretaries
or contact

Dereck Brownie
28 Ashbury Ave, Timaru

Phone/Fax (03) 684-4946

Plan to stay the week and go to

Winchester Swapmeet!

Book your accommodation
now!!

1999 North Island Club Captain's Tour

23 March 1999 • 1 April 1999

Northern Region Club Captain's Tour for 1999 is proposed to run from Feilding in the
southern part of the North Island, commencing 23rd March and concluding at Tauranga on
Thursday 1st April in lime for the commencement of the Bay of Plenty Easter Rally. After
the Rally on the Monday, some of us may decide to take an extra day or two to motor south

but this will depend on what people would like to do. A trip down through the Lakes to
Rotorua and onto Lake Waikaremoana for those interested.

Those Interested Please Contact
Malcolm on either telephone (06) 323-7951. facsimilie (06) 323-7970,
Email: malcolm.lind@xtra.co.nz or 19 Norfolk Crescent Feilding 5600.



4TH ANNUAL

!be Fourth annual
Classic and Collectable

Motor show in
conjunction with

Turner's and Classic
Car Magazine

present the
show of '99

March 19-21 1999
at Claudelands
Showgrounds,

Hamilton.

J!TURNEBS
~ car "UCl'iOllS

See you there!

Classic and Collectable
Motor
Show

PUKEKOHE SWAP MEET 1999
The 22nd Annual Vintage and Post Vintage Swap Meet

will be held at the

A & P SHOWG,ROUNDS, PUKEKOHE
27th & 28th IFEBRUARV, 1999

CAR SHOW SUNDAY
Organised by the Auckland Branch of the
Chevrolet Enthusiasts Club of N.Z. fine}

For information write: P.O. Box 76-337 I Manukau City, Auckland
or phone:

Bin (09) 537-5503 or 021-902-602 Bruce (09t 817-2451 or 025-532-478



r

Future dates booked are

Site reservations available.

Waikato Classic Motorcycle Club

22/4/2001
13 4/2003

18 April 1999

Enquiries (07) 827-4317,

t Covered Venue

t Waikato Events Centre

t Heaphy Terrace, Hamilton

Swap Meet

16/4/2000
21/4/2002

North Island
National Easter Rally 1999

Rally inquiries can be made to:

WE LOOK FORWARD TO HOSTING you.

Peter Butler. Rally Director. PO Box 660. Tauranga or Maureen

Gardner. Rally Secretary. PO Box 660. Tauranga.

Accommodation can be at a premium at that time of the year so
we suggest that you make your plans now. Accommodation

bookings can be made through Tauranga Tourism & Travel Centre,
p.a. Box 13-325 Tauranga.
Phone/Fax (07) 578 8103

Advertising Deadline for our April/May 1999 edition is
10 March 1999.

Editorial Deadline for our April/May 1999 edition is
24 February 1999.

UNIVERSAL METAL POLISHERS
• All types of polishing work undertaken.
• Specialists in polishing of vintage and classic car

parts, and antique brassware.
• Garnet and glass bead blasting of all car parts

(except bodies) motorcycle parts etc., and commercial
work. New 4 x 3.5m booth.

• Electro stripping of chrome and nickel from car and
motorcycle parts etc.

We now provide a full electroplating service

including coppe.ring and silvering (03) 366-4092
PHONE: Denms Gooch.
21 Maldon Street. Svdenham. Christchurch. V.c.c. MEMBER

- SWAP MEET-

Reunion Meeting
- Easter 1999-

Saturday 3 April
Machine examination and evening function

Monday 5 April
Full day of classic racing on the

original Cust circuit.
Racing commences 9am.

For further information and entry form
please write to:

CAMS or phone:
po Box 16335 lan 03 3494228
Christchurch Mike 03 352 0603

Hutt Park Raceway, Lower Hutt, Wellington
Saturday 8.00am-4.00pm, Sunday 10.00am-3.00pm (Includes Car Show)

Please book for covered site
Vendor & Open Site $10, Public $5, Accompanied Children Free

No Food or Refreshment Stalls Permitted
This event is of interest to all collectors of vintage and veteran cars, collectables of every kind, motorcycles,
hot rods, one make clubs etc. Accommodatioh is available next to the racecourse at Hutt Park Motor Camp.
For any further information phone Adrian (04) 528-7573 evenings

This event organised by the EARLY AMERICAN CAR CLUB
p.a. BOX 6086, Te Aro, Wellington

Cust Grand Prix



Ashburton Diane Ross

Auckland John Stokes

Please confine your national reports to
approximately 200 words'

Heading into the end of 1998 one could
arguably suggest we save the "best for last"
in our branch.

Featuring the branch's most popular run.
and leaving Cutler Park on a perfectly love
ly day, the Homestead Run paraded 129
entries carrying some 300 members and
family.

Five exquisite country homesteads of
histOlic interest were enjoyed and organis
ers handled the venue logistics with smooth
aplomb, although clearly, a limitation of

Canterbury Tony Becker

branch travelled over for our November
meeting to give us a very informative and
humorous talk on dipping and stripping of
cars etc.

Our half day run organised by Athelie
and John Davey attracted 20 cars. Some
very interesting questions at Te Puna
Esplanade before finishing at Dot and Rex
Williams' property for afternoon tea and a
most interesting visit to their collection
of Vintage farm machinery and old time
memorabilia.

For our December mid-week outing we
went to Windsong Miniature Horse Stud
and Training Centre. Most interesting. Our
organisers certainly find some unusual
places for our visits.

It was a fun evening for our end of year
meeting (all our meets are actually), start
ing with a quiz and then a joke telling ses
sion, if only we could remember even some
of them.

A picturesque venue and a lovely sunny
day welcomed a large number of members
to our annual Christmas event. Our thanks
to Heather and Bernie Wills for making
their property available to us. It was good to
see Mary and Harold Smith's little Austin
Healy Sprite out on its first run after a
major rebuild, also Maureen and Clive
Gardner having their Whippet on the road
again.

Zoe and Ray Kennedy are selling their
1957 Mercedes as they have purchased
Heather and Merv Edridge' s Morris
Convertible. Good to keep these cars in our
branch.

Great news to hear that Ivan Allan is
completing the restoration on Les Demler's
Alldays and Onions as Joy has decided as a
tribute to Les, she and their grand-daughter
Nardia will enter it in the Year 2000 Rally.
We are proud of you Joy.

Bill Janes has another project restoring
his 1955 Jaguar XK 140 fixed-head coupe.

The swap meet this year was organised
solely by the Bay of Plenty branch (previ
ously by a combination of local clubs). This
certainly boosted our club funds and an
indication of how a club can pull together
to make something work. Esprit-de-corps is
certainly alive and well in this branch.

Many thanks to all who attended and
look forward to seeing you all again this
year. We welcome to our club new mem
bers Douglas Buntin, Manfred Unger. Len
Whiteley, Adele and John Lamb, Julian
Webb. Plans for the 1999 National Easter
Rally are running very smoothly and we
look forward to a record number of entries.

Once again our mid-week run took us to
Cascade Fountain Gardens this time for the
Christmas Show followed by a picnic tea in
the beautiful flood-lit gardens.

Bay of Plenty Gladys Greaves

Recoveries: Pat Dewhurst is in strong and
good spirits after surviving a bad motor
smash in Northland.
Rallies: Barry Birchall 1905 De Dion, Bill
and Royce Shears 1914 AC, Rex Bremner
1912 Newton Bennelt. Don White and
Malcolm Hall 1909 Sizaire Et Naudin, Neil
Bieleski, Doug Pinker, Mike McGinley
1911 Renault Charabanc, Ross Jones 190 I
Locomobile Steamer, and Russell and
Pauline Vincent 1905 Cadillac all attended
the 100 years of motoring in New Zealand
event in the Wairarapa. The Vincents drove
all the way.

Our 40th Ruby Hunua Rally attracted
139 entrants, this is a big increase on the
last few years. Neville and Sue Olsen put
on a superb run, this year starting and fin
ishing near Henderson and travelling to
Kaipara Flats for lunch. Paul and Jodi
Tomlin won overall in their 1928
Plymouth. The breakdown of entries is as
follows, three Veteran, seventy-one
Vintage including one motorcycle, eight or
nine rear wheel braked vehicles including
the Veterans, thirty-four PV including two
bikes and one commercial, twenty-four
PWV including two commercials and two
bikes, six P60V. Out of branch participa
tion from Waikato, North Shore, Wellsford
and Bay of Plenty. Non competitive tourists
made up 13% of the field. Top marks to
Wellsford's Wilbur and Ayleen Brown for
driving the little 1921 Eric Campbell from
Snells Beach to the Rally start. The social at
the Mandalay Ballroom was very well
attended, compared with some of the local
hall events in recent years. A number of
people wore mby red for the occasion.

Twenty five Auckland crews entered
Northlands PV and PWV dominated Far
North Tour, more than a quarter of the
field.

The 18th annual motorcycle rally
attracted 76 entrants and was once again
centered on Waiuku in the Franklin
District. The weather was most unkind,
however the run proceeded successfully. I
assume the swapmeet and social went okay.
Strong out of Branch support from Waikato
Taranaki, South Waikato, Northland,
Wanganui, Hawkes Bay and Otago. The
breakdown of entries is roughly as follows:
47 PWV, II PV, 6 Vintage, I Veteran, 4
P60V and 4 others, combinations Tourists
and Classics have been included in VCC
age categories. So to Tom Belch, 1930
Douglas and overall winner Bob Atley
1925 Harley Davidson, Malcolm Brown
1928 Indian, Peter "Scott" Cooper 1930
Scott, Mike and Paul Steele 1926 Indian,
Ray Barker 1927 Royal Enfield, and lan
Thompson 1915 Royal Enfield and Sole
Veteran Entrant. Keep the increasingly
worn and taltered flag of Vintage
Motorcycling flying high and proud.

Back to restorations and vehicle move
ments - next issue.

IDLE
TORQUE

VCC Branch
Reports

Condolences: To David Mogfords family.
Dave had involvement with Veterans and
was a stalwalt of our rear wheel brake run
with his 1926 Rugby Sedan. To Derek
Schollitt on the loss of his wife Terri.
Births: To Geoft' and Linda Evans Downs,
a daughter Celia. To Bede and Rose

The Club Captain's Christmas Run, our
last event for 1998, deserves or cia I mean
defies description. David Oakley is famolls
for the antics he demands from participarits.
This year he had 25 navigators carrying
half an egg shell containing an egg yolk
from the first check point till the end as
well as drafting a pen of 30 odd sheep on
route. Drivers were required to retrieve a
balloon floating in the middle of a duck
pond (dingy provided) and then there was
touch of orienteering thrown in for good
measure. Bill Clark who has recently trans
ferred to Ashburton from South Canterbury
was a worthy winner. Bill was kept busy as
he serenaded us with several well known
tunes on his bag pipes while a barbecue tea
was cooking.

Maurie Allan has been giving the 1924
Maxwell a tune up. The motor hadn't been
touched since restoration 30 years ago.

International truck numbers in the
branch are growing with Jim Lawton start
ing on the restoration of his 1920 solid rub
ber tyre job. At the moment he is getting the
wheels on the chassis before tackling the
motor which was dismantled and packed in
boxes when he got it.

Congratulations to Graham Stockdale
who traded his E Type Jaguar for his wife's
4WD Mazda to win the Pomeroy Trophy.

Father Christmas could be carrying an
extra heavy gift to the Mt Somers area this
Christmas Eve as David Banks has been
overheard pleading with Margaret to buy
him something from the parts shed. He's
hoping to fix the knock in the Vauxhall
ready for the New Year.



The 1998 Canterbl/ry branch homestead run had over JOO members enjoying a COl/ntry run.

modate all cars safely and in fair comfort
in future.

Another popular happening was the
Veteran Annual Rally with a small number
of newer additions making up the near 40
vehicles. Leaving Wigram Air Museum for
Halswell Quarry and lunch, the return to
view Dr Heinz Museum at Wigram round
ed off the first day's motoring.

On 29 November The Picnic Run trav
elled to Amberley Beach Domain while
earlier in the month the Show weekend tour
based itself at Fairlie Hotel. In good weath
er, the organisers, Leigh and Tony
Craythornc, fielded few complaints with an
excellent tour of this lovely part of
Canterbury by the 30 entrants.

Next up we were into Christmas events
with the Annual Night Trial and social on
the 5th followed by the Children's
Christmas Picnic with many willing helpers
ensuring highly enjoyable times at both
functions.

Santa again pelformed remarkably tol
erently and again told his tall tales to seem
ingly hundreds of kids and adults, spell
bound, for just a little while.

Other events included the All British
day organised by Colin Hey, departing
Cutler Park in good numbers to emcrge at
West Melton Domain after various routes
around the countryside, while Holden
and Morris held 50th Anniversary
Commemorations.

After considering a rather small offering
of flag designs, the committee has solted an
acceptable pelUlant drawn by Peter
Cornelius. This will become the Canterbury
Branch flag and a $50 meal voucher was
awarded to Peter for his effort.

Swapmeet Committee faces major
changes of significant personnel in 1999

Reportedly 95% of sites are re-booked

following many favourable comments from
member siteholders.

The recent revival of the humble
'Moped' has inspired many m~mbers to.get
into the act with simple fun being the object
of their affection.

No fewer than 65 machines took to
'Syds Birthday Run' on which just a few
blue hazed two strokes chucked it in (or
was it the riders?) Suddenly we have a

growth sub-section with even quirkier
methods of mobility to revive.

Gisborne Rodney Clague

November's Club Captain's Wing Ding
saw several vehicles travel to Motu for the
clay. Here they enjoyed a short walk to a
plantation of firewood trees grow~ b~ the
lunch hosts of the day, betore enjoyIng a
lovely lunch of camp oven cooked roast
beef sandwiches and salad. This was fol
lowed later in the afternoon by a walk
through Whinray's Bush. Members were
taken to the start of the walk on the back of
Trevor Jukes' 1936 Ford V8 3-tonner and
John Moffal's 1939 Ford V8 Pickup, and
then walked through the bush back to the
Motu Falls where they were transpOlted to
base in time for aftemoon tea before leav
ing for home. A really enjoyable day.

The final function for the year was a bar
becue at the c1ubrooms, with the rally com
mittee supplying the food and everyone
bringing their own liquids. A bi~ turnou~ of
members enjoyed a lovely evening, dUrIng
which the hat was taken around and the
proceeds given to chairman Mark DU,nn's
daughter Tina who is off to Norway tor a
year as an exchange student.

On the restoration scene Terry Wood's
1930 Dodge is motoring sweetly again after
a major motor overhaul, as is Russell
Gregg's 1929 De Soto; David Clark has
sold his 1924 Ford T to Matamata and has
replaced it with a 1930 Ford A Fordor from
Putaruru; Joe Clifton has bought the ex
Brophy 1954 Wolseley 4/44 and has the
rare 1933 Wolseley Hornet saloon for sale;
Joe Webber has sold the 1927 Essex back
to the family of the person from whom he
bought it 25-odd years ago; Keith Webber
has purchased the ex-AIan Wilson Model A

Tudor; and this writer has sold the 1936
Dodge D2 that he has had stored for the
past 25 years to Whangarei. The empty
space in the shed didn't remain. I~ng thoug.h
- it has been filled with an anginal condI
tion 1929 Whippet 6 truck complete with
hoist. They're still out there!

Happy motoring for 1999. Remember,
it's now less than 12 months to the Year
2000 Rally

Gore Paul Herron

Our Club Captain's Mystery Tour was
held on November 21 with eight vehicles
attending. Start point was in Mataura and
the route headed towards Clinton,
Clydevale and on to Tuapeka Mouth for
lunch. We then proceeded across the Clutha
River Punt and on to Raes Junction to fin
ish up at Millers Flat Camping Ground. The
usual mischief was sure to follow after a
large barbecue. The following day the
retum journey was over Moa Flat through
the Leithen Valley to Waikaia ancl on to
Gore.

We recently held our RSA Diggers run
on 5 December. This run is to give the RSA
members and wives a trip to a surrounding
district with this years destination being the
Waikaka Hotel where the publican had sup
plied a greal afternoon spread. The run was
well supported by both Clubs but was
marred by the cloud burst while heading to
Waikaka and also when returning to Gore.

Two Canterbury cars have found them
selves new homes down here in the South.
A 1939 Chevrolet Sedan to the Hurley col
lection and a 1928 Model A Coupe with
overhead conversion to the growing stable
of John Treamaines

A merry Christmas and happy motoring
new year from the Gore branch.

Hawkes Bay Wayne Clark

As is the norm October-November have
been very hectic with many rallies being
run and duly attended. After organising a
Tractor Expo at The 1998 Royal Show
joined the final two days of the McLean
Centennial Rally. Mike Marshall from
Manawatu had taken my 1918 Thornycroft
Truck to commence the run and I had the
pleasure of the haul over the ~imutaka

Ranges with the truck almost stallmg when
coming around corners into some fierce
head winds. However the whole rally was
well worth the effort and certainly was a
once in a lifetime event. We we won't see
the next one!

At the same time 45 entrants departed
for Gisborne for The Annual Safari Rally.
As this was also Gisbornes 25th
Anniversary Rally. They hosted the Safari
bringing the total to 107 entries ancl with
some of the Rally Prizes coming to local
members. Sounds like the weather was kind
and no major problems manifested.

October clubnight, four members spoke
of something of their interest other than
cars: Gordon Vogtherr referred to the De
Havilland Comet DH88 and its test pilot
AIthur Clouston, Barbie Speers has some
340 owls (not live) in just about every

,...... , ,.... -A,...
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Yes il was vel)' windy and look nu sleam. /9981HcLean MOlor Car Acl Cell/ennia/lleleran Rally
Rimulaka sl/mmil

of newspaper cutting in bulging scrapbooks
and finally Derek Gordon yakked about his
Cacti and succulent plants of which some
fifty-five hundred are at residence at his
place - a most interesting session.

Two other well attended rallies in
November were of course the Veteran
Rally and Homestead Run on the same
weekend. About 12 entrants left for the
first stop at Mangapapa Lodge Havelock
North which is the former home of Sir
James Wattie. Continuing onto Te Mata
Estate winery and then to the new home of
Kip and Dale Coop (Tuki Tuki) which has
replaced the original destroyed by fire some
four year ago. Forty-four cars were on the
Homestead Run. They departed the
Clubrooms and eventually ended up at
Whana-whana to look around this 5,000
square foot home which was built in 1902.

Finally for 1998 at our December nog
gin and natter Derek Gordon auctioned off
some 30 or so mystery items raising over
$200 for the branch followed by supper and
general conversation. On Saturday night 12
December at the home of Don and Sheila
Copas 30 or so members enjoyed a
Christmas Party to cap off what has been
another busy and successful year. These
last three months especially so. Well the
Ransom is open for the annual eye of the
Boiler Inspector and 1 have my little indus
trial Fordson "F" shunting tractor to be
paint.ed ready for Art Deco on 19-21 Feb,
1999. Looking forward to that. Prosperous
New Year and all of that.

Horowhenua Ajay

Our Branch 21 st started off on a recent
Friday night with a great gathering of
enthusiasts, some of whom hadn't seen
each other for decades. It was extremely
difficult to keep to the organised pro
gramme but somehow it all got done.
Saturday was a most informal, but very
enjoyable "Posh Picnic" in the main street
of Foxton which had been closed to traffic.
The attention to detail that the winners went
to was absolutely amazing. The Dinner on
Saturday evening and the informal tour
through some interesting sites on Sunday
put the icing on the cake so to speak. One

the weekend was Les Adlam in his Veteran
Overland which looked magnificent and is
a credit to his efforts. Murray Low was per
ambulating in his delectable Delage and by
the look on his passengers faces, it must
have been going well indeed. The Branch is
now going to look at some additions to its
clubrooms to house parts and some ener
getic members have started on a motorshow
to end all motorshow's-a celebration of the
part the old Levin Race-Track played on
the International motor-racing scene. 1999
will be a busy year.

Safe motoring.

Manawatu Dallas Denby

The very successful McLean Motor Car
Act Centennial Veteran Rally is now histo
ry. Sadly the TV cameras kept away, so the
rest of New Zealand was unable to share
the enjoyment.

The MG Classic Whittakers racing com
mittee requested VCC members to man the
gates for their meeting over the weekend of
7th and 8th November. This was done by a
few willing members.

The 3rd Veteran rally had a good atten
dance of 24 vehicles. The start was from
Sanson and went via back roads to a his
toric homestead near Tangimoana for the
lunch stop. Sadly, the wind was very strong
and that held back the smaller Veteran
vehicles. But made an interesting reliability
trial around a country block road. The star
tled onlookers must have wondered about
all these old vehicles going twice past their
properties.

A mid week wander was organised by
Morrie Holland and went to his sister's his
toric home in Wanganui for morning tea.
The rain stopped long enough to have a
wander through her beautiful garden. From
there to Braeburn House for lunch and
a look through this lovely 1914 ex
private hotel.

December 6th. A good turnout to go to
Chris Amon's fann near Bulls. He spoke to
members about "Days gone by with motor
racing". From there some visited the nearby
lavender farm.

The community service from the Branch
has included Christmas parades and rides

Marlborough Trev Harris

Our 40th Anniversary Rally held over
labour weekend has gone into our Branch
history as yet another success alongside the
many previous success's. The rally attract
ed 52 entrants including ten from other
branches. The 49 cars covered all of the
VCC eligible classes with two vintage and
one Postwnr motorcycles making up the
numbers. It was fitting that the Veteran
Section was won by Trev and Mary May,
driving Ted Lucas's Ford Model T. Trev
and Ted are foundation members of
the Marlborough Branch and the T was one
of the first full restorations carried out in
the Branch.

To give a balance to the prize list, the
Post War section was won by new members
Andrew and Kirsten Bibby, who also took
the overall win in their Mercedes. It was
also pleasing to see the family aspect of the
VCC movement come through with Jan
Sibbald and teenage son Richard winning
the Post 60s class in their Morris Mini.

Over Labour weekend while we were
enjoying typical Marlborough weather for
our rally. Four of our branch stalwarts,
Graham and Carroll Wibin 1905 Schacht,
Tris and Helen Winstanley 1911 Brush,
were participating in the McLean Rally in
the Wairarapa/Wellington region. From
their account they enjoyed the rally
and came home with a sense of achieve
ment. but the entrants and organisers
deserved better luck with the weather over
the final stages.

In late November over 30 vehicles trav
elled to White's Bay which was once home
to the South Island end of the first inter
island telegraph cable completed in 1866.
One building still remains of the several
which were once home to the seven staff
and their families who initially staffed the
station as relay operators. In 1866 White's
Bay was accessible only by foot, horseback
or boat, and the isolation, boredom and the
coid winds blowing through Cook Strait
must have made it the Post and Telegraph
appointment to hell! Today it is a popular
picnic spot, home to a surf Iifesaving club,
one of Marlborough's best beaches and a
pleasant spot on good days.

There was a good turnout of members
for a barbecue/barndance to celebrate
Christmas and we all look forward to the
New Year and wish all our fellow members
throughout New Zealand good motoring
for 1999.

Northland Donna Nobilo

Northlanders have been busy lately.
Four Dargaville cars travelled to Hawkes
Bay for their Safari Rally, George and Iris
Tier won the Post Vintage section in their
1939 Austin Big Seven, followed by the
Gisborne Rally in which Bruce and Claudia
Jeffery did exceptionally well coming first
Vintage, Gymkhana and first overall as
well as getting first for the "Po Poem",
quite a feat. Well done folks.

Our Branch's 1909 Lacre bus went on a
tiki tour to the Wairarapa to enter the
McLean Motor Car Act Rally. The shock of
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Plus the NEW FREE benefit
available for your treasured
Vintage Car.

Here's just a few of the benefits you'll find
explained in your Privilege Package.

• How you can save up to 400/0 or more on
company premiums for home contents car
and boat.

• Special package discounts.

• There's free windscreen, glass, headlight
and trailer cover.

• How 24 hour emergency phone assistance is
yours free.

• How your club receives a commission on
every policy sold.

To find out what your VCC membership
entitles you to, phone us today on
0800 505 905 for your privilege pack
o ..no obli!!ation auotation.

•

0800 505 905

SU!J!Jortinf! the Vintaf!e Car Club ofNZ.



for it and it behaved itself for the entire
rally! Despite the horrible weather the sup
port crew enjoyed themselves, disappointed
only by the fact they couldn't finish the
Wellington leg with the 'old girl' for the
sake of safety.

Our 4th Garden Safari was well attended
and very much enjoyed. No-one failed to
be over-awed by the huge rock cliffs at
the Russell Road Quarry Garden where a
handful of volunteers are working away
on this incredible restoration project which
makes Vintage car restoration look like a
picnic. The rest of the day was spent in
several differing gardens and many cars
went home sprouting vegetation from the
back seat.

Our 26th Far North Tour was an event in
itself and to this end I have written about it
elsewhere. Other member have had events
of their own, both shall remain nameless
but this could happen to any of us. Mr A
received a parking infringement notice for
$10 for parking his 19XX VCC in
Hurstmere Road. The car has been in bits in
his garage for twenty years and the regis
tration is on hold! Mr B has a more serious
problem. Living in a small town he rang the
local garage and booked his 1920's Tourer
in for a WOF - it had run out as had the
rego over the winter, how many of you do
just the same thing? Just yards from the
garage and within sight of the waiting
mechanic Mr B was stopped by the law and
given a ticket, no warrant, no rego, no
excuses. Despite letter to Wellington
explaining the situation it looks as if Mr B
is going to have to take the matter to court.
Not a very nice thing to be faced with.

And on that sober note I will leave you
to think.

South Canterbury Dave Warlow

Mount Cook Rally this year was by a
route south, Gm'don's Valley, Waimate,
Waiho Forks, Elephant Hill to Waitaki
Valley and Kurow for lunch. From Kurow
it was on up the valley past Waitaki,
Aviemore and Benmore Dams to the
McKenzie Basin and Twizel. Next morning
after field tests the rally continued on up
the side of Lake Pukaki into an increasing
nor-wester. On nearing Mount Cook the
wind tumed to driving rain and on arrival
the snow was well down and the odd t1ake
in the air. A really sterling effort was
made by Brian Goodman in an AC Sociable
which took five hours from Twizel amid
strong winds and the odd breakdown. His
return trip took two hours.

The first annual motorcycle rally since
1995 took the riders through the Upper
Waitohi area, Peel Forest and to Erewhon
where an overnight stay was had at Mt
Potts Lodge.

An economy run was held in November,
and after fuelling up and having our tanks
sealed we followed our instructions which
took us through the rolling hills to the
South, over to Waitohi and back to c1ub
rooms for refreshments. First was Barry
and Jenny Goodman, MGB with 46.89mpg;

'''"'1 C"I .16"

45.07mpg and third yours truly FJ Holden
35.07mpg.

South Otago Bill Cross

The Dunvegan motor cycle rally was
held early in October and it is fitting that
South Otago Branch member, Robin
Benington (1941 Indian) took overall hon
ours, as this now well established event on
the motor cycle calendar had its origins in
South Otago.

New member, Leon Maguire (1965
Hillman) was welcomed to the October
meeting.

John Souness, has come up with another
requisition for the Branch in the form of a
large portable notice board.

Club Captain John Cook's outing on the
18th October proved another success for
the Branch's new Club Captain, with the
journey ending at Finches Museum just
north of Milton. This was followed by the
official opening of the Branch's new parts
shed and library by National Management
Committee member Gary Beaumont.

Vintage vehicles taking part in the run to
Milton were; lan and Wilma McDonald
(1955 Mkl Zephyr), John Souness (1962
Studebaker Hawk), John and Jan Cook
(1962 Morris Oxford), Wally Ollerenshaw
(1938 Morris Eight Sports), Phil and Bev
Sell (1937 MOITis Eight Saloon), Graeme

Pholo: GraN/le SIeel and Ih£' 1939 Ch£'l'rol£'1
ready 10 sel off 10 Ih£' Clulha Rally, a pil)' aboitl
Ihe brokell a.xle. Wilh afamily affive daughlers
Ihe 1939 Chel'rolel has been ill greal demalld
as a wedding ear' (.Iil11 Beeby pholo).

Steel (1939 Chevrolet Master Delux), Doug
and Margaret Hayman (1928 Plymouth),
Peter Umfreville (1968 Vauxhall Victor
1600), Jim Beeby and Jolm Davey (1937
Austin Seven Ruby), Malcolm Thomson
(1966 Austin Mini Moke), Angus and
Margaret Katon (1929 De Soto Espandel).

Four Branch members took part in the
Otago Branch Taieri Tour, Robin McCall
(1936 Plymouth), Paul McNabb (1939
Chrysler), Percy Burrows (1928 Plymouth),
John Cook (1962 Morris Oxford - 2nd P60
class). On the 21st November 1998 eight
South Otago members joined a contingent
from the Otago Branch and attended the
West Otago A & P Show at Tapanui, local
participants were John Souness, John Cook,
Jim Beeby, Percy Burrows, Noel Willetts
(1930 Model A), Peter Umfreville, lan
McDonald, Cecil Anderton (1938
Chevrolet Master Delux).

The Branch supplied cars for the South
Otago A & P Show Queens, and the year
ended with a barbecue in the RankJeburn in
Oecemher. John Rf'Ollanev was wf'Okomf'Od to

the November meeting, John has a restored
1961 Morris 1000 and an unrestored 1947
Ford Mercury. South Otago Branch mem
bers have been involved in Vintage car
activities over five consecutive weekends
in November 1998.

Taupo Jack Hindess

November was quite a busy month for
our branch. At our monthly meeting we had
a local helicopter pilot, Jason Kirkland,
telling us about his Russian experiences
when he attended a course in flying heavy
lift helicopters. It was not so much about
flying as about his impressions of the peo
ple and the living conditions he encoun
tered. A good attendance and nice to see
four South Waikato members along for the
evening.

Our~first garage sale proved to be a great
success and the branch is $l ,042 better off
because of it. This will go towards the club
rooms extensions and we would be able to
redeem the remaining debentures easily
next year. The clay after the garage sale five
cars visited Rotorua as part of the Sulphur
City Rally. Out of the five cars from Taupo
three had problems. The Moores MG suf
fered ignition problems, the Carrs VS broke
a stub axle and the Watkins Sunbeam lost
its clutch. It's not usually like that!

The November monthly run was mys
tery event organised by Frank and Janice
Maxwell. We visited the Rotorua Trout
hatchery, Rhodahils nursery and then saw
700 cows being milked at a modern rotary
cowshed. A great day with a variety of
interesting stops.

We had 58 at our Christmas Dinner,
which was held in the dubrooms. A catered
event this time which meant that we could
all participate without worrying about the
kitchen chores. The two outstanding tro
phies for the year were presented to Tony
and Dorothy Brice who won the Navigators
trophy and Lester Strawbridge and ROll
Anderson who were awarded the Club
Captain's trophy.

The Lake Taupo Fun Run will be held
on 5-7 March. 1 suggest you book early for
this event as the lronman is also on
6 March.

Taranaki Colin Johnson

In November we had what one could
describe as an exceptional turn out of mem
bers to all event. Even new restorations
were being tried. Steve and Veronical
Oliver had their 1915 Veteran Model T our
for it's first branch outing on our monthly
meander then Gerry Coates surprised us all
with his newly restored Model A. Nelson
Weedon has had his Austin 16/6 out for
a run along with Eric Hodges and his
Model T.

We have had quite an influx of new
members just joined LIS. Roy King has two
1927 Austin 7's, one sports and one chum
my, he also has a 1929 Marquette
Raceabout. Malcolm and MariJy Smart
own a J948 Rover P3 75 and Micheal
Brougham has a 1966 Rover P6 2000. We
also welcome Hugh and Jill Cowan who
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Branch. Hugh and Jill are familiar to many
of us as we have met up with them on many
Club events around the country.

Beryl's Run organised by Beryl Watson
for the motorcycle group was very well
attended with four BSA ,two Matchless,
one AJS, one Norton and one Francis
Barnett motorcycles. After a good run
along farmland roads we ended up at mem
ber Rita Frost's house at Omato. We were
treated to a very interesting show of her
vehicles and things mechanical. Her Blue
1934 Chev Master Sedan, 1926 Chev
Sedan, 1939 Chev truck and 1952 Chev
Styleliner Sedan were in all a very nice col
lection of this American manufacturing
giant. Other treasures spied out under the
benches were a couple of BSA's and one
Jawa motorcycle belong to Ray Jones.

Arthur Whittaker in Waitara has com
pleted restoration on two very nice Austin
7s. One is 1936 sedan, it now belongs to his
daughter Mrs MA Sason. Arthur had the car
painted green body and black guards. The
other now belongs to his other daughter
Mrs HG Sharpe and has been painted recl

body with black guards. you can see in the
photos below the truly wonderful restora
tion work that has been performed over
many years by Arthur. A petfect set of
twins. 1936 A and 1937A, it's sister.

On behalf of all the members here in
Taranaki I would like to wish all members
a very happy and prosperous New Year and
safe and enjoyable motoring for 1999.
Happy New Year.

Wairarapa Evelyn Chisholm

October Club night started with a roast
meal at the Taratahi Hotel. Then it was off
to Greytown where we split into two groups
to visit our magazine advertisers. First stop
for our group was at the Lamb-Peters Print
shop, where they took us through the stages
of printing of the magazine and programme
for the McLean Centennial Veteran Rally.
A very interesting description and demon
stration. The wine and cheese supplied was
a very pleasant extra. The next visit was to
Ross Smash Repairs panel and paint shop.
This business is well known for irs high
quality workmanship where many of our
members cars have been worked on and
painted during restoration.

The Reliability Run proved to be just
that. Starting at rhe Clubrooms we headed
south on a timed section to finish at
Martinborough. Straightline navigation
through this town is always a challenge.
The central business area and many adjoin-
:""' ..... c, ......::>.:.f- .... "''''a. 1.,;~ ........ t : .....h ...... +......~ ....... "'1"11.. "",

Union Jack. This can prove to be quite a
challenge to the competitors, where quite
frequently drivers and navigators have been
seen to be exercising a difference of opin
ion. The overall result is cars in all direc
tions much to the consternation of the
locals.

The next section was out to Petite Valley
for the lunch stop. An outside venue to par
take of our picnic lunches. All too soon we
were off again on the next timed section
which was over 40 miles of gravel roads.
This was real trial for drivers and cars. The
return to the clubrooms concluded with a
cuppa and then finally a happy hour.
Thanks for this run go to Ron Coulson and
Graham Clark, who provided and excellent
days outing.

Preparation is now starting for the Rex
Porter Memorial Rally in 1999. This is the
clubs major calendar event and we are hop
ing to attract a large number of entries
including hopefully some of the Veterans
who found our roads very suitable for their
vehicles when they visited us for. The
McLean Centennial Veteran Rally. This
event takes place on 12 and 13 March 1999.

Wanganui Fay Chamberlain

Like all other Branches, the activity con
tinues!

The Wanganui Branch has been very
active in the community of late, including
dressing up to match our cars for the
Wanganui Jockey Club's Sesqui (150
years) Centennial Celebrations Parade. A
wondelful effort was put in by members,
and together with the photos of the McLean
Run (to which three of our members went),
the "Rivet" was fair bursting at the seams.

Gala days too, played a big part. The
local hospice in particular, was very grate
ful for the display of cars at their fundrais
ing gala.

Two Sunday Runs were very successful.
Anne & Frank Dowers' "Ladies Run" was
a delight (roses and lavender included), and
Jay Hart led us through green pastures and
native bush to a wonderful scenic view high
up at the end of the Tokomaru West Road.
Both runs were well attended, and both
deserve a special vote of thanks!

Restoration of the Year in December

the night. Ian Chamberlain's 1906 REO I
cylinder runabout proved the winner, with
some fine efforts evident in Pat Gowan's
1947 Chev Truck, Len Browell's 1929
Standard, Len Mathew 1959 Morris Minor,
and lastly, a delightful 1945 child's two
wheeler push scooter ("Li'l Scoot"), was
presented by Ed Boyd.

The Wanganui River has caused much
concern with flooding this winter and the
Branch's clubrooms have come a bit too
close for comfort three times! Of course,
loyal members "rallied" round!

Wellsford Alma Henson

Another two months have passed and
the Wellsford Branch has been making the
most of it with opportunities being many
and varied.

October, Club night saw us meeting at
Dave Henderson's residence. After the
business was conducted Neil Fowler
showed a film on how NOT to drive a vehi
cle. It was taken from the Swedish 4x4 Off
Roader Championships. Definitely not a
sport for the faint hearted.

November 7/8. The annual Far N011h
Tour is a very popular event and six cars
from WellsfordjWarkworth attended. A
very enjoyable weekend.

November 14. The opening of the
Matakohe Restored Steam Sawmill. This to
me has been the year's highlight. To any
one who hasn't been to this museum, if you
travel North it's a must. Completely differ
ent from any other museum. Their kauri
gum collection, rooms done in period set
tings (these change with the seasons), old
gum diggers at work and now the steam
sawmill. Many of the models are based on
local identities. Over one million visited
there last year. During the day a live
demonstration was given on tree felling and
the logs being towed away by a Bullock
Team. Something very seldom seen these
days.

November 22. The weather on this day
wasn't very kind so affected the turnout
with neighbouring clubs of a day at
Wenderholm Beach. Those who did brave
the climate still enjoyed themselves.

December 3. Our Christmas dinner at
the Captains Cafe at Sandspit Wharf 30
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27th
Dunvegan
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Text Robin Benington
Photos lan Pairman

t was fitting that the 27th
Dunvegan Motorcycle Rally took
in some of the Central Otago
scenery in this the 150th

Celebrations of Otago and Southland. The
Dunvegan has its roots in South Otago,
where in its first four years was centered on
Pearce's Dunvegan woolshed at Wyndham
Station near Clinton.

Rally weekend, 3-4 October 1998 ,
began for the only South Otago branch
entrant, at 7.30am in the rain.

The Dunedin Railway Station (now
being restored to its former victorian splen
dour) was the assembly point, and while the
rally packs were being distributed Hughie
sent down a torrent of rain, but for the
remainder of the tour the weather was ideal,
especially for a motorcyclist.

Twenty-one entrants faced the starters
gun in the able hands of John Allum and
eventually only three of these were res
cured by the back-up trailer.

The Saturday morning run was via
Mount Cargill to Palmerston (with the
usual off the seal experiences) and then
through the Pigroot to Naseby. At Naseby
the ladies of the local golf club had a sump
tuous spread ready for hungry, mostly age
ing motorcyclists. After lunch the rally
headed for Oturehua and onto Hayes
Engineering, established in 1895 in a small

Top: Climbing the Pigroot
Right from top: Ma/co/m McCaw, Fred Col/elt,
Bill Luxton at the start.
Next: A pause for refreshment at the Owrehua
pub.
Next: Father and son team: Bob and Arthur
Bruce: MAC and Venom Ve/os.

3.1 x 2.5m shed. Later under Ernest Hayes,
bom in Warwickshire, England in L851, the
complex grew gaining a world reputation.

Today, this amazing engineering feat
and workshop is protected by the NZ
Historic Places Trust.

The rally entrants were based at
Ranfuriy overnight staying at the Ranfurly
Red Lion Hotel, with the service of mine

host, David Weyer, who was eager to make
the overnight stay one to remember. The
fOlmer Ranfurly Railway Station, now the
local museum was visited with interest,
whilst the local radio station gave the
Dunvegan due publicity.

The return journey to Dunedin on
Sunday followed the route of the Discover
Otago 'tour, as part of the South Island
Rally organised by the Otago Branch in
April, through Middlemarch and over the
Rock and Pillar to Mosgiel and onto the
Otago Branch rooms at Forbury Road. •
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Vintage, P. v., P. W. &Classic Restoration

From start to the finished vehicle or just
repairs to component as required.

Whe1'e older cars M'C scen and lovcd.
- And some an f01' sale -

Ph: 07 573 6547
Te Puke - Rotorua Highway<nt'xt to Kjll'~frlljt Country)

THE FASCINATING HISTORY OF MOTORING

GoIdies
Garage

OWEN P. GOLDSMITH
Proprielor

25 Years Experience

TE PUI<E
__J.~INTAGE
~UTOBARN

Pyes Pa,
Tauranga.

Phone:
(07) 543-0061

Member

Truck Parts Mid 30's to Early 70's

Lefi: Bruce Pidgeon, 1927 BSA ready 10 slart.
From lap: The filial check-im or Naseby:
Malcolm McCaw on Ihe left, on Ihe righl ROil
Gilbert, Bruceand Bill Veilch.
Nexl: Neville Ball, 1960 Trimph, and ROil
Gilberl 1955 "R50" BMW prepare 10 deparl.
NeXI: Check poilll all the Pigrool.
Next: Artllllr Bruce, Bill Veitch alld John
Pollen'on load Gordon Find/ay's Roya/ EI~field
on/a the rescue lrailer.
Kevin Clarkson, BMW, and lall McGregor BSA

1931 Royal Enfield
with a reluctant
magneto.
1958 Matchless with
an untimely clutch
failure.

1937 Harley-Davidson

1930 Velocette

Colin Fleet

Results

Mr Dunvegan
Bruce Pidgeon for extra effort.
P60 Trophy
Kevin Clarkson 1960 BMW
Age & Mileage Trophy
Ray Shearman 1918 Indian
(Ray rode the Indian from Christchurch)

Other Entrants
Harold Fennell 1952 500cc Ariel
Neville Batt 1960 Triumph
Ron Gilbert 1955 'R50' BMW
Malcolm McCaw 1985 Suzuki
Fred Collett 1980 Suzuki
Bill Luxton 1997 BMW
lan McGregor 1955 BSA Gold Star
Bob and Arthur Bruce 1938 Velocette
Bill Veitch 1953 BSA
Bruce Murray Honda
John Patterson Back-up crew
Andrew Shearman 1950 Ariel
Sandy Long 1955 BSA
Ray Shearman 1918 Indian

Overall Winner
Robin Bennington 1941 Indian
2ndMurray Hamilton 1949 Scott
3rd Les Freeman 1929 AJS
Riders Choice
Russell Aitken
The Fiddlers Prize
Arthur Bruce

Hardluck Prizes
Gordon Finlay



Phone us for no obligation advice.

Phone: (03) 366-7463
Fax (03) 366-7462

344 St Asaph Street, Christchurch.

•
m.s.e~ ..t1td.

PRECISION & AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS

3 speed
4.6: I
120"

600 xl9
4 wheel hydraulic

55mph 18/20 mpg

ESTABLISHED 1950

SPECIALISTS IN VINTAGE ENGINE
RECONDITIONING.

If your
VETERAN, VINTAGE or POST VINTAGE

engine needs attention we can help.
From a small job to a complete rebuild.

Transmission
Final Drive
Wheelbase
Tyres
Brakes
Cruises

Jim Renzulli who wanted another excuse to
come to NZ, and knowing who could do
difficult projects, it came out here. A 'crash'
restoration to get it up to WOF standard had
it arriving at the start of the HCCA 100
year tour to Auckland I '/o hours late. Now
there is another story.

Specifications:
Engine 6 cyl. 241 cu.in. 78hp

33/, x 4 ';' 3960cc

This car was fully spec'd for its era.
Chrome was first seen in 1929.
Safety glass was on cars this year.
Thermostatically controlled radiator
louvres.
Four-wheel hydraulic brakes.
Oil filter.
Standard extras included; padded fabric
roof, wire wheels, mahogany steering
wheel, frosted silver dash, plush velvet
mohair upholstery and cigar lighter.

Dodge Senior Six Restoration
Continued/rom Page 31

even stop before making the ferry by two
minutes.

We stayed the night at Picton and in the
morning we re-torqued the head down and
headed for Nelson. Bob Helms daughter
Raewyn came over from Motueka to view
the transformed car she had known for 25
years. The next day we travelled to
Murchison, still with a red Morgan in my
rear view mirror. Adjusted the clutch along
the way to Reefton, and then it was on over
the Lewis Pass to Hamner Springs. The fol
lowing day was our elected 'rest day' and 1
spent II hours under the dashboard finish
ing off all the wiring. Discovered some
parts were left at home in the rush to get
away so got them couriered to
Christchurch. Friday to Christchurch, and
with the public display due Sunday, 1 spent
all day Saturday finishing off this marathon
5000 hours restoration. It was ready for the
display day, which was then cancelled
because of heavy rain'.

George was so proud when the car
received the 'Spark Plug Trophy' for 'Best
Vintage Car'. 1t was a testimony of our
endurance to get everything absolutely
right and I thank you all for that. We did
over 2000 miles, with no problems, and
were really pleased with the way it trav
elled, its speed and its power.

I have managed to trace the history on
most of our other cars but have come up
against a brick wall with this car. Under the
front seat were two dog registration tags
dated 1954 and '5X with HalsweU County
Council on them. ALan Storer has made
extensive inquiries and a club friend
recently put a photo in the Halswell
shopping centre. We know the owner was a
fisherman by all the fishing gear, cigarette
tins (fisherman get bored don't they?) and
the dog collars in the remnants of the hood
lining to hold the fishing rods! Also the
steering wheel had been notched out with a
pocketknife when the fish weren't biting. So
if anyone can help with info. Please contact
Alan or me. Thanks.

The latest project? Well there was this
1918 V8 Cadillac sitting under a
Eucalyptus tree and covered with plywood
in San Diego. Restoration had abruptly
ceased 37 years ago. Recently acquired by

CAST IRON
WELDING
Powder Spray Process,

Cylinder Heads, Manifolds,
Cooling Fins, Castings,
Mechanical Repairs &

RebuHds
THOMAS ROWE

MOTORING ENGINEER Ltd
No. 6 R.D.

Palmerston North
Phone (06) 324-8707

Idle Torque
Continuedfrum Page 47

members attended. The first two to book
were the last to arrive having forgotten the
date. A telephone call, then a standing ova
tion when they arrived, set the tone for the
evening. Not at all like the weather which
poured and blew all night.

The North Shore American Car Day is
always a sort-after event. Due to the
weather the date had been altered and now
clashed with our Gymnic. We have
deferred this to the beginning of next year
as many wished to attend the Car Show.

December 12. For the first time in the
last few years, the Wellsford Christmas
Parade was held in sunny weather (yes, we
do get some fine weather). This resulted in
a bigger number of entries than usual in the
parade. We assembled in Station Road
where various categories were judged. We
were classed in the "Community Entry"
section. Received second prize and to our
surprise found we were now the recipients
of $100.00. To those of you who have been
on the Club Captains Tours, remember
Harry? Well he's done it again. He drove
his 1936 Chevrolet and Margaret drove
their Citroen to the assembly point. When
the procession drove off we had to leave
Harry behind. His car refused to start. The
reason - you guessed it - NO PETROL!

Hope everyone had a happy holiday
season and look forward to hearing every
one's news in the New Year.

o o

o

PRECISION CASTINGS
Lost Wax Process Mould Making
Having trouble getting parts?
Now able to reproduce Vintage car parts using the

highly accurate lost wax casting method.
For all your non-ferrous casting requirements.

Phone Feilding (025) 812 641 o
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~ModelI~"& IT" Parts
~ ~

Tel./Fax (03) 352-6672 Windscreen Frame Repair Service /)

~~b~l~x ~~~~) 322-041 All makes - open and closed cars

Christchurch ~IU'?~

For all your Restoration Requirements

TYRES & TUBES Assorted Sizes New and Used

SPECIAL - NEW SUSPENSION BALL JOINTS - 1/2 NORMAL RETAIL

FORD Falcon· Fairlane • Mustang '63-'71 • Cortina '63-'66 • Zephyr "64-'72 • Falcon XA 72 •

OTHER
MAKES

• Rootes Group Series Cars '61-'67 • Trimph Spitfire· Valiant '62-'72 •

• Vauxhall '61-'77 • Vauxhall Victor· Holden Torana '64-'75 & Holden '71

• Triumph Herald· Commer & Hillman • Corona '70-'73 •

• Morris & Austin 1100 - complete driveshaft and Universal •

PO Box 20
Renwick 7352

31 High St, Renwick
MARLBOROUGH (5.1.)

Phone (03) 572-8880

Ph 08004 BASIS (22747)

Fax (03) 572-8851

--
BAS~-~S

~L~~
BRITISH AUTO SPARES AND INFORMATION SERVICES

Retail Shop:

.. '

Telephone Enquiries:

Telephone Orders:

Fax Enquiries/Orders:

Main Order Address:

BUSINESS PREMISES: 63 Disraeli Street, Addington, Christchurch

Also: 518 Cranford Street, Redwood, Christchurch

HOURS:- FLEXIBLE, TIMES BY ARRANGEMENT•

JlTEY1£JS§.Q~'§,
Inoorpornting

OIJI) AUll:) RUBBER



1930 Model A Ford Phoelon, Owner Bren Abrohom. 457/500 x 19 Firestone W/WolI tyres. SPD Photography, Stephen Perry, Ph/Fax 09 445 9910 Mob. 025 909 978

Equip your vehicle from New Zealand's largest range of
antique & classic tyres from

a-.-...-.-.-tage
Est 1975

PO Box 43-009, Mangere.
Office & Showroom: 207 Buckland Rd, Mangere, Auckland.

Phone 09 275 5316 • Fax 09 275 6882

<ee> EARLY FORD PARTS 1909 - 1931 ~
Veteran & Vintage stock an extensive range of new & used Model T and A

parts along with general restoration supplies


